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Picturing Maine & America —

An American Mona Lisa: “Maga’s Daughter” by Andrew Wyeth

I

by Christopher Crosman
n late spring of this dismal, isolating year of pandemic and racial discord Betsy James Wyeth passed
peacefully. She was 98, spent nearly
every summer of her life in Maine and
had been married to her husband, artist
Andrew Wyeth who died in 2009, for
69 years. When they first met, more
or less accidentally in 1939, she was
“tanned and seventeen” like the girl in
Jesse Winchester’s spot-on countryrock ballad telling of the inarticulate,
“sham-a-ling-dong-ding” bedazzlement of “a teenager in love.” Andy
was undone. Betsy “completed him,”
not least because her own artistic
sensibility complemented his in ways
Hollywood romance and pop ballads
never imagined. During that first
encounter Betsy introduced him to
Christina and Alvaro Olson, whom she
had known since childhood. Before
they parted, Andy invited her to a
dance in nearby Rockland, where a
week later he would ask her to marry
him. Thus began an affair of the heart
that carried them through nearly seven decades of marriage. Andrew reinvented that romance in his many direct
and indirect portraits of his wife
throughout their lives together. His
final tempera painting depicts a ghostly Friendship sloop scudding
past Betsy’s meticulously restored sail loft on their Maine island
home. Years earlier, Betsy served as her husband’s model for “Christina’s World” (1948). “Maga’s Daughter,” painted in 1966 when the
artist was at the very height of his emotionally precise powers, is
among Wyeth’s best known and most beloved images.
The title of the portrait refers to the pet name Betsy and her two
older sisters called their mother. No longer the youthful, fluttery teenager he married, she is seen in this portrait as something very different,

Andrew Wyeth, “Maga’s Daughter,” 1966, tempera
COLLECTION OF ANDREW AND BETSY WYETH ©ANDREW WYETH/ARTIST
RIGHTS SERVICE (ARS) 2020

a pulled-together, self-confident woman in her prime, the mother of
their grown boys, the headmistress of his immaculate world. Her face
is framed by the drawstrings of an antique Quaker riding hat. The
strings are loose, unwrapping the gift of her face to us, the viewers,
and drawing us into the flicker of a smile that is at once alluring and
MAGA’S DAUGHTER continues page 10
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Just Saying ...

H

by Tom Sadowski

What Was That You Said?

earing was never an issue in my youth. Sure, we’d
go swimming and then have problems with one ear
but that would clear up overnight if not within the hour.
Of course, the occasional firecracker volley in the bedroom
would ring in the ears for a full day but that didn’t happen
every week. Now, 50 to 60 years later, it’s a different
story.
The ongoing debate in my household is who is more hearing-impaired, me or my wife. Of course, it’s not a very captivating debate because we
can’t hear all the words the other is saying, which is just as
well or the exchange could get
testy.
“The house is afire.”
“What did you say?”
“Never mind. It’s not important.”
“No, I couldn’t hear you
because I was turned away and
you were mumbling. Now
what did you say?”
“I don’t mumble.”
Ears ago we lived in an 8-by-40-foot trailer and never had
any problems hearing each other. I always thought it was
because sound has no place to hide living in a rectangular
tube, but now I’m thinking we could hear each other because
we were in our 30s.
My wife, who likes the opinions of professionals, has
scheduled a hearing test. I don’t need a test as I hear perfectly. After a lifetime of power tools, chain saws, rock
’n’ roll and voices constantly screaming in my head, you
would think that maybe I’ve had some hearing loss but I’m
fine. Sure, 25 percent of adults between the ages of 65 and
74 suffer from disabling hearing loss. The other 75 percent
just can’t hear as good as they used to. But I can’t possibly belong in either of those categories, or so I thought.
During rehearsal of a play that I was involved with, the
director abruptly stopped the scene and shouted out to the
sound technician to turn down the volume of the crickets.
I had no idea that the cricket track was playing. Ouch.
In my 20s I remember listening to a speaker and amplifier hooked to a frequency generator that made higher and
higher pitched tones until I could no longer hear them
(around 17,000 Hz or cycles per second, quite a high pitch
for the human ear). Maybe it was time to test my own hearing again.
I used a smartphone app to generate audio tones and as
they got higher, I found I heard nothing above 7,200 Hz.
That couldn’t be right. Surely my phone just couldn’t play
those high frequencies.
To test my theory, I hooked up some gear that would listen to the sounds and show me visually, on a scope, if the
sound really existed. I self-administered the test again. The
scope verified that the high-pitched sound was there indeed.
Moreover, my daughter ran into the room to track down that
“painfully annoying, piercing sound.” The dog next door
was howling wildly. I sat there oblivious to any high-pitched
sound.
For do-it-yourselfers like me, help is on the horizon: Overthe-Counter Hearing Aids are almost here.
To increase the availability, ensure the quality and bring
down the cost of hearing aids, the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration started to develop a new category of regulated medical devices in 2017 called Over-the-Counter
(OTC) Hearing aids. Without going through a hearing health
professional, this new category will be sold directly to consumers who feel they have mild-to-moderate hearing loss.
They are not available yet but should be when the FDA
issues its rules and quality standards by August 18, 2020,
and a six-month comment period closes.
Some companies have jumped the gun and are already
selling OTC hearing aids but these are not FDA approved
or regulated. We will have to wait until 2021 for the authorized devices but with today’s electronics, there may be some
dazzling options like models that you can tune and control
with your cell phone. Will there be tie-ins to smart speakers where you can talk to your hearing aid and it will read
your calendar? Will we want that?
There are certain advantages to slowly going deaf: we get
to sleep without the annoyance of nearby car noise, early
birds and morning mowers. Fortunately, we can still hear
the smoke alarm and telephone.
Hearing loss tests a relationship. We will know when
we’re really deaf when “I love you” whispered brings no
response. Right now, even mumbled, it still brings a hug
and a kiss.
Contact the author by sending email to
sadowski@tidewater.net. No need to type slowly and
in all-caps, he can read just fine. © 2020, TOM SADOWSKI
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Got a copy of the July 29 New York Times newspaper
and found four articles on page A23 that were quite informative. As an 80-year-old RN, I am greatly concerned about
some of the issues surrounding this COVID pandemic that
the four articles seem to put forth quite succinctly:
“Trump Is Dog-Whistling. Are ‘Suburban Housewives’
Listening?” by Jennifer Weiner, a contributing opinion writer
and the author most recently of the novel “Big Summer.”
She puts forth a brief history of white women and their
increasing involvement in social issues. She feels that Donald Trump has to be uneasy as he considers the white women
who have woken up, however belatedly, to the reality of the
moment — women who have the tools and, thanks to the
pandemic, the time to do the work. As one mom told her,
“We’re a bunch of mad white ladies with nothing but time.”
“What Will Schools Do When a Teacher Gets COVID19?” by Emily Oster, an economics professor at Brown,
and the author of “Expecting Better” and “Cribsheet: A DataDriven Guide to Better, More Relaxed Parenting, From Birth
to Preschool.” It is a well-presented article with regard to the
many logistics of reopening schools during the pandemic that
emphasizes the fact that both micro and macro plans will be
necessary. I found it clearly presented and encouraging.
“The Hijacking of Homeland Security,” by Michael
Chertoff, who was secretary of homeland security under
President George W. Bush. His puts forth many succinct
thoughts and ideas and ends the op-ed with, “This president
is pushing a culture of political loyalty,” whereas the previous administrations had worked hard to articulate and instill
core concepts of remaining apolitical and nonpartisan.
“If Our Masks Could Speak” by Thomas L. Friedman is
a thoughtful, well-reasoned discussion with regard to our
wearing of COVID face masks. Specifically, it tells how
the world’s richest and most scientifically advanced country
generated a cadre of leaders and citizens who made wearing a covering of their nose and mouth to prevent the spread
of a contagion into a freedom-of-speech issue . . . something
no other country did. Having to wear a face covering isn’t an
attack on a constitutional right. He goes on to emphasize that
a different president would have been urging every American from the start of the pandemic to don a red, white and
blue mask. He would have used such a mask to do double
duty — crush COVID-19 and bring us together for the long
march needed to do so. As he says, a different president.

Four Op-Eds for the Moment—

Judy Bicker, Rockland

At age 83 with a mild heart murmur, I am the most
vulnerable to die from a coronavirus infection. Younger
people without coexisting conditions are much less likely
to have severe infections, and young children almost
never show symptoms. As a practical matter, it is the older population who should practice mitigation precautions.
If we do develop symptoms, we need to contact the doctor,
get tested, and get on the appropriate treatment as soon as
possible.
In truth, as this epidemic plays out, we see the death rates
with coronavirus in Maine are not that much worse than
what we have come to take for granted with the routine,
annual, seasonal flu despite yearly vaccinations.
How can we afford to lock down the whole state? Selfish though I may be, what right do I have to hold the whole
state of Maine hostage? In a way, I am offended because
it appears Gov. Mills is making me responsible for the pain
and misery the rest of Maine is suffering. If saving the lives
of our most vulnerable citizens is our goal, quarantine me
. . . not the whole state of Maine, and let’s get back to normal more quickly before more damage is done.
David Reed, Rockport

Coronavirus Shutdown—

Rockland is going over a cliff. Even in a town where ultralib politics prevail, the petition to defund the police is just
plain over-the-top nuts.
Here is the incredulous, double speak by the petitioner:
“This is not a demand to eliminate the police department,
but a commitment towards building a city where police will
become obsolete.” What? “Obsolete?” If the Rockland City
Council even considers this as a serious proposal, its days
as a safe “arts capital” of Maine are numbered.
How ironic that some consider Trump’s emphasis on law
and order as an inappropriate election-year focus. If cities
like Rockland go over this insane protest cliff, voters need
to re-think what is important to a free country and safe lives,
and cast their ballots for an orderly society and a thriving
economy.
Doc Wallace, Rockport

Beyond Unbelievable—

In the August 4 cover story “Affronts and Offenses,”
WBFY Station Manager Vic Tredwell’s name was
misspelled.

Correction—

President Trump has stated concern over delayed election results, “maybe weeks, months or even years.” He and
his devotees can rest assured. By every poll including Fox
News’, the president is far behind former Vice President
Joe Biden.
The outcome may well be evident weeks, even months
prior to November 3. The reason for the president’s plight
is clear. He has failed the nation.
Trump has yet to take any meaningful steps to control the
spread of the virus plaguing our country. He refuses to work
with other nations, even condemning the World Health Organization, a leader in the global effort to fight COVID-19.
He has spoken in support of those who favor flying the
Confederate battle flag, thus disrespecting our national symbol the Stars and Stripes. His ignorance is manifest, encouraging injection of toxins and ingesting useless drugs, rejecting science in favor of his “gut feelings.”
Trump is contemptuous of basic constitutional rights, calling the free press “an enemy of the people.” He attacks
citizens who have assembled peacefully to redress their
grievances, denigrates judges and regularly insults anyone
who disagrees with him. He has alienated our longtime allies
and befriended our enemies. He is the most divisive president in our history.
To quote Oliver Cromwell as he urged the removal of
King Charles I of England, “You have sat too long here for
any good you have been doing. Depart, I say, and let us be
done with you. In the name of God, go !”
Ron Jarvella, Belfast

Depart, I Say—
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President Trump deserves to be voted out of office on the
basis of countless issues and behaviors including catastrophic failure in the coronavirus crisis and the related crash of
the U.S. economy, as well as unprecedented personal corruption and malfeasance.
We cannot keep track of all his accumulated violations
of the rule of law and the U.S. Constitution. His nasty, vindictive, and self-centered behaviors demean the office that
he holds every day.
Yet there is an issue looming larger than all the offenses
and failures cited above — global climate disruption. Someone could disagree with every part of my indictment and still
find a compelling reason to vote for Biden and not Trump.
The future of our planet’s eco-sphere and all living systems is in peril. Scientists document the accelerating damage and danger as the earth warms ever more rapidly. Rising heat, more severe storms, more drought, bigger floods,
ravaging wildfires. sea-level rise, mass climate refugees —
the tally of dire consequences mounts ever higher.
What is Donald Trump’s response? Total denial and policies that actively intensify the coming crisis. The president
is now responsible for the growing death count in the virus
crisis as a result of his incompetence and indifference to the
tragic toll. His denial of the coming climate crisis will bring
responsibility for millions of deaths.
Joe Biden pledges immediate science-based response to
the climate crisis once he is in office. He will take on the
challenge of finding ways to lessen the danger and devastation of unchecked global warming. Trump will do nothing but continue his support for fossil fuel industries.
I implore every voter to support Biden instead. Our total
future is at stake.
James Matlack, Camden

Biden for Life on Earth—

A NewYork Times article, “U.S. Small Business Bailout
Money Flowed to Chinese-Owned Companies,” reported
[on a study showing that] millions of dollars of Paycheck
Protection Program loans went to China-backed businesses in critical sectors.
I’m not surprised. Small businesses and workers in the
U.S. always get the very short end of the stick. Or, another way to look at it is that our federal government, particularly under Trump, is not very smart or sophisticated. Or,
shall we say is “just plain dumb”? Or, is the job too hard,
so they simply give our tax money to their biggest donors
and lobbyists? With Trump, it’s all of these. Not smart,
unsophisticated, dumb and crooked.
An article in the July and August edition of The Atlantic
magazine, “A Presidential Guide to Crisis Management”
by John Dickerson, explains the job description for the president of the United States. Clearly Trump doesn’t know what
his job description is, nor does he understand why job descriptions are useful and important. His skill, experience and attention is on acting up. That’s all he can do. So when the most
important job in the nation goes to a person, advisers and staff
who have no idea of what a job description is or how important it is, this explains why the U.S. is in free fall with COVID19, our economy, our international relations, and our domestic safety and tranquility. Trump supporters have no idea what
a train wreck they have helped create. No one really knows
where or when this wreck will end.
A major aspect in Trump’s failings as president is that
he simply doesn’t have the capacity, curiosity nor commitment to learn. He is the quintessential bad boy, cut up student who turns every classroom he attends into an “animal
house.” A funny movie, but a national disaster with Trump
as president, while his supporters chomp popcorn and scream
their approval. The U.S. didn’t get here with “animal house,”
X-rated entertainment, tubs of popcorn and excited screaming. So let’s grow up, act our age and get an adult back into
the White House who knows what the president is supposed
to do. There is a lot of clean up to do, and no one is going
to be happy with the bill. The 2008 collapse is a hiccup compared to this four-year rolling disaster.
David Souers, Friendship

Not Enjoying the Show—

I have yet to meet Chloe Maxmin but she has shown up in
my life in rather wonderful ways. It started last winter when I
got a phone call from a woman in Whitefield. She was extremely pleasant and wondered if there was anything she could do
for me, an elderly woman recently widowed. I was blown away
by her kindness, although I was managing well and did not
take her up on her offer. It was later that I realized that she was
one of Chloe Maxmin’s volunteers willing to do anything from
chauffeuring to shopping just to help people.
Since then I have explored to learn more about Chloe
Maxmin. She reaches out and works hard in many ways to
help and lead us on to a better world. Impressive. We could
have no one better running for the Maine Senate where
her strong voice will be heard and widely listened to. I hope
that you will vote for her, as I will, on November 3. Her
leadership is important.
Kirsty Karkow, Waldoboro

Maxmin’s Good Influence—

I’ve been reading about and listening with great interest
to the discussion about defunding the Police Department in
the city of Rockland.
There is great passion on both sides of the issue, and like
most arguments presented by proponents for change, there is
an apparent lack of clarity in the desired end result. Some who
are in favor of the idea are saying that defunding doesn’t mean
the elimination of the police department, while others who are
also in favor of defunding, declare that the plan would, over
time, make the Police Department obsolete.
In Knox County, most towns do not have a municipal
Police Department. Instead, those communities rely on
the Knox County Sheriff’s Department and, to a lesser
degree, the Maine State Police.
The loss of the police department in Rockland, or even
a reduction in manpower due to significant defunding
efforts, would simply shift the burden of law enforcement
in the city to other police agencies. Such a move would likely result in additional taxation to the residents of the other
Knox County towns, and create new opportunities for those
who prey on others.
Clearly, there are solid reasons to improve social services and other outreach programs, as mental health issues
and addiction are a root cause of a certain percentage of
crimes. But not all.
The fact remains that there are bad guys and gals who live
among us; real criminals who, with malice aforethought,
intentionally deceive, destroy, rape, murder, molest and maim.
Gordon Page, Owls Head

Consequences of Defunding—

David Reed, how dare you! How dare you compare
minority activists to Nazis (Letters, July 7)? How isolated
are you, that you could be persuaded that the hundreds of
thousands of Americans marching in the streets demanding
justice could possibly be organized, directed, and funded
by offshore influence? That’s absurd, and your narrowmindedness is shameful.
There is no covert agenda nor subversive tactics being used
in the Black Lives Matter movement — regardless of what
connections you can dig up between registered organizations
in England. Yes, BLM is worldwide; but this isn’t about England! The chants “Black Lives Matter,” “No Justice, No
Peace” and “Say His Name” are straightforward messages
that require no previous scripting to take to heart. People
are coming together, each of their own will, simply to call
attention to the systemic racial descrimination in this country. Forget the trash you found on the internet; go to a protest.
Or at the very least read and watch some of the hundreds of
firsthand accounts of what’s happening in our cities. Protesters are exercising their democratic right; it is the fearful police
and anti-protest haters who are instigating violence.
The way our laws are written and enforced upholds continued descrimination toward people of color. In 2017, Black
Americans accounted for only 12 percent of the population,
but 33 percent of the prisoners. In contrast, 64 percent of
the population was white, while only 30 percent of the
inmates were. Are people of color more criminal by nature?
Please! Across the board, the blacker your skin is, the harsher your sentence, for the very same crimes. Another huge
factor is money — Black, Hispanic, and Native Americans
earn less than white Americans for the same jobs. Because
of low incomes, they typically are talked into plea bargains
out of fear of high sentence fines, even when they’re not
guilty! In 2015, 97 percent of Black criminal cases were not
even brought to trial due to this practice. Money speaks
much louder than justice in this great, “free” country.
Now, I’m not spouting these facts merely to make a point,
to prove you wrong. I’ve only just started opening my eyes to
these injustices, and I’m sickened and horrified. I’m ashamed
of my ignorance, and of my own subconscious bias. Because
I’ve lived in Maine all my life I've grown used to seeing only
white people, and so my experience tells me dark skin =
unknown = potentially dangerous. If I continue to live in a
predominantly white area and brush aside the issue of race as
not pertaining to me, I further engrain this subconscious bias.
But I don’t have to. I can actively seek and welcome more
diversity into my life, and acknowledge the richness and
strength it brings to any community. If I surround myself with
more worldly books, music and news sources, I can work to
alter that bias. If I boycott companies that exploit prison labor
and/or foreign labor that lacks civil rights oversight, I can help
to support those communities that are consistently underserved.
And we can make a difference, moreover, by listening to
the Black experience in this country, and opening ourselves
to the possibility of relating. And grieve these injustices that
we’ve helped foster through inaction. And keep talking about
them, and shouting if we have to, to quit the practices that
keep our Black population stifled, abused, and behind bars.
Or we can totally waste our energy, and the attention of
community members, by attempting to preach some cryptic
conspiracy theory that discredits the passion and uprising of
fellow Americans pleading for freedom from corruption.
Dana Crane, Rockland

Re: Capital “C” Conspiracy—
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by Eva Murray

There Is No Crystal Ball

s tropical storm Isaias began its milk run from port to
port up the Eastern Seaboard, all us disaster preparedness geeks and hurricane nerds started watching the websites and the radar and the rats-nest of track maps, looking
like such pretty coloring-books pages albeit crayoned in
by a drunk with arthritic knuckles. The resemblance to
throwing spaghetti at a wall is not lost on those with a
professional association with those highly speculative,
computer-generated track images. And yes — the consensus is that the “European model” is often the best one,
but there must be some reason why there are still dozens of
others beside it. The tracks, the cones, and the colorful bands
are mere probability — all imagination and statistics, calculus and differential equations and the knock-hockey of
high- and low-pressure systems, and there is no way —
no way — to really “know” exactly where and when the
storm will hit. It isn’t quite chaos, but perhaps “The Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle meets Tommy the Pinball
Wizard.” Well, OK: maybe not that. In any event, nobody
who digs into the science of our atmosphere comes away
saying, “Oh, yes; the cyclone will make its intentions
clear.” Nobody says that. To suggest that meteorologists
(“Those guys in their three-piece suits!”) are holding out
on us, or hanging around the water cooler when they should
be working, or that it’s all because there are no windows
at the weather bureau office — that is not, I will insist, the
problem.
As I have nattered on about before in these pages, our fair
Matinicus Isle gets a state vehicle ferry roughly 36 times a
year, and one of our scheduled trips was Wednesday last.
You may have since moved on to other worries but recall
that early last week many of us were battening down the
proverbial hatches. The storm called Isaias did little to attract
attention in these parts except by the frequent and regular
butchering of its name, but we did not know that we’d get
off so easy. We did not — we could not — know until fairly late in the game that Isaias would decide that Vermont
was more to his liking. We expected, if nothing more, at
least rough seas.
To be honest, I was hoping for rain.
The captain of the port of Rockland, who would also have
been the captain of the ferry vessel Everett Libby on her
deep-sea voyage to Matinicus, decided that it would
serve the interest of good sense and basic safety to postpone
hauling a boatload of trucks through a hurricane’s residual
swell.
Now, here’s the thing: we’ve (or at least I’ve) been pestering the ferry service to make their go/no-go decisions for
Matinicus a little bit ahead of time. We (the regulars, and
I am a regular because I drive the garbage truck) have asked
for enough advance warning that a trucker laden with
other people’s Sheetrock or some hapless out-of-towner
could make some arrangements. To cancel a trip on account
of weather 15 minutes before a scheduled departure time,
while everybody is lined up at the terminal with ticket in
hand, leaves the drivers of vehicles large and small
wondering what is Plan B? Under normal, non-COVID
circumstances, by way of example, last week would have
been Lobster Festival. Somebody driving into Rockland
with plans to take the ferry to Matinicus, upon discovering the ferry canceled, would no way, no how, find an available hotel room.
So, in order to make the decision about our ferry, potentially out there in the bay heaving back and forth with trucks
sliding sideways and people uttering coarse oaths, the captain quite wisely ruled, “We’ll postpone a day.” That sealed
it; Isaias turned inland and set his sights on Mt. Washington, where it blew 147 miles an hour. In the outer reaches
of Penobscot Bay the seas were up but not dangerous, noisy
overnight but unremarkable, and in retrospect the hurricane
was a pooch. Sorry.
I always assumed that if anybody needed a crystal ball
on their desk it was the air service over at the Knox County Airport, because folks unfamiliar with Visual Flight Rules
aviation are forever asking them to gaze into the future.
Their particular nemesis is the fog — mercurial, spiteful,
no respecter of plans and defiant of all attempts at clairvoyance. The dispatcher is asked to guarantee a flight six days
hence, as though that were even possible. A shiny globe
of perfect rock quartz obtained from the estate sale of some
necromancer or prestidigitator might be just the ticket. I will
suggest that the Maine State Ferry Service get one, too. Until
then, let me assert that the ferry service captain did the right
thing in postponing the trip even if it didn’t turn out to be
a bad storm. Who was to know?
Eva Murray lives, works and
writes on Matinicus Island.
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by Survey —

Nobleboro Seeks Input
for Comprehensive
Plan Update

The Town of Nobleboro’s Comprehensive Plan Update:
2020 Community Input Survey is available throughout
August.
The Nobleboro Comprehensive Plan Update Committee is seeking answers to the question, “What is your vision
for Nobleboro by 2030?” To begin the process, committee
members have developed the 2020 Community Input Survey, which offers community members the opportunity to
consider existing conditions while providing direction
toward a realistic vision for “A Little Town with a Big
Heart” for the next 10 years and beyond.
The community survey is an important part of the process
of public input to ensure that, as Nobleboro’s Comprehensive Plan is updated, it accurately reflects the values and
expectations of those living and doing business in Nobleboo. Responses will help shape the road map, the analysis, goals and strategies, which will be included in Nobleboro’s 2021 Comprehensive Plan Update.
All responses will be kept completely confidential. No
personal information will be linked to any of the responses provided. All adults 18 and older who live in or are
Nobleboro property owners may answer the survey once.
Completed surveys must be submitted online or returned to
the town office by Monday, August 31.
To take the survey online, go to the town’s website, noble
boro.maine.gov, look for the Quick Links tabs on the right
side of the page and click on the “Comprehensive Plan OnLine Survey” link; the direct link is surveymonkey.com/r/
NobleboroCompPln.
Paper copies of the survey are available at the Nobleboro
town office, 192 US Route 1, and a PDF of the survey on
the town website can be downloaded, printed, completed
and submitted to the town office.
Please email nobleborocompplanupdate@outlook.com
or contact the town office at 563-8816 if you have questions or problems accessing the survey or need assistance.
Each person who completes the survey will be entered
into a drawing for a $50 gift certificate to a local restaurant
of their choice.
The Nobleboro Community Input Survey will help shape
decisions about housing, transportation, economy, town
administration, facilities and education, natural and marine
resources, environment and habitat protection, land use, older residents, and regional coordination.
The committee is also seeking the assistance of volunteers. As the process continues, input will be needed from
community experts in specialty areas, as well as from Nobleboro citizens across all generations. To express interest,
contact Selectman Richard Powell at 563-8816.
The committee’s meetings take place on the second
Thursday of each month at 6:30 p.m. in the town of Nobleboro’s conference room. Members of the public are welcome to attend the committee’s working sessions.

Rockland Nomination
Papers Available

Rockland City Clerk Stuart H. Sylvester has released a
list of elected municipal positions open to contest in the
November 3, 2020, annual municipal election, including
details of the nomination process. Nomination papers are
now available; the filing deadline is September 21.
Offices available and the required number of nominating
signatures are as follows:
• City Council; two seats, three-year terms: No fewer than
100 and no more than 150 signatures of registered Rockland voters.
• RSU #13 Board of Directors; one seat, three-year term:
No fewer than 100 and no more than 150 signatures of registered Rockland voters.
• Rockland Port District Board of Trustees; one seat, fiveyear term: No fewer than 15 and no more than 25 signatures
of registered Rockland voters.
• Election Warden; one seat, one-year term: No fewer
than 15 and no more than 25 signatures of registered Rockland voters.
• Ward Clerk; one seat, one-year term: No fewer than
15 and no more than 25 signatures of registered Rockland
voters.
For more information, contact the city clerk’s office at
594-0304 or email ssylvester@rocklandmaine.gov.

From the 2015 archives
WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM

“Two Little Fauns” sculpture by Benjamin Kurtz, and the restored double stairs that surround it
PHOTOS COURTESY CAMDEN PUBLIC LIBRARY

Camden Library’s Staircase Restored
The double staircase in the Fauns Garden at Camden Public Library was recently restored with a grant from the
Belvedere Historical Preservation Fund of the Maine Community Foundation. The restoration involved repairing and repointing the brick piers that support the staircase and repairing and
refinishing the wrought iron railings integral to the stairs.

For retroactive payments —

Landscape architect Fletcher Steele, who designed the
amphitheatre in 1928, included the double staircase, which
is a miniature version of the grand stairway at the Chateau
de Fontainebleau outside Paris. The staircase helped earn
National Historic Landmark status for the amphitheatre and
library in 2013.

Labor Dept. Enables Tax Document Uploads
Recipients of Pandemic Unemployment Assistance whose
income documentation was not automatically matched to
their claim can now upload their tax documents within their
ReEmployME account to determine if they are eligible for
retroactive benefits. Some 6,000 Maine residents have been
found eligible for retroactive payments to date.
This is the last step in the Maine Department of Labor’s
implementation of the federal unemployment programs that
were created in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. From
March 15 to July 25, MDOL paid $1.24 billion in federal
and state unemployment benefits.
PUA covers workers previously ineligible for unemployment, such as the self-employed and gig workers, and is
available through the week ending December 26, 2020.
Since Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (the
federal additional $600) was a supplement paid to individuals receiving other unemployment compensation benefits,
the expiration of FPUC does not affect individuals’ eligibility for state unemployment insurance benefits, or federPUA or Pandemic Emergency Unemployment Compensation, which remain in place for weeks of unemployment
ending on December 26.
To expedite payments, PUA was launched in Maine in
May with all eligible persons receiving the minimum state
PUA benefit of $172 per week, plus the federal additional
$600, pending recalculation based on their tax information.
Eligibility for the FPUC (additional $600) program ended
the week ending July 25.
Self-employed individuals whose net income, or other
PUA recipients whose gross wages in 2019, were below
$15,224 will continue to receive the minimum benefit of
$172 a week and do not need to upload any information.
Individuals with higher earnings are eligible for a maximum
benefit under the PUA program of up to $445 or $462 per

week, depending on whether their claim was filed before
or after June 1.
Once redeterminations are made, claimants will receive
a new monetary determination letter stating what their new
benefit amount is. If retroactive benefits are due for past
weeks, they will be made within 14 days of the claimant
receiving their PUA redetermination letter. Claimants have
the right to appeal the determination if they believe the information is not accurate.
MDOL is currently contacting claimants whose information could not be automatically matched through email and
regular mail with instructions on how to upload the information.
Guides on how to upload information can be found at
maine.gov/unemployment.

Ted Long Joins Board
of AIO Food Pantry

Ted Long has joined the AIO Food and Energy Assistance
board of directors. A senior fellow at the Association of
Governing Boards and former president of Elizabethtown
College in Pennsylvania and trustee of Capital University,
Long has broad experience in the governance of independent colleges, including strategic planning, institutional transformation, board restructuring and a board’s role in leading change. He and his wife Betty now reside in Rockland,
where he serves as congregation president at Nativity
Lutheran Church. AIO Food and Energy Assistance is located in Rockland. Its mission is “to respectfully and compassionately support those in need in Knox County with food
and energy assistance.” To learn more about AIO’s programs, modified operations and building project, visit
aiofoodpantry.org.

Unity College Forgoes Campus for Hybrid School
Unity College’s board of trustees has approved the transition to a hybrid learning model. Unity College: Hybrid
Learning will feature a nonstandard calendar, shorter terms,
differentiated tuition and a multi-modality curriculum that
does not rely on maintaining a physical campus. The board
gave college leadership the option to retain a real estate firm
to explore the sale of any assets, including the main campus at 90 Quaker Hill Road.
The hybrid education model allows students to complete
degrees with the flexibility to pursue internships and job
opportunities throughout the year. Under the updated model, students from around the world and of all abilities can
continue their education amid unexpected events, such as
the COVID-19 pandemic that ended many education terms
prematurely.
In addition to hybrid learning, Unity will continue to offer
distance education that allows students to pursue online
bachelor’s and master’s degrees or non-degree credits.
Unity’s president, Melik Peter Khoury, said in a news
release, “While the financial impact of COVID-19 certainly expedited our plans, this transition to a fully hybrid model is not simply a reaction to the pandemic.” The hybrid
learning model reduces the college’s dependence on a fixed
campus. Unity will provide education in locations across
Maine, including Unity College Sky Lodge in rural Jackman, Acadia National Park and cities, such as Portland.
“Going from campus-centered to entirely hybrid with no

dependence on a fixed campus is the very essence of the
type of innovation needed to succeed in today’s economic
and educational environment,” said Khoury. “Eliminating
a centralized campus allows us to meet Unity students where
they are and offer face-to-face and online courses in multiple locations to best fit the learning experience.”

Union Masons Plan
Benefit Chicken BBQ

Union Masonic Lodge 31, located at 149 Sennebec Road,
will hold a benefit chicken barbecue on Saturday, August
15, from noon to 3 p.m. The event will be held rain or shine.
The dinner will include a chicken leg quarter or breast,
corn on the cob, potato salad, coleslaw, a roll and a drink.
The meal is free to the public; donations will be accepted. All proceeds will be used for Lodge improvements.
Attendees will pick up meals by driving through the parking lot. There will be picnic tables set up on the grounds for
those who wish to eat on-site.
Master of the Union Masonic Lodge Gary Roberts noted in a news release, “Along with the State of Maine’s 200th
anniversary being celebrated this year, it is also the Union
Masonic Lodge’s 200th birthday, as it was founded in 1820.
We have appreciated the support of the community over the
years and this barbecue is one way we want to say thank
you to the Union area communities.”
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BOOK REVIEWS
THE DEMAGOGUE’S
PLAYBOOK
BY ERIC A. POSNER
Reviewed by Colin Woodard
n the 1990s, when liberal democracy seemed to have
triumphed over its Cold War rivals, Americans and West
Europeans sought to understand the pathologies of the
ethno-nationalists, neo-Nazis, demagogues and authoritarian populists of Eastern Europe to better assist their assimilation into the new world. History
had ended, and the U.S. model was
the future.
Less than two decades later,
Westerners are again studying the
underlying forces of fascism in an
effort to save liberal democracy
from an authoritarian tide that has
swept from Moscow and Budapest
to Ankara and Hong Kong. Nationalist and far-right parties have won
double digit-shares of the vote in a
dozen European countries. Undemocratic regimes such as China, North Korea and Saudi
Arabia have bolstered their positions. And the United States
is led by a president who flouts democratic conventions,
unleashes federal agents on peaceful demonstrators, and
assails independent institutions and checks on his power.
Scholars have analyzed threats to democracy from various angles. Princeton political scientist Jan-Werner Müller
has argued that populism, often presented as an appeal to
the broad interests of the people, in fact rejects pluralism
and veers toward authoritarianism that excludes people
deemed unacceptable. In his latest book, “The New Despotism,” John Keane, a professor at the University of Sydney, takes aim at the political tools that modern authoritarians have mastered to assert power.
Now Eric Posner, a professor at the University of Chicago Law School, centers his analysis on demagogues. In
his new book, “The Demagogue’s Playbook: The Battle
for American Democracy From the Founders to Trump,”
Posner takes us through the dangers of the charismatic,
amoral, institution-destroying firebrands of American history to help us understand the specific threat that President Donald Trump poses to the republic. His conclusion:
Trump’s threat is a dire one.
In Posner’s telling, demagogues have always been “crude,
vulgar, and violent,” gathering popular support “through
dishonesty, emotional manipulation, and the exploitation
of social divisions.” In populist fashion, they blame political elites “for everything that has gone wrong” and try
“to destroy institutions — legal, political, religious, social
— and other sources of power that stand in their way.”
Once in power, they seek to interfere in elections, undermine constraints on their activities and create division within the population to serve their “ultimate goal . . . personal
power and glory.”
Posner reminds readers that when the founders were creating our constitutional order, they feared that the very
nature of democracy might destroy their experiment in selfgovernment. A charlatan seeking absolute power might lead
the common people — ill-informed and easily manipulated — to achieve his goals. “There is never a democracy
that did not commit suicide,” John Adams said. Alexander Hamilton feared politicians “paying an obsequious
court to the people; commencing [as] demagogues, and ending tyrants.”
Fearing that demagogues would use democratic structures to manipulate the public to lift them into power, the
founders built an elaborate set of impediments to a pure
democracy: The Electoral College was originally intended to ensure that the president was not popularly elected;
the Senate was first designed to have its members chosen
by state legislators; the establishment of property requirements to vote or hold office was based on the rationale that

I

economic and political independence were linked; and the
separation of powers was meant to check a potential demagogue’s power. “For the Founders, nothing could be more
obvious than that educated, experienced people should lead
the government,” Posner observes. “The Founders created
a ‘natural aristocracy’ of ‘virtue and talents,’ as Jefferson
called it: rule by the elite.”
Since the nation’s founding, these bulwarks against the
rise of a ruling demagogue have been dismantled, bit by bit,
usually for very good reasons. The ideal of popular self-government always sat uneasily alongside the notion of a ruling
natural aristocracy, particularly when the elite discredited
themselves or abused their power. During the Jefferson
administration, America’s western expansion eroded the
property requirements to vote, and in the early republic states
passed laws to ensure that Electoral College electors voted
in accordance with state-sponsored popular presidential elections. Parties rose up and ensured elite vetting of candidates
in backroom deals, but by the early 20th century some of
their power was being delegated to the electorate through
primary elections. In the Gilded Age, industrial interests
exerted significant influence over party leaders and elected
officials, paving the way for ratification of the 17th Amendment in 1913, which sought to break plutocratic control over
the Senate by instituting the popular election of senators.
Technological changes helped candidates communicate with
the electorate through daily newspapers, radio, television,
Twitter, while the population of voters expanded to include
people of color, women and younger adults.
Demagogues were part of the political scene — Louisiana
governor and senator Huey Long, Mississippi governor and
senator Theodore Bilbo, Wisconsin Sen. Joseph McCarthy,
to name a few — but only one, by Posner’s criteria, made
it to the White House before 2016. Andrew Jackson was
“a White Christian nationalist” with “a serious authoritarian and violent streak,” who had fought duels, beaten
enslaved people, imprisoned a federal judge, slaughtered
Native Americans and thrilled his base, Posner writes. In
office he destroyed the independent civil service in favor
of a spoils system that lasted for a half-century; crushed the
independent central bank which, Posner argues, set the
financial system back decades; and presided over a political system that swapped aristocrats for party bosses, who
controlled the selection of presidential candidates and the
spoils. The presidency was left diminished, and common
people, instead of being empowered, found themselves
under a new form of elite control.
Assessing the presidents who followed Jackson, Posner
finds no demagogues until the arrival of our current chief
executive. Trump gained the presidency, Posner writes,
because conditions were propitious for such a candidate:
The ruling elites had thoroughly discredited themselves
through their mismanagement of the Iraq War, the eruption
of the 2008 financial crisis, including the unpopular bailouts
for those who caused it, and the long stagnation of wages
for most Americans. Meanwhile, the final safeguard
that might have stopped Trump — elite control of the
party nomination process — had collapsed over the previous generation.
Posner asserts that his goal is to warn Americans of
the danger Trump represents, not to put forth a prescription
for addressing the republic’s vulnerabilities to demagogic
rule. “We need to see Trump not merely as a poor choice
for the presidency,” he concludes. “We need to see him as
a political monstrosity who should be repudiated by the
body politic, so that politicians who eye the presidency in
the future will be deterred from using Trump’s ascendance
as a model.”
Woodard is the author of six books, including
“American Nations: A History of the Eleven
Rival Regional Cultures of North America”
and “Union: The Struggle to Forge the Story
of United States Nationhood.”
© 2020, Washington Post Book
World Service/Washington Post Writers Group

UMaine Lobster Study Reveals Vulnerability
Rising ocean temperatures and acidification, which results
from decreasing pH levels, can increase adolescent lobsters’
vulnerability to disease and affect their physiology, according to University of Maine scientists.
Amalia Harrington studied the individual and combined
effects of increased ocean acidification and warmth on adolescent, female American lobsters as a postdoctoral researcher
at UMaine. Faculty from the Aquaculture Research Institute
collaborated with her on the study, including Heather Hamlin, Deborah Bouchard, and Robert Harrington.
The team found that these lobsters could face weakened
immune responses and reduced thermal tolerance by the
end of the century if oceans continue to warm and acidify.
The researchers published their findings in the Journal of

Crustacean Biology.
The study is the first to look at the combined effects of
ocean warming and acidification on the physiology and
immune response of adolescent, female American lobsters.
It suggests that the combined effects of warming and acidification could reduce physiological performance in adolescent American lobsters and inhibit their capability to deal
with other stressors or maintain proper biological functions,
such as resisiting disease.
“While this in no way implies our lobster populations are
on the verge of collapse, it does suggest we need to continue to be vigilant in surveying our lobsters for disease outbreaks, and the possibility of other stressors,” Hamlin said
in a news release.

Three New Audiobooks to
Make a Drive Fly By
Reviewed by Katherine A. Powers

“Memorial Drive:
A Daughter’s Memoir”

N

atasha Trethewey was born in Mississippi in 1966 to
an African American mother and white father whose
marriage was illegal under Mississippi miscegenation laws.
Her parents divorced when she was 6, and she and her mother, Gwen, moved to Atlanta. There, Gwen met and married
Joel, a violent man whom she eventually divorced, but who
stalked her and shot her dead
on June 5, 1985. She was 40,
and Natasha was 19. After
decades of stifling the memory of the hellish years living in
the same house with this
manipulative sadist and of her
mother’s terror and death,
Trethewey has finally revisited that past. The result is an
investigation of memory and
trauma, of loss, sorrow and
love. Trethewey, a Pulitzer
Prize–winning poet who has served as U.S. poet laureate,
narrates the book herself, in a voice that is gently paced and
elegiac in the memory of her mother, anguished when she
explores what might have been, steely as she reads the chilling transcripts of her mother’s telephone conversations with
her killer and resolute when she speaks of her own determination to be a writer. This brilliant, beautiful, piercing
memoir will stay with listeners long after the last word
has been uttered. (HarperAudio, Unabridged, 51⁄4 hours).

“Shadowplay”

J

oseph O’Connor’s ingenious, engrossing novel is based
on the life of Bram Stoker, author of “Dracula.” In 1878,
Henry Irving, renowned actor and impresario, persuaded
Stoker, a discontented government clerk and aspiring writer,
to leave Dublin and become his business manager for London’s Lyceum Theatre. Through letters, transcripts, journals and other accounts, we are plunged into a London terrified by Jack the Ripper, and witness titanic battles of will
between Irving and Stoker, their hard-bought success and
eventual disaster. Throughout the colorful, often witty narrative, O’Connor marshals people and incidents that later
metamorphize in Stoker’s imagination to emerge as elements in his famous novel — with Irving himself providing a model for Count Dracula. If it’s possible to make a
great book greater, this recording has accomplished it. Irish
actor Barry McGovern narrates most of the sections, giving brilliant renditions of the Irishman Stoker and, wondrously, of Irving, whose voice here is a thespian thunder.
Now and again, English actor Anna Chancellor shows up
to provide the warm voice of Ellen Terry, the celebrated
star reminiscing about her years as Stoker’s friend and
Irving’s leading lady. (Dreamscape, Unabridged, 112⁄3 hours)

“Shiner”

A

my Jo Burns’s debut novel stars 15-year-old Wren Bird,
who lives outside a West Virginia mining town with
her parents. Her father, Briar, is a preacher, snake handler
and volatile nutcase who keeps wife, Ruby, and Wren isolated from the world. Ruby and her best friend Ivy had, as
young women, intended to
escape from the claustrophobia of this dying region, where
men posture and preach while
their “wives wash their husbands’ underpants.” But Ruby
fell for Briar, so Ivy stayed on,
marrying a pill-popping drunk
whose only talent is fathering
children. The two women are
trapped, neither fearing “the
end of her life as much as she
feared the length of it.” This
would be infinitely depressing
were it not for Wren’s grit, a couple of friendships and her
determination that her mother’s lot will not be hers. An
unlikely redemption (to us, in our abstemious times) materializes in the shape of moonshine, specifically the prized
hooch distilled by her mother’s old admirer, Flynn. Catherine Taber narrates the book in a high-pitched, wholly convincing Appalachian accent, shading her voice deftly to distinguish among characters. (Penguin Audio, Unabridged,
73⁄4 hours)
Powers reviews audiobooks every month
for The Washington Post.
© 2020, Washington Post Book
World Service/Washington Post Writers Group
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Pen Bay, Waldo County Hospital —

Online and Outdoor
Health & Recreation

Pen Bay Medical Center and Waldo County General Hospital will hold several virtual and in-person events in the
coming weeks. These include:
Introduction to Sea Kayaking, to be held on Wednesdays,
August 12 and 19, weather permitting, from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. Maine Sport Outfitters’ Registered Maine Guides will
offer basic paddling and safety instructions. Children ages
10 and older are welcome but must be accompanied by an
adult. The fee of $25 includes kayaks and gear. Attendees
will meet at the Maine Sport kiosk at 16 Bayview Street at
Camden Harbor and must abide by social distancing and
masking guidelines.
The Waldo County General Hospital Postpartum Support
Group will be held online on Thursdays, August 13 and 27,
from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The free group offers new and
pregnant mothers and families an opportunity to receive
support and education. Visit journeytohealth. coursestorm.
com or call 301-3950 to register.
Take a Break with Guided Meditation will be held online
on Tuesday, August 18, from noon to 12:30 p.m. The class
will begin with a 20-minute guided meditation, followed
by five minutes of silent meditation. Call 301-3950 or visit journeytohealth.coursestorm.com to register.

Round three —

Maine Bicentennial
Grants Awarded

The Maine Bicentennial Commission (Maine200) recently awarded its third and final round of Bicentennial Community Grants.
With all three rounds of the grants now complete, the
commission has disbursed a total of $667,429 assisting 170
applicants with their local bicentennial plans.
The Bicentennial Community Grants program is providing funding for bicentennial-themed projects that benefit
the public, such as festivals, concerts, exhibits, historic
preservation efforts, lectures and curriculum.
Locally, the Union Historical Society received a grant in
support of the 2021 Founders Day Bicentennial Celebration in the third round of funding.
The grant awards process is administered by the Maine
Arts Commission. A full list of all grant recipients in each
round is available at mainearts.maine.gov.
For more information about the Maine Bicentennial Commission (Maine200) and its planned programs and events,
visit maine200.org.

Knox County Livable
Communities Survey

Knox County Livable Communities has launched a survey for all adult residents of Knox County to share their opinions about the quality of life for people throughout the region.
The survey takes approximately 10 minutes to complete; the
submission deadline is September 30. Two randomly selected respondents will each receive a $50 gift card.
The survey is one of the first projects undertaken by Knox
County Livable Communities since joining the AARP Network of Age Friendly states and communities in 2019. More
than 70 communities throughout Maine are currently members of the network.
The project is coordinated by MCH, Inc. Knox County
Livable Communities is comprised of local organizations
and application for a county-wide designation was made by
the Knox County Commissioners.
Individual responses are anonymous. The survey can be
found at tinyurl.com/y59l2z8h. To request a paper copy,
phone 596-6477, extension 8.
For more information about the Age Friendly movement,
OHTM_10.5
x 3_Courier_NowOpen_061820.qxp_Layout 1 6/18/20
visit
aarp.org/livable.

At Wiscasset Speedway —

Lincoln County Democrats to Hold Drive-In Rally
An aerial view of Wiscasset
Speedway, site for the
planned rally
The Lincoln County Democratic Committee will hold
“Drive-In for Democracy: A Rally for the People” at the Wiscasset Speedway, 274 West Alna
Road, from 4 to 6:30 p.m. Sunday, August 30.
Native Maine humorist Tim
Sample will emcee the event,
which will combine music,
Democratic candidates from up
and down the ticket, and Sample’s droll brand of Down East
humor.
Griffin Sherry, one of the
founding members of the Mainebased, nationally known “roots
holler” group The Ghost of Paul
Revere, will perform a solo set
at the event. He will be joined by
Georgetown-native singer/songwriter Lauren Crosby and the Damariscottabased Driving Charlie Home.
Democratic candidates who have been
invited to participate include former vice
president, now the presumptive Democratic presidential nominee, Joe Biden; Maine
Speaker of the House Sara Gideon, candidate for U.S. Senate; Congresswoman Chellie Pingree; Assistant Maine Senate Majority Leader Eloise Vitelli (District 19); State
Reps. Holly Stover (District 89) and AlliBoothbay-raised humorist
son Hepler (District 53); District 3 County
Tim Sample PHOTO: ROBERT
Commissioner Mary Trescot; Rep. Chloe
MITCHELL
Maxmin, candidate for Maine Senate District 13; and candidates for state representative Lydia Crafts,
Griffin Sherry, of the Maine-based band
Chris Hamilton and Tim Marks, for House Districts 90, 88,
The Ghost of Paul Revere
and 87, respectively. Gov. Janet Mills has also been invited to speak.
a number of vehicles as well as social distancing.
The event will adhere to guidelines set by the Maine
For VIP ticketing at varying sponsorship levels or to othDepartment of Economic and Community Development for
erwise support the rally, phone organizer Geoff Bates at
drive-in theaters and large social gatherings. Participants
644-8776.
will arrive by car and be directed to a parking spot on the
For more information, email info@lincolncountydemocspeedway’s infield; the large, open area can accommodate
rats.com or visit lincolncountydemocrats.com.

Five CEOs and Angus King —
Mainebiz Small Business Virtual Forum
Business news source Mainebiz will host the two-day
Mainebiz Small Business Virtual Forum for entrepreneurs,
startups and small businesses on Tuesday and Wednesday, August 18 and 19. All sessions will be held on the
Zoom platform. Tickets are $35 for both days or $15 per
webcast.
A webcast called “Five Things You Need to Know” will
be offered at 2 p.m. on August 18. Five Maine CEOs will
discuss starting or running a small business.
On Wednesday at 10 a.m., a panel will discuss finding
funding for a startup or small business, including grants,
loans, investments and other financing.

Mainebiz editor Peter Van Allen will interview Senator
Angus King at noon about the economic landscape for startup and small businesses in Maine and state and federal
resources and support.
A webcast at 2 p.m. will focus on the basics of commercial real estate. Panelists will discuss zoning options, types
of lease terms, leasing versus buying, and how to negotiate
with landlords and developers. Participants will learn how
economic development offices can help, and things to know
before investing in or growing a business.
To learn more, and to register, visit Mainebiz.biz/SmallBiz.

Renovations at the Waldo Get Challenge Grant
to Help Finish
The Waldo board of directors launched a three-phase cap-

An anonymous donor has offered a one-time $43,000 challenge grant to help complete the third phase of the Waldo
Theatre’s renovations and to reopen the facility when it is
safe to do so. The gift is contingent on raising the remaining $157,000 toward the organization’s $200,000 goal by the
11:18
Page
1 Approximately $68,000 remains to be raised.
endAM
of the
year.

ital campaign in 2018 to save the historic 1936 movie house
and performance venue. Shuttered since 2014, The Waldo
required extensive damage repairs, renovations and upgrades
to lighting and technology.
For more information, and to contribute, visit the website at waldotheatre.org.

Now Open!
Wednesday - Sunday

Reservations Required

Book Tickets Online at OWLSHEAD.ORG
Morning Session (10am-12:30pm) and Afternoon Session (1:30-4pm)

THE FREE PRESS
West Bay Rotary Seeks Support for School
Supplies Program
Barbara Heard and Ray Fink with
donated backpacks to fill with school
supplies
Barbara Heard launched the West Bay
Rotary Backpack Program in 2012 and
remains the driving force behind the effort
to fill backpacks with age-appropriate school
supplies for children who need them. In
2015, Heard approached L.L.Bean and the
company donated 50 new backpacks, which
it has continued to do every year since. 2020
is the second year Walmart has donated gift
cards for the purchase of supplies.
Heard contacts schools in the Five Town
area and the Knox County Homeless Coalition
to gauge the need for supplies. Fifty backpacks
are not sufficient; the club is soliciting donations toward the purchase of additional backpacks and supplies.
To support the program, send a check to
West Bay Rotary, P.O. Box 1033, Camden,
ME 04843, with a note that the donation is
for the backpack program. Donations can
also be made by visiting westbayrotaryofmaine.org.
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College Next Begins
September 9

College Next, offered by RSU 13 Community and Adult
Education, will begin on Wednesday, September 9. The program, for those starting college for the first time, or for
returning students, prepares participants for college-level
coursework by building skills and confidence.
The semester is likely to begin with a face-to-face orientation at UMA Rockland Center, located at 91 Camden
Street, followed by online classes via the Zoom platform.
College Next consists of three sections and students may
take any combination that meets their personal needs and
schedule.
Introduction to the College Experience focuses on study
skills, financial aid, career planning, college technology
skills and more.
English Skill Building can help to improve Accuplacer
scores and prepare students for college-level English classes.
Math Skill Building can help to improve Accuplacer
scores and prepare students for college-level math classes.
All instruction is free, and supply fees are affordable.
To register, call 594-9764.

Guiding Eyes for the Blind Seeks
Volunteer Puppy Sitters —

Upcoming Cooperative Extension Activities

University of Maine Cooperative Extension is offering a
virtual fun run and a garden mentorship program.
A virtual fun run hosted by Cooperative Extension 4-H
will be held from Saturday, August 15, through Tuesday,
September 15. The free event is open to the public.
Participants in Help ME Conquer the Maine Coastline
may run, walk and bike along all 3,478 miles of Maine’s
coastline and anywhere else in the state. An interactive map
of participants’ routes will be created in real time, with
videos about points of interest along the way.
Registration is required; to sign up anytime until September 15, visit extension.umaine.edu/4h.
For more information or to request a reasonable accommo-

dation, phone Cathy Gray at 581-8203 or emailcathy.gray@
maine.edu.
Cooperative Extension is starting a new program that
matches Maine gardeners of all experience levels with a
garden mentor for the growing season. UMaine Extension
Master Gardener Volunteers will provide virtual technical
assistance and coaching. Mentor requests will be fulfilled
on a first-come, first-served basis and beginning gardeners
will be prioritized. Maine residents who wish to be considered may complete a Garden Mentor Request Form by
visiting extension.umaine.edu/gardening.
For more information or to request a reasonable accommodation, email pamela.hargest@maine.edu or phone 781-6099.

Auction of Chair Art Will
Benefit Belfast Nurses —

Local Color Gallery, at 135 High Street
in Belfast, will be displaying chairs
transformed by artists to be sold by silent
auction through Saturday, August 15.
The gallery is open Thursday through
Sunday from noon to 4 p.m. Proceeds
will support the Belfast Public Health
Nursing Association, which provides
health care and other support services
to disadvantaged community members.
Final bidding will take place outdoors on
August 15. Shown here, “Fern-i-chairs”
by Betty Schopmeyer and “Monarchs
Rising” by Leslie Moore.

‘Living Well with Chronic Pain’

Spectrum Generations, the Central Maine Area Agency
on Aging, and Healthy Living for ME will offer a free workshop, “Living Well with Chronic Pain,” September 15
through October 20, to help individuals with a range of
chronic pain conditions. Participants will meet weekly from
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. on Zoom, a video conferencing platform.
The workshop is designed for people who are experienc-

ing chronic, non-cancer-related pain. Participants will
learn practical self-management skills, with an emphasis
on creating action plans and setting realistic, attainable
goals.
Registration is required. To sign up, and for more information, call 620-1642 or email jpaquet@healthylivingforme.
org. Technical support is available.

The Maine Region of Guiding Eyes for the Blind is
looking for volunteers in the midcoast area to become
puppy sitters. Volunteers will keep puppies safe, provide
exercise, and support the training of pups being raised as
future guide dogs. For more information, email
maineregion@guiding eyes.net.

Maine Alzheimer’s
Association Programs

The Alzheimer’s Association’s Maine Chapter is offering
free virtual support groups and education programs accessible to all living with dementia and their care partners.
Upcoming groups include Virtual Caregiver Support
Group; Telephone Caregiver Support Groups; Virtual
LGBTQ Caregiver Support Group; Frontotemporal Dementia Group; and Grief, Loss, and Life After Dementia.
In addition to regularly scheduled education programs
covering a variety of topics, the Maine chapter of the association is offering a free Dementia Lunch and Learn Series.
Topics include stages and risk factors, identifying warning signs, current research, and effective communication
techniques. The program provides opportunities to connect
with other community members and learn about the services provided by the Maine chapter.
The Alzheimer’s Association’s free, 24/7 helpline, which
can be reached at (800) 272-3900, offers support for caregivers and families.
For a complete list of upcoming support groups and education programs, or to register for a group or program, call
or visit alz.org/maine.

Pulled Pork Supper Drive-Through in Union

People’s United Methodist Church, located at 21 Depot
Street in Union, will be offering a takeout Pulled Pork Supper on Friday, August 28.
The menu will include pulled pork on a bun, homemade
coleslaw, potato chips and a slice of blueberry pie made
from Maine wild blueberries by church bakers. A limited
number of frozen blueberry pies, with baking instructions,
will also be available — by preorder only — for $18 each.
Tickets are $15 per meal and must be purchased in

advance by calling Joyce Grotton at 785-2651. The deadline for ordering is Wednesday, August 19. Meals can be
picked up at an improvised drive-through at the church
between 5 and 6 p.m. Signs at the church will direct the flow
of traffic and there will be people to provide guidance.
All proceeds will benefit the church.

Jeff’s Vacuum

Vacuum Repair and Estimates

www.megunticookmarket.com

WE ARE

OPEN

SALES AND SERVICE
New vacuums with
FREE annual service
Authorized Dealer of
Sebo and Miele Vacuums

2 Gould St., Camden

Come in and visit Max & Tucker

WE beat Amazon’s prices every day, and WE find you the right machine - every time!
Mon. – Thurs. 8:00 – 4:30, Fri. 8 – 3 • 207-230-1100 • Jeff Hall, owner
451 West St. (Rt. 90), Rockport

• Curbside Pickup
• Delivery — Craft Delivery
Open Daily: Mon. – Sat. 7–8 & Sun. 8–6 • Tel. 207 .236.3537
follow us on facebook and instagram
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A Trip Down
the St. George
Peninsula
1
U.S. RTE. 1
U.S. RTE. 1

RTE. 73

THOMASTON

207.372.8952
www.truehall.com

HENRY KNOX
MANSION

Home of the
Old Fashioned
Ice Cream Soda!

•

TIM HOPPE

SPRUCE
HEAD
RTE. 73

WWW.HOPPESTREESERVICES.COM
263 PORT CLYDE RD., TENANTS HARBOR

SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND

8
RTE.
131

1

CLARK
ISLAND

WHITEHEAD
ISLAND

4
TENANTS
HARBOR

372-6479 • Main St., Port Clyde
portclydebakery.com

3

5

The Wan-e-set
Restaurant and
Quarry Tavern
at the
East Wind Inn

C O C K TA I L S
VEGAN OPTIONS

TEL. (207) 594-7644
SPRUCE HEAD

CRAIGNAIR.COM

5

O

6
9
7
12

11

4

3
RTE.
131

PORT
CLYDE

10

Call 372-8064 or
372-6366 for hours
and reservations.
View our menu on the
East Wind Inn website
www.eastwindinn.com

5 THIRD STREET

691-5335

RTE. 73

JESSIE’S PIES call ahead to order!
Take n Bake available as well.

OUTDOOR DINING

13

Tenants Harbor General Store 6

Karen M. Rizkalla, Broker/Owner
stgeorge-realty.com or karenriz.com

b

On The Dock – Port Clyde, Maine

Jan Lipson

CEO Chief Espresso Officer

6 Cold Storage Road
207 372 2088

MARSHALL POINT

Discover one of Midcoast
Maine’s best destinations

11

ne of Maine’s loveliest drives awaits you when you turn off Route 1 onto
Route 131 South (at the Montpelier Mansion). Enjoy approximately 15
miles of grand views — fields rolling down to the tidal portion of the St.
George River — the charming village of Tenants Harbor — Port Clyde, departure
point for Monhegan Island and home to the ever-so-photogenic Marshall Point
Lighthouse & Museum. Heading back up Route 131, take Route 73 through Clark
Island, Spruce Head and Owls Head for more of the best Maine has to offer.
(Don’t miss the reversing falls in South Thomaston and the spectacular Owls
Head Lighthouse.)
You can also begin your travel down the St. George peninsula by taking Route
73 south out of Rockland. Explore Owls Head, South Thomaston, Spruce Head
and Clark Island. At the junction of Routes 73 and 131S, turn left and continue
through Tenants Harbor, on to Port Clyde – the end of the peninsula. To return,
follow Route 131 back to Route 1 in Thomaston. Take your time — you’ll be glad
you did.

12

Fresh local
seafood
Our lobster rolls are
a whole lobster!
372-1112

To Advertise on
this page
call Steve at
596-0055

We are a collaboration of business & community
in St. George. Please visit us at:
www.stgeorgebuinessalliance.com
7

Where the Locals meet!

PORT CLYDE GENERAL STORE 13

Dine Inside Or On Our Deck!

Open 7 Days a Week
207-372-6543

Fresh Local Fish & Lobster, Seafood, Steaks, Full Bar
Full Menu In The Bar, Nightly Specials, Children’s Menu.
Visit us online and on Facebook

10

Squid Ink Coffee

2

The Black Harpoon…
Open 7 Days a Week

• ORGANIC MULCH
TREE WORK
STUMP GRINDING • FIREWOOD
• FULLY INSURED
BUCKET TRUCK
• CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE

CERTIFIED MAINE ARBORIST

Support Local • Order Year Round
Have It Shipped

LOCAL PURVEYORS

•

RTE. 73

2

Tuesday - Thursday 2-9
Friday (Doughnut Day) 12-9
Saturday 2-8 • Sunday 2-9

Come dine on the water in
beautiful Tenants Harbor

•

SOUTH
THOMASTON

ST.
GEORGE
RIVER

Serving St. George since 1956
207-372-8952 • www.truehall.com

OWLS HEAD
TRANSPORTATION
MUSEUM

MONTPELIER
RTE.
131

9
TO ROCKLAND
& CAMDEN

372-6304

MILLER’S LOBSTER CO.

8

Off Route 73, Spruce Head • Open Thurs.-Sun. 2-7pm

372-6311 • Gas • Deli • Groceries
Beer & Wine Grab & Go Meal Options
•

Seafood Dinners on the Wharf
Overlooking Wheeler’s Bay
www.millerslobsters.com
Also Live Lobsters, Clams & Crabs • Packed to Travel – 207-594-7406

Cold Beer u Wine u Deli u Gas
Groceries u Marina Services
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Shepard
Pre-owned SAABs – Authorized Service
(Part of Shepard Chrysler • Dodge • Ram • Jeep)

US Route 1 • Thomaston • 594-2154
www.shepardcars.com

Featured Painters from Saltwater Artists Gallery — The Saltwater Artists Gallery,

located at 3056 Bristol Road (Route 130) in New Harbor, is showing works by painters Scott White and Sue Heil
Kibbe. The gallery, a nonprofit artists’ cooperative, is open daily from 10 a.m to 5 p.m. Visitors are expected to wear a
face covering. For more information, visit saltwaterartists.com. Shown here, “La Verna Kind of Day” by Scott White
and “Fresh Vitamin C” by Sue Heil Kibbe.

Port Clyde Gallery ‘10 x 10 Tea’
Port Clyde Art Gallery, an artists’ collaborative located at 5 Cold Storage Road, will
hold an outdoor opening, “10 x 10 Tea,” to
celebrate its sixth annual juried 10 x 10
exhibition on Sunday, August 16, from 2
to 4 p.m. The rain date is August 17.
Works by artists from Maine and beyond

Painting by Kathleen Fox

Center for Furniture
Craftsmanship Call

The Center for Furniture Craftsmanship is inviting entries
to its Alumni and Fellows Exhibition, to be held at the
Messler Gallery January 22 through April 7, 2021. The
deadline for entries is September 1.
Furniture and furnishings, turning, carving and sculpture
will be considered; work must have wood as its primary
material. Submitted work may not have been made during
a program at CFC. Submissions must have been made within the past five years, may not have been previously exhibited at the Messler Gallery and must be completed works,
not drawings or models.
Tib Shaw, curator for the American Association of Woodturners, artist-designer Josh Vogel and Jeremy Zietz, principal designer for Steelcase, will serve as jurors.
To enter, visit woodschool.org/wood-school-gallery.
For more information, email Victoria Allport at victoria
@woodschool.org or phone 594-5611.

are featured; cash awards and ribbons will
be presented to winning artists at 2:30. All
works are for sale. Individually wrapped
snacks and beverages will be provided.
For more information, visit portclydeartgallery.com. The gallery complies with
state COVID-19 regulations and requires
the wearing of masks and social distancing
for all visitors and employees.

Pemaquid Artists Exhibit Online —
The Pemaquid Art
Gallery, the venue
of the Pemaquid
Group of Artists at
Lighthouse Park in
Bristol, is closed
this summer due
to the pandemic.
Members’ artwork
can be viewed and
purchased at the
gallery website,
pemaquidartgallery.com. Watercolorist Paul Sherman is highlighted
here, with “RedBlue-White.”

Virtual Storytelling Connects LGBTQ+ Youth

OUT Maine’s LGBTQ+ young adult group has been meeting weekly online since the pandemic began. With the support of the staff and adult volunteers for Rockland-based
OUT Maine, young leaders from the group have been holding two virtual Dungeons and Dragons groups and one roleplaying game group with participants throughout the state

that will continue through the summer. OUT Maine provides
free, online programming for LGBTQ+ and allied youth ages
11 to 22. In addition to role-playing games, art, music and
discussion groups for youth ages 11 to 18 and a weekly meeting of young adults ages 18 to 22 are offered. For more information and to join a virtual program, visit outmaine.org.

AARP Maine to Mobilize Older Voters

AARP Maine recently launched “Protect Voters 50+,” a
voter engagement campaign to help older people prepare
for voting in the November election.
The campaign will focus on providing information about
voting options in Maine this fall at aarp.org/mainevotes and
through the “AARP Bulletin,” direct mail, digital communications and paid media.
AARP will offer information about absentee voting; questions to ask municipal clerks to ensure safe in-person vot-

ing; video voters’ guides; polling; issue briefings and more.
The organization will track key races, sponsor debates and
host tele-townhall events.
AARP’s TurboVote tool — where voters can sign up to
receive election reminders, updates on voting procedures
and more — can be found at votingtool.aarp.org.

ESTATES

AUCTION

NOTICE
AUGUST 24th 2020 4:00 p.m.
Rockland Elks Lodge
210 Rankin St., Rockland, Maine
Expanded previews times: Sunday, August
23rd from 10am-4pm for those who would
like to leave absentee bids or arrange live
phone bidding, also August 24th (day of
auction) from 10:00am – 4:00pm.

We are pleased to re-announce this wonderful
auction of fresh estate antiques and collectibles
originally scheduled for March 16th but
cancelled due to the virus. This is a great little
line-up including Early American antiques,
paintings, folk art, rare railroad collectibles, along
with items from the late Lawrence Beveridge of
North Haven, Maine, a longtime collector/dealer
and friend. The auction will please collectors and
dealers alike! You will not be disappointed. We
are excited to re-start our 2020 auction season.
I hope to see you there. Please feel free to call
with any questions or additional info needed.
The website gamageantiques.com has
additional images and the printed order
of sale. Thank you! Bruce
Note: Maine State Regulations on Covid-19 will be
in place with masks used when social distancing is
not possible

Fernwood
Maine’s “Shadiest” Nursery

Extensive selection
of ferns, hosta,
native plants & other perennials
for shade and woodland
Yes, we will be open. Visit our blog:
fernwoodnursery.wordpress.com
58 North Ridge Rd. • Montville • 207-589-4726
fernwoodnursery@fairpoint.net

Closed Monday & Tuesday • Open Wed.-Sun. 9 - 5

BRUCE GAMAGE JR.
Antique Estate Auctioneer

467 Main Street, Rockland, ME 04841
Maine License #AR480
Tel: 207-594-4963 ★ Fax: 207-594-0674

Email: bgamage@midcoast.com
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MAGA’S DAUGHTER

ART ON THE COAST

C O N T I N U E D F R O M PA G E 1

distant — as if to say “come closer,” but don’t presume that
you will ever really know who I am. Her uncontained spirit, however, surges quietly from those blooded cheeks. The
painting is as charged and sensual as any nude Andrew
Wyeth ever painted.
The portrait isolates Betsy against a neutral background,
purposefully indeterminate, un-locatable in space and time.
It is deeply nuanced and shaded beyond the simplicity of a
classic, Renaissance-inspired composition — stacked triangle, rectangle, circle, ellipse — an elegant Palladian façade
where surface simplicity begets interior mystery. It betrays
nothing outwardly but somehow suggests the richness, the
closeness, the sweet and sometimes difficult complexity of
their relationship — which is to say that she was everything
to the artist, and he knew that she knew this, too. The meticulous modeling of her flesh and dark hair, parted to reveal
her strong forehead and high cheekbones, the flush of her
cheeks rising to liquid, brown eyes averted to something
just out of our view but that has just caught her attention —
one of her children arriving for a visit, perhaps. Or, she is
contemplating one of her husband’s newest paintings, about
which he would always ask her opinion, and she would
answer forthrightly. She often titled his paintings, too; I suspect for this portrait as well, with its suggestion of matrilineal descent and familial continuity. Early in their marriage she had saved his work from anecdotal clutter and
cliché, qualities from his father’s (N. C.’s) teaching she intuitively rebelled against as constraining her husband’s developing genius. She was immensely important in nurturing
Andrew’s work and was much more than his muse; she was
his most trusted critic, editor, and best friend.
The smile, just beginning to cross her lips, is private. It
is for her alone to share with the artist for whom she might,
or might not, say what it meant, from what emotional wellspring of constancy and desire it arises. Probably, she would
not need to tell him; he would know from the tilt of her head,
a sidelong glance. The brown tunic she wears is without
ornamentation, a dusky, autumn landscape of soft browns
and gliding russets — save the triptych of buttons marching
in unison up from the bottom edge toward the high, stiffly
encircling collar. Her outfit has a military or architectural
air of precision, the jacket a truncated pyramid, timelessly
there, supporting her alert face with its precariously balanced
and unexpected head covering — whose edges twist in space
like a Mobius strip or the mathematical symbol for infinity. Any breeze, any word will upend the illusion. Wyeth’s
is an airless world, forever inhabited by him and Betsy alone.

She was the human embodiment of Occam’s razor. To her,
intractable problems were best solved by the most obvious,
simplest answers. So, when local fishermen in Port Clyde
and Friendship struggled with territorial disputes over fishing grounds, Betsy built a dock and told them that if they
behaved and worked out their differences, they could all offload their lobster traps on Allen Island, saving each of them
immense amounts of time, effort, and money. It was a festering problem affecting Betsy’s neighbors, the fishermen
and their families, friends she greatly admired and cared about,
and that the state of Maine had never managed to help. Betsy did it in an afternoon when all of them gathered on her
dock to celebrate its completion and joyfully welcome unfamiliar coexistence. Organization, enacting order out of chaos,
was among her many strengths that also enabled her husband
to paint a world so close to home, so quotidian, so true, yet
so “wondrously strange,” as she often described his work.
Betsy loved history. Their home in the Brandywine River Valley was literally next door to a pivotal Revolutionary
War battlefield. In Maine, Allen Island was among the earliest North American landings explored by European adventurers who then pushed farther up the St. George River, past
Betsy’s family’s future home in Cushing. They set foot on
her island on Pentecost Sunday, 1605. Betsy would eventually retrofit vernacular buildings, both in Pennsylvania
and in Maine, into comfortable homes and private museums that seemed always to echo what she once called “the
whisper of history.” That same whisper is heard in many of
Wyeth’s paintings, including and especially “Maga’s
Daughter.” Unsurprisingly, her architectural sensibility was
always informed by practicality, proportion, and common
sense. And, if not exactly designed for easy comfort, then
they presented with an elegant, rigorous efficiency in order
to live more fully in her husband’s sometimes messy world
where her buildings often became the silent protagonists of
his richly metaphoric paintings.
“Maga’s Daughter” seems in so many ways to affirm not
just marital affection with its blush of uncontrollable beauty, but a true artistic partnering, a collaboration between
two bright, passionate, independent souls who, as Betsy
once remarked, were like old ships, battered but still afloat
after so many years together. So strong is her presence in
the portrait she might well have signed it, instead of, or in
addition to, her husband’s signature.
The American Mona Lisa? What museum would not hang
the two paintings together? What conversations could be
overheard? What secrets might they share?
Now, reunited with Andrew
in the Olson family graveyard
not far from her girlhood summer home on Broad Cove, she
just needs Andy to introduce
her to Leonardo. Da Vinci will
be charmed, as were all who
knew her, if only in our imaginations through an ageless,
enigmatic, loving portrait.

Brenda Free

Christopher Crosman is a
former director of the
Farnsworth Art Museum.
He lives in Thomaston.

Artist Harold Garde at
Waterfall Arts

“Garde Wall and Walker” PHOTO BY CHRIS BATTAGLIA
Waterfall Arts, located at 256 High Street in Belfast, will
host an exhibit, a discussion and a performance all focused
on the work of 97-year-old Maine artist Harold Garde. The
virtual show of new paintings will be held August 28
through October 16.
“Harold Garde: You Are Not Alone,” a national premiere
of never-before-seen works, will be shown online. The largescale pieces are presented on unstretched canvases, ranging in size from approximately six to 10 feet in length and
width, and will be hung in the Clifford Gallery at Waterfall
Arts.
A panel discussion titled “Harold Garde: Artist, Mentor, Friend,” featuring artists David Estey and Kathleen
Florance and George Kinghorn, director and curator of
the Zillman Art Museum at the University of Maine, moderated by Suzette Mc-Avoy, executive director and chief
curator of the Center for Maine Contemporary Art, will be
held Thursday, September 17.
In conjuction with the Garde exhibition, Waterfall Arts
will present a new, digitized production of the artist’s awardwinning play, “In the Rec Room.” Dates have not yet been
announced.
To view the exhibit, visit waterfallarts.org.
Down the Schoodic Peninsula
WWWDANKIRCHOFF.COM

The Season Nestled Between Mud Season and Deer Season is The Sweet Season
Touch, acrylic on paper by Brenda Free

Jonathan Frost Gallery
August 12 – September 28, 2020
On Wednesday, August 12, the gallery will be open until 7:30.
Please come see the work and meet the artist. (Masks are required)
Corner of Main Street and Park Drive, Rockland
Gallery Hours: Wed - Sat, 10-5
(207)596-0800

jonathanfrostgallery.com

frostgal@midcoast.com

Sweet Season Farm
Market & Café

Rte. 220 • Washington • 845-3028 • www.sweetseasonfarm.com

• Café
• Ice Cream Shop
• Farm Store

Enjoy Local Foods In Our Café
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Dine-In Wed-Sun 6:30-2:30
Takeout 2:30-7:00

U-Pic High Bush Blueberries
Wed-Sun 7-7
$3.75/lb. (Approx. $2.50/pint)
Pre-Picked Pints & 5lb. Bulk Bags Available
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Maine Media Receives Its Largest Gift, from Former Teacher and
Longtime Benefactor

Influential photographer and educator Arnold Newman
enjoyed a decades’ long association with Maine Media
Workshops + College, where he taught numerous photographic workshops over the years. The Arnold and Augusta Newman Foundation has continued his legacy at the college, supporting scholarships, media production, a distinguished lecture series, and the Arnold Newman Prize in
Photographic Portraiture, a cash prize of $20,000 accompanied by an exhibition, awarded annually to a photographer whose work demonstrates a compelling new vision
in photography.
A gift of $1,125,000 from the foundation, announced
August 6, will permanently endow both the prize and scholarships for aspiring photographers at Maine Media. “Arnold
Newman had a profound influence on photographers in the
latter half of the 20th century,” Maine Media President
Michael Mansfield noted through a news release. “That his
legacy continues to shape conversations around photography, to support new generations of image makers — portraiture in the 21st century — is truly inspiring.”
Both the Newman Prize and the scholarships often arrive
at important moments in a photographer’s career. “The
Arnold Newman Prize was instrumental in giving me the
freedom to focus all of my energy on a passion project,”
Daniella Zalcman, the recipient of the 2017 prize, said in
the news release. “For me, there are few more important
investments in a body of work than time. I’m so grateful for
the support that the Arnold Newman Prize provided, and
for the work I was able to produce as a result.”
The significance of the gift is acknowledged through a
newly named position, The Arnold and Augusta Newman
Provost at Maine Media Workshops + College, a position
held by artist and educator Elizabeth Greenberg. Greenberg
will oversee and administer both the scholarships and the
prize itself; she will announce the 2020 recipient in the coming weeks.
Founded in 1973 as a summer school for photographers,
Maine Media Workshops + College is today a nonprofit,
degree-granting institution offering more than 400 workshops, certificate programs and master classes in the fields

Above, Arnold Newman on the Rockport campus, where he
taught many workshops. Top, from the 2019 winner of the
Arnold Newman Prize, Louie Palu, whose submission “Arctic
Passage” is a series of photographs from the Arctic and an installation composed of large-format portraits
frozen in ice blocks. Right, “Signs of Your Identity” by 2017 winner of the Arnold Newman Prize, Daniella
Zalcman, who now teaches at Maine Media Workshops + College.
of photography, film, media art, printmaking, creative
writing and book arts; it serves nearly 2,000 national and
international students annually on a 20-acre campus in

Rockport.
For more information, phone 236-8581, email info@
mainemedia.edu or visit mainemedia.edu.

Maine Farmland Trust —

200 Years of Farming Exhibit Online

The Maine Farmland Trust Gallery, currently closed due
to the pandemic, is holding an exhibit online through October 2: “200 Years of Farming: A Bicentennial Celebration.”
There will be a virtual opening reception on Friday, August

21, from 5 to 6 p.m., via Zoom. To RSVP, visit mainefarmlandtrust.org.
To commemorate Maine’s bicentennial, the exhibit focuses on the history, practices and successes of farming in
Maine, from early homesteading to dairy, potato and blueberry farms, the local food movement and current changes
and challenges.
Fifty-three works from 18 artists in a wide range of media
are featured — including oil, acrylic and watercolor paintings, charcoal, ink and pastel drawings, three-dimensional

Clockwise from top left: “Grace Helping Dad,” oil on
linen panel by Deborah Flood; “David’s Folly Sheep,”
oil on panel by Leslie Anderson; “Crackle Zucchini,”
raku-fired ceramic by Anne Alexander; “Scythe, Modus
Operandi,” charcoal on paper by Therese L. Provenzano

wooden assemblage, ceramic vegetables, full-color photography, black-and-white photos and glass plate photographic prints on loan from the Penobscot Marine Museum.
Artists with work in the show are: Kosti Ruohomaa, Lynn
Karlin, Deborah Flood, Kevin Mizner, Joan Losee, Erica
Qualey, DiTa Ondek, Sharon Yates, Frances Hynes, Kirstin
Engman, Carol L. Douglas, Leslie Anderson, Peter Walls,
Thérèse L. Provenzano, Leslie Moore, André Benoit Jr.,
and Anne Alexander.
To see each work in the exhibit, visit mainefarmland
trust.org.

Runquist show at the

granite gallery
August 14-18, 2020

“New Dawn”, 20”x30”, oil on linen

Rockland - Starting at $178,000
GE
T TA
CO

LIV

ING

This is the Lifestyle
you’ve been waiting for!

Discover comfortable, affordable and convenient
cottage living that suits your 55+ lifestyle. 2
bedroom duplex-style cottages include a garage
and four season sunroom.
Stonewood Road,
Rockland, Maine
207-593-2530

www.StonewoodCottages.com

WE
ARE
OPEN!
Mon.-Fri.
10-4

Following All Covid-19 Guidelines
Curbside Pickup Available

Björn Runquist will have an exhibition of recent oil
paintings, watercolors and drawings August 14-18,
2020, 10:00am -5:00pm each day, at the Granite
Gallery, Route 131 in Tenants Harbor.
Runquist’s work explores the everyday around
us, from scenes we drive by daily to dazzling views
across the Maine coast. His work springs from a
deep sense of attention and thankfulness for the
extraordinary found within the ordinary, especially
during this time of pandemic crisis.
His work is in many collections across the country.
You can view the entire show on
his website: http://bjornrunquist.com

For more information, call 207-596-7423
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Author John Bird to speak —

‘Rockland: Rise and
Renewal’ on Zoom
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Maine Author Kate Hotchkiss on Zoom
PHOTO: JESSICA DUCKERT

Author and historian
John Bird
Cushing Public Library will
host a free, illustrated presentation on the Zoom platform
by author John Bird, who
will discuss his book “Rockland: Rise and Renewal,” on
Wednesday, August 19, at
6:30 p.m. To register, call
Wendy Roberts at 691-0833
or email wrobertsmaine63@
gmail.com.
Bird’s book is the first comprehensive history of Rockland to have been written in more than 40 years. He
documents how a small city can maintain its traditional
economic health while becoming a cultural magnet, with
particular attention to the Farnsworth Art Museum, the
Center for Maine Contemporary Art and its many galleries
and artists.
Bird, a retired educator and fifth-generation Rockland
native, is a graduate of Rockland High School and Bowdoin College.

Nonviolent communication —

‘Teaching from the
Heart’ in Belfast

Registration is open for an online nonviolent communication program, “Teaching from the Heart,” offered by
the University of Maine Hutchinson Center in Belfast. The
three-day professional development program for educators,
teachers and those working with children in preschool
through third grade will be held Monday, August 24,
through Wednesday, August 26, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. The
cost is $125.
Instructor Gina Simm has taught in early childhood settings for more than 30 years. Starting out in Montessori
and children’s theater, she spent most of her career as a
first-grade teacher in public schools, including a year
spent teaching English in China. She worked closely with
Miki Kashtan, a cofounder of Bay Area Nonviolent Communication.
Participants will learn how to manage classrooms
and learning environments with a practical, simple curriculum based on Simm’s book, “Heart to Heart: Three Systems
for Staying Connected — A Manual for Parents and Teachers.”
The emotional implications of the COVID-19 pandemic
will likely require teachers to think in new ways in order
to support their students. Simm will provide empathetic
training to help children transition back into the classroom.
Participants will earn a UMaine certificate in nonviolent communication, and .7 CEU/7 contact hours are available. Reliable internet is required for all participants.
For further details about the course, registration and needbased scholarship applications, visit hutchinsoncenter.
umaine.edu/professional-development-programs.
With questions, or to request a reasonable accommodation, email Michelle Patten at michelle.patten@maine.edu
or phone 338-8002.

E V E N T S

Maine author Kate Hotchkiss will speak about
her newly released novel, “On Harbor’s Edge,”
in a North Haven Library Readership Series virtual event on Thursday, August 13, at 5 p.m. The
book is one of Linda Greenlaw’s top five summer reads for 2020.
“On Harbor’s Edge, Book One: 1912–1913”
is the first in what will be a series of stories
set on the Maine coast. Mildred, an unsuspecting
bride, gets into a boat one stormy June day in
1912 and is taken far out to sea by her new
husband to the end of a small island. There, harbor folk welcome Mildred with hopeful joy, but
she discovers the tiny fishing village is headed
for a most dreadful end.
Hotchkiss was inspired to write the series while
living on two Maine islands and visiting several
others.
To attend the presentation, email author@
katehotchkiss.com to receive the Zoom link.

Documentary on Poet Millay to Air on TV
Locally raised poet Edna St. Vincent Millay,
the first woman to win the Pulitzer Prize for
Poetry
The Rockland Historical Society and Millay
House Rockland will host a broadcast of the film
“Burning Candles: The Life of Edna St. Vincent
Millay” on Maine Coast TV at 7 p.m. on Wednesday, August 19. It can be viewed on Spectrum
Channel 7 and Channel 1301, on Roku at Maine
Coast TV or by visiting mainecoast.tv. Following
the 93-minute film, there will be a brief update on
the plans of Millay House Rockland.
The documentary about the American poet who
was born in Rockland and grew up in Union and
Camden includes home movies, interviews with
Millay biographers and performances of some of her poetry.

Israeli Defense Force
Volunteer to Speak
Left to right, sisters Dena and Ilana Blumenthal
volunteering in Israel
The Camden Public Library will host a talk by Ilana Blumenthal about her volunteer work on Israeli Defense Force
bases through an international program called Volunteers
for Israel on Tuesday, August 25, at 6 p.m. The program
will be held on the Zoom platform; email jpierce@
librarycamden.org to request a link to attend.
Blumenthal, who resides in Philadelphia, lived in Israel
as a child. She is the great-grandchild of Eastern European Jewish refugees. She will discuss how her ancestors’
and immediate family’s connections to the dream of a Jewish state have influenced her choices, actions, career and
activism.
Blumenthal has served on medical, communications and
air force bases and currently works from the U.S. with Volunteers for Israel. Her presentation will highlight the organization’s history and her experiences with other volunteers
of various backgrounds.
For more information on this and other library programs,
visit librarycamden.org.

CARS FOR CONSERVATION

HELP TO CONSERVE
VEHICLES
You
have our next donation
NEEDED NOW!
we
have
your
PLEASE
CONSIDER
DONATING

Donate
unwanted
Donate
ananunwanted
car, truck
in get
any
car,
truck or
or boat,
boat to
condition, to get a tax
a tax deduction or come
deduction or come see
seewhat
whatwe
weare
are
selling!
selling!

at Eastern Tire & Auto Service, Inc.
70 Park St, Rockland 207 594 5250

THE GEORGES
next
car! RIVER
WATERSHED!

TICK
CONTROL
Stay
Healthy
156 Main Street
Rockland, Maine 04841
Telephone: 207-596-7476
Fax: 207-594-7244

& 4 Other
All Organic
Mulches
JOE FOR DIRT

CALL
JOE

975-6583

www.blackdirtguy.com
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Poets’ Festival with Wesley McNair

The Oranbega Retreat Center, 36 Naramissic Drive in
Orland, will hold opening ceremonies, which will include
a poetry festival held via Zoom, on Friday, August 21 —
National Poets’ Day. Former Maine Poet Laureate Wesley
McNair will headline the festival, which is from 7 to 9 p.m.
McNair will read excerpts from his latest book, “Dwellers in
the House of the Lord.” Maine poet and folklorist Margaret
YocumandChilean AmericanpoetFelixAcunYawillalsoread,
in both Spanish and English. There will be time for attendees

to ask the poets about their work and to discuss the readings.
The in-person opening ceremony, at 4 p.m., will include
live music, a bring-your-own picnic and an open mic. Light
refreshments and cold drinks will be provided; those attending should bring their own chair. The number of attendees will
be limited to 35, a record of those present will be kept, and all
Maine CDC guidelines for public gatherings will be observed.
To register for the Zoom reading, visit oranbegacenter.com
or email info@oranbegacenter.com.

Skidompha Book Shop Reopens, with Limits

The Skidompha Secondhand Book Shop, located behind the
Elm Street Plaza at 17 Backstreet Landing in Damariscotta, is
now open Monday through Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Everyone over the age of 2 will be required to wear a
mask and will be expected to maintain a distance of at least
six feet from others; there will be no exceptions made. The
shop can accommodate five customers at a time.
Donated books and other items will be accepted from 8
to 10 a.m., Monday through Saturday, at the back door only,
with a limit of one box or bag per donor. Donors are asked
not to leave donations outside.

Sound Immersion by
the Sea in Camden

Musical instrument creator and sound therapist Jim Doble
will offer a sound immersion event at the Camden Public
Library Amphitheatre from 9:30 to 11 a.m. on Monday,
August 24. The program will be held by optional donation;
a portion of proceeds will benefit the library.
Using large gongs from all over the world and chimes
of his own creation, Doble will create waves of sound that
he says may help participants “sonically cleanse, rejuvenate, rest and renew in a safe environment.”
There is room to be spaced well apart from others, in
either sun or shade. Attendees are advised to bring something comfortable to lie on, such as a blanket or yoga mat,
water, and a face covering, which is mandatory.
Registration is optional, but recommended in case. To
sign up, email jim@elementaldesign.me, call 785-2212 or
visit elementaldesign.me/events.

The shop is a significant fundraiser for Skidompha Public Library. It offers thousands of books as well as puzzles, music CDs, and movies on VHS and DVD. All items
are donated, all staff members are volunteers, and all proceeds support the library’s collections and programs.k
For more information, phone the shop at 563-7807 or the
library at 563-5513, or visit skidomphabookshop.org.

Jackson Memorial
Library Hosts Events

Jackson Memorial Library in Tenants Harbor, 71 Main
Street, St. George, is holding several programs outdoors under
a tent, weather permitting, in the coming weeks. They include:
Mask Making on Friday, August 14, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Instructions, materials and the use of sewing machines will be
provided. To reserve a one-hour time slot for up to three people,
phone372-8961oremailbeckie@jacksonmemoriallibrary.org.
Qi Gong is offered on Wednesdays at 10 a.m.
Cribbage players, who are asked to bring their own cards,
meet on Wednesdays at 11 a.m.
MahJong is offered on Fridays at 1 p.m.; phone the library
at 372-8961 to confirm the starting date.
The annual meeting to elect officers and directors and to
hear reports from the library directors and treasurer, which
is open to all adult library cardholders, will be held online
via the Zoom platform on Wednesday, August 19, at 5 p.m.
Participants are asked to join the meeting no later than 4:45.
To register no later than Tuesday, August 18, email administrator@jacksonmemoriallibrary.org, or call 372-8961 and
leave a message with first and last names and email address.

Camden Public Library Programs in August

Camden Public Library will host a number of programs
online and outdoors in August. A selection follows:
Chat with Miss Amy on Zoom Tuesdays, August 11, 18
and 25, from 10 to 11 a.m. Parents and children are invited to
catch up with children’s librarian Miss Amy in a social chat
on Zoom. Email alhand@librarycamden.org for a link to attend.
Tech Help Hour on Zoom Thursdays from 1 to 2 p.m.,
August 13 and 20. Those with questions about devices and
processes can make an appointment by visiting librarycamden.org/learn-research/techhelphour.
Yoga in the Amphitheatre, led by certified yoga teacher
Denyse Robinson, will be held from 9 to 10 a.m. on Fridays,
August 14, 21 and 28, and Tuesdays, August 11, 18 and
25. Classes will be small and social distancing and safety
precautions will be observed. All levels are welcome. Donations will be accepted, with a portion of the proceeds donated to Camden Public Library. For more information, phone
Robinson at 975-5325 or email denyserobinson@ gmail.com.
Online Chess Club will hold online matches on Fridays
from 4 to 6 p.m. August 14, 21 and 28. To join, visit lichess.org/
team/camden-chess-club. For more information, email camdenchessclub@gmail.com.
Pandemic Purling! Meets on Zoom Wednesday,
August 12, from 3 to 4 p.m. Miss Loraine leads the online
knitting circle. Email her at lmurray@librarycamden.org to
receive a link to the Zoom meeting.
Sound Immersion/Gong Bath in the Amphitheatre on
Monday August 24, from 9:30 to 11a.m. Musical instrument
creator and sound therapist Jim Doble will create waves of

WEAVER’S ROADSIDE VARIETY
BAKERY
CATERING
AGENCY LIQUOR STORE
1386 Waterville Road, Waldo, ME • 342-5697

Live Bait - Shiners
weaversroadsidevariety@gmail.com

sound to help participants sonically cleanse, rejuvenate, rest
and recuperate. Participants will be distanced at least 10
feet apart and must wear a face covering. They are encouraged to bring something to lie on. Donations are optional; a
portion of the proceeds will benefit the ibrary. Register by
email: jim@elementaldesign.me; or call 785-2212.
For the complete calendar, visit librarycamden.org.

GrowSmart Maine webinar —

‘Open Streets: How to
Hang Out Again’

Augusta-based nonprofit GrowSmart Maine will hold its
first “smart growth popup” as a free webinar, called “Open
Streets: How to Hang Out Again,” on Wednesday, August 12,
from 1 to 2 p.m., via the Zoom platform.
Communities around the country have closed streets to
vehicular traffic to create space for outdoor dining and other socially distanced interactions. Rockland was the first
Maine city to close a section of its downtown to assist businesses. The discussion will focus on the long-term viability of pandemic open streets projects, equity and access concerns and expanding open streets projects beyond mobility.
Speakers will be Mike Lydon, principal at Street Plans
and creator of the Open Streets Project, and David Gogel,
executive director of Rockland Main Street.
To register, visit tinyurl.com/y369oh3z.
Donations are invited; visit growsmartmaine.org/join/.
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Join Christina Baker Kline and Lily
King on Sunday, August 23 at 7 pm,
for an online discussion of The Exiles,
Kline’s new historical novel.
We are honored to host this first-inthe-country virtual tour event to celebrate the release of The Exiles. This
discussion is a ticketed Crowdcast
event. Visit leftbankbookshop.com
for details.
LEFT BANK BOOKS
109 Church Street,
Belfast, ME 04915
Tel. 207-338-9009

leftbank@myfairpoint.net

Old Professor’s Bookshop
New Acquisitions and
Books of Current Importance
NEW CD ACQUISITIONS
Over 100 top line Blues, Soul, and Pop CDs
From the 1960s and 70s
NEW ACQUISITIONS
Many books by Helen and Scott Nearing, many
signed including “Living the Good Life”
BOOKS OF CURRENT IMPORTANCE
Robin DiAngelo “White Fragility”
Ibram X. Kendi “Stamped from the Beginning”
Richard Rothstein “The Color of Law”
James Baldwin “The Fire Next Time”
Paul Butler “Choke Hold”
And many more

OLD PROFESSOR’S
BOOKSHOP
Wed.-Sun. 10 am to 4 pm
Closed Mon. and Tues.
99 Main Street, Belfast
338-2006
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Please join us for

Join Christina Baker Kline and Lily King
A Signingforwith
Pulitzer
Prize
an online
discussion
of winner

DAVID McCULLOUGH

The Exiles

Saturday, September 10 at 10 AM
Kline’s
new historical
novel.
signing
his newest
book,
The
Greater
Journey:
Sunday,
August
23rd
at 7pm
Americans in Paris
We are honored to host this first-in-the-country
and all his other books, too!
virtual tour event to celebrate the release of The Exiles.
This discussion is a ticketed Crowdcast event.
Visit~
leftbankbookshop.com
for to
details.
Free and open
all! ~

21Open
EASTMon.-Fri.
MAIN STREET
, SEARSPORT
, ME
04974
9:30-5:30
• Sat. 10-5
• Sun.
11-4
WWW.LEFTBANKBOOKSHOP
.COM
207-548-6400
109 Church •Street,
Belfast • 207-338-9009
www.leftbankbookshop.com
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Alpaca Shop Herb Garden Tour

All Sweaters

25% OFF

Buttermilk Lane, Thomaston
• 594-7555 • 1⁄ 2 Mile from Rte. 1 •

The American Legion
War Memorial Post 30

PHONE: 207-236-3310		

207-691-2270

Help us support

our Veterans and our Community.

Donate your returnable Cans, Bottles etc. Our
collection bin is located at 91 Pearl Street in Camden

Open for the season
Through
September
(Open 6 Days 11:30-7pm)
Closed Wednesdays
• Fresh Maine Lobster & Crab Rolls
• Steamed Lobster Dinners
• Homemade Soups & Chowders
• Local Oysters & Clams
• Burgers & Grilled Cheese
• Freshly Baked Desserts
• Daily Specials & More!

Located on picturesque Spruce
Head Island, across from a working
lobster wharf. Enjoy delicious local
seafood and stunning views of
Seal Harbor. Only a 15 minute
drive from Rockland or Route 1,
Outdoor waterfront seating and a
right off Route 73.
covered tent area for rainy days.
Take-out, Car Service
& Limited Seating Available
Open Daily, 11:30am
Closed Tues. & Wed. in June
www.mcloonslobster.com
Overnight shipping available

at Merryspring
in Camden

Gardener and herbalist Denise DeSpirito will lead a
walking tour of the herb garden at Merryspring Nature
Center, located at 30 Conway Road in Camden, at noon
Tuesday, August 18, as part of the Summer Talks series.
Merryspring’s herb garden is in full bloom. DeSpirito
will talk about how to harvest different plants and their
seeds at this point in the growing season and will answer
questions about the plants on display as well as those attendees may have in their home gardens.
DeSpirito, Merryspring’s gardens manager, has grown
herbs at Avena Botanicals in Rockport, Stone Barns Center for Food and Agriculture in New York and Farmacy
Herbs in Rhode Island.
The cost of the program is $5, with free admission for
Merryspring members. Attendees are encouraged to bring
exact change to minimize cash transactions.
Those attending are advised to wear face masks. Seating will be outdoors in chairs placed a safe distance apart.
For more information, email info@merryspring.org
or call 236-2239.

‘Nature’s Tea Party’ at Merryspring in Camden

Merryspring Nature Center, located at 30 Conway Road
in Camden, will host a free program called “Nature’s Tea
Party” on Friday, August 14, at 10 a.m.
A number of common backyard plants can be used to
make teas. Families will learn to identify plants that can be
safely harvested and made into refreshing summer drinks.
Participants will have an opportunity to sample a variety of
different teas and take home cuttings of plants to create
mixes of their own.

The event is part of the Free Family Fridays series at
Merryspring. To keep groups small during the pandemic,
Free Family Fridays programs have limited space available
and preregistration is required. Families must wear face masks
and adhere to safe social distancing guidelines. In the event
of rain, the walk will be canceled. Attendees should bring
water bottles and be prepared to be outside for up to one hour.
For more information and to register, call 236-2239 or
email info@merryspring.org.

More Blueberry Picking on Beech Hill
Coastal Mountains Land Trust will extend its annual free
blueberry picking event at Beech Hill Preserve in Rockport for
another week, Monday to Friday, August 10 to 14.
Preregistration is required to keep the number of participants per time slot within state guidelines. Several sessions
will be offered each day; each session will be limited to
50 people.

Alfresco.
Alfresco
Not.
Join us every week for outside and
limited inside dining.

Hours
Tuesday - Saturday | 4:30 pm - 9:00 pm
Take-out orders accepted | 3:00 pm - 7:30 pm
Reservations suggested | Masks required

207-593-9110

Participants are required to bring a mask (although they
will not need to wear it when distanced from others) and
containers and should bring drinking water. Hand washing stations will be available. Raking is not permitted.
Dogs are not allowed in the blueberry fields.
To register, visit coastalmountains.org. For more information, email info@coastalmountains.org.

2 Gould St., Camden

www.megunticookmarket.com

CATERING

• Let Us Do the Cooking
• F
 ull Catering Menu Available For
Pickup or Delivery
Visit us at
megunticookmarket.com or call…
Open Daily: Mon. – Sat. 7–8 & Sun. 8–6 • Tel. 207 .236.3537
follow us on facebook and instagram

Try our Wicked Fast
Curbside Service

Call in your order for SAME DAY
pickup on all in-stock items
OPEN 9am-5pm, Mon.-Fri. • Sat. 9am-4pm

D
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Shop our products on Facebook
or at rocklandfoodservice.com
No Membership
Card
Required
See Us On
415 Main St | Rockland, ME | InGoodCompanyMaine.com

195 Park St., Rockland • 594-5443

BRIAR PATCH
RESTAURANT

“At Gushees Corner”
48 PEABODY RD.
APPLETON, ME

Now serving takeout
or Dine in with Reservation
Wed. - Sat. • 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
See our menu online
briarpatchllc.com

785-2151
www.briarpatchllc.com
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ardening is like an affair between two passionate but
Combine blueberries, water, and three tablespoons
maple syrup in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and simmer
disparate beings: In the beginning you, the gardener,
until syrupy and thick. Remove from heat. In a small bowl,
pour your love into the garden and sometimes it’s returned
whisk together remaining maple syrup, coconut milk, and
tenfold. Other times, not so much. Feeling rejected, you
regular milk. Fill popsicle molds a little over half-full with
ask “Is it me? Where have I gone wrong?” As the relationcoconut milk mixture, then spoon in blueberry mixture
ship matures, you realize the failures are not all your fault;
to fill to the top. If using sticks, place mold in freezer
a garden takes work and is constantly evolving.
for one hour before removing and inserting wooden sticks.
This summer has been a tough one for gardeners. As the
If using molds with sticks built into tops, put tops on immeNational Weather Service put it, “May 2020 will be rememdiately. Freeze at least 4 hours, or until popsicles are
bered for containing weather representing all four seasons
solid.
within one month, finishing with near-normal temperatures
As days cool down, you may feel
for the month, but below average precipinclined
to turn on your oven again. Here’s
itation.” Roughly translated, this meant
a one-bowl blueberry cake that is great
it was too hot for cool-weather spring
for breakfast or, topped with ice cream
plants and too cold for seedlings, with
or whipped cream, dessert for a summost of the rainfall in the cool period and
mer
evening.
nothing much since. Adding insult to
injury, there seem to be more insect predOne-Bowl Blueberry Cake
2
ators than usual, with potato bugs and ear⁄3 cup firmly packed brown sugar
by Georgeanne Davis
wigs chomping plants with a vengeance.
1 tsp. ground cinnamon
3
So first-time gardeners — most notably,
⁄4 tsp. each baking powder and
those who planted victory gardens as a hedge
baking soda
1
against food insecurity or to take advantage
⁄4 tsp. sea salt
of quarantine or furlough to spend restora1 egg
1
tive time outside in the sun and fresh air — may have been
⁄3 cup olive oil
1
understandably discouraged by the rocky start early to the
⁄2 cup Greek yogurt
1
season. Trust me: it’s not you. Times have been hard for
⁄2 cup unsweetened applesauce
all of us.
1 tsp. vanilla extract
Fortunately, the trickle of early summer crops has final11⁄2 cups blueberries
ly become a flood of beans, squashes, cucumbers, young
1 tsp. each lemon zest and lemon juice
beets and baby carrots, new potatoes and assorted cabbages,
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Butter an 8- or 9-inch
broccoli and cauliflower. Tomatoes and corn, twin pillars
springform
or round cake pan, then dust well with flour.
of the summer harvest, are ripening, which means blueberIf using a cake pan, line the bottom with parchment
ries are right behind.
paper. Place flour, brown sugar, cinnamon, baking powder,
Whether you grow your own, head to a u-pick operation
baking soda, and salt into a medium bowl and use a fork
or buy wild Maine berries from local producers, the first
to mix together. Make a hole in the center of the dry ingreweeks of August are the time to load up on this antioxidantdients and pour into it the egg, olive oil, yogurt, applesauce,
rich fruit. Freezing fresh blueberries is the best way to ensure
vanilla, and lemon zest. Using the fork, mix all together
you’ll have them throughout the winter months to toss into
until smooth and blended. In another bowl, mix blueberries
pancakes or muffins or sprinkle on cereal or yogurt and they
with the lemon juice and 1 teaspoon flour. Pour batter
are uniquely suitable for freezing. You may have noticed
into the prepared pan. Sprinkle blueberries in a single
that blueberries have a waxy, almost frosted appearance.
layer on the top. Bake 35 to 40 minutes until golden
This is the result of a natural protective coating known as
brown on top and a toothpick in the center comes out
bloom. Bloom protects against pests and bacteria, but it also
clean. Remove from oven and place on a rack to cool
gives the berries a nonstick covering, so that, once frozen,
completely. If using a springform pan, remove sides to
they will pour out of their container like split shot. Just
serve. If using a cake pan, serve from pan or lift out
spread your berries in a single layer on a rimmed baking
sheet and pop them into the freezer, where they will freeze
with parchment paper. If desired, serve with ice cream or
quickly and evenly. Once frozen, store the berries in zipwhipped cream.
top plastic bags, which will allow you to pour out just the
right amount when needed.
Don’t be overzealous and freeze all your berries. During the hottest days, use some in cool summer smoothies
CALL JOE!
or incorporate them into healthy homemade frozen treats
kids of all ages will enjoy, like the following coconutblueberry popsicles.

Summertime
Blues

OVER 50 ORGANIC

Coconut Blueberry Popsicles
11⁄2 cups blueberries
11⁄2 Tbsp. water
5 Tbsp. maple syrup
3
⁄4 cup full-fat canned coconut milk
1
⁄2 cup milk (almond milk is fine for a non-dairy option)

JOE FOR DIRT

PRODUCTS

975-6583
www.blackdirtguy.com
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J O H N S O N ’ S A R B O R I C U LT U R E

Celebrating twenty-five years!
Since 1994 — preserving & protecting
Maine’s beautiful trees & treescapes
T REE C ARE & C ONSULTING
Specializing in Preser vation
Aesthetic, health, & safety pruning
Planting Cabling/bracing Removals
Privacy screens Fertilization/aeration
Woodland improvement Vistas Shoreland zones
Paths/trails Fruit trees
Tree protection during construction
Consultations Tree inventories & appraisals
Organic insect & disease controls
◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

ESTABLISHED 1994
ISA Certified Arborists
Landscape & Utility Arborists
Maine-licensed ◆ Insured

Douglas N. Johnson, Sr. Arborist
Nancy Caudle-Johnson, Arborist

MEMBER:
Maine Arborist Association
International Society of Arboriculture - ISA
Society of Commercial Arborists
Society of Municipal Arborists
Tree Care Industry Association
Maine Landscape & Nursery Association
Maine Organic Farmers & Gardeners - MOFGA

207-236-6855
877-TREEKPR

Caring for the earth – one tree at a time.

SM

ENHANCING YOUR PROPERTY FOR OVER 35 YEARS

DECKS

269 Atlantic Hwy • Warren, ME
207-273-1000 • 800-360-4866
www.tomfence.com

UnionAntique
Traders Co.
Old Fashioned Deals
Come see what’s “Old”
301 Common Rd., Union

975-1987

• Thurs., Fri., Sat. 9-4 •

UNION MASONS
CHICKEN BBQ
Saturday, August 15th
Noon to 3:00 • Rain or Shine
(or while supplies last)

FREE TO THE PUBLIC
Donations Accepted for Lodge Improvements
Dinner includes a Chicken Leg Quarter or Chicken Breast, Corn on the Cob, Potato Salad, Cole
Slaw and Roll & Drink. CDC rules followed with drive through the parking lot
Curbside Service and Socially Distanced picnic tables.

Union Masonic Lodge #31 is located at 149 Sennebec Road in Union

10 Payne Ave., Rockland www.elspear.com t 594-4331
Open M-F 7-5 Saturday 8-2PM
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For Pre-ordering Go to:
www.rocklandfarmersmarket.org

9am-1pm

HARBOR PARK, Thursdays (Rain

rocklandfarmersmarket.org
F resh • L ocal • T aste
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H O M E

&

G A R D E N

Shine)

Follow
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Left to right, Shea and Quimby gardens

QUIMBY PHOTO: RAY QUIMBY

Two Open Gardens in Brooks on August 21

The Belfast Garden Club will host their last Open Garden Day of the season at two homes in Brooks on Friday,
August 21, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., rain or shine.
Jeanne and Art Shea’s gardens on 5.7 acres at 44 McTaggert Street include a large hillside garden, a rose garden,
daylily beds, hosta beds and shade gardens. The property
also features a birch grove and woodland paths, and visitors are invited to walk on the path around the pond and
down to Marsh Stream. The path passes a greenhouse filled
with organic vegetables and snapdragons.
Ray and Nancy Quimby live on a farm at 21 Quimby

Road, where they grow flowers and vegetables. The farmstead has been in the family since 1890. There are four gardens to explore: the north garden, orchard garden, corn
garden and sawmill garden. The flower gardens feature
numerous varieties of dahlias.
A suggested donation of $5 (checks or exact change
are appreciated) admits visitors to the gardens. Attendees
are asked to wear face masks and to maintain appropriate
physical distancing. Hand sanitizer and masks will be available for those who cannot bring their own.
For more information, visit belfastgardenclub.org.

Common Ground Fair Names Three Keynotes

The Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association’s
Common Ground Country Fair will be held online this year.
Many aspects of the fair will be available, including educational content, September 25 through 27. Each day will
feature a keynote address at 11 a.m. Fair content will be
available free of charge.
Friday’s speaker, Leah Penniman, is a self-described
Black Kreyol farmer/peyizan, mother, soil nerd, author and
food justice activist from Soul Fire Farm in Grafton, New
York, and is the author of “Farming While Black: Soul Fire
Farm’s Practical Guide to Liberation on the Land.”
Saturday’s speaker will be Barbara Damrosch, farmer and
co-owner of Four Season Farm in Harborside, Maine, author
of “The Garden Primer” and “Theme Gardens” and coauthor of “The Four Season Farm Gardener’s Cookbook.”
She has served as MOFGA’s board president.
Winona LaDuke, who will speak on Sunday, is a rural
development economist and author working on issues of
Indigenous economics, food and energy policy. LaDuke
lives and works on the White Earth Reservation in northern Minnesota and is executive director of Honor the Earth.
MOFGA is developing additional content, including talks
related to farming, gardening and sustainable living, that
will be available via an online content library on the fair
website. Planning is also under way to create activities to

bring the community together in alternative formats.
An online marketplace for vendors will run through January 8, giving shoppers an opportunity to support local businesses that would typically participate at the fair, including farmers, crafters, nonprofit educational organizations and more.
MOFGA is seeking volunteers to help with the fair. For
more information, visit fair.mofga.org.

University of Maine —

Participants Sought
for Fermented Pickle
Survey and Safety

University of Maine researchers are seeking Maine residents who are at least 18 years old to participate in a study
and learn to safely make fermented pickles at home.
Participants will be asked to answer questions in a 25minute research survey and watch a short video about safe
fermentation practices.
Jacob Rich, a UMaine graduate student in food science and
human nutrition, is the study’s principal investigator. The
Maine Food and Agriculture Center is sponsoring the research.
The survey is online at tinyurl.com/y2tsbwhp.
For more information, email jacob.rich@maine.edu or
phone (781) 475-3862.

Merryspring to Host Family Walk in the
Woods at Night — Merryspring Nature Center, located at

30 Conway Road in Camden, will host a night hike for families and
children on Saturday, August 15, at 8 p.m. Participants will have a chance
to discover what happens outdoors at night, including listening for
nighttime birds and owls, watching for crepuscular and nocturnal mammals
and looking for and detecting bats. To keep groups small during the
pandemic, there is limited space available and preregistration is required.
Attendees must wear face masks and adhere to safe social distancing
guidelines. In the event of rain, the walk will be canceled. Families should
bring flashlights and be prepared to be outside for up to one hour. For more
information and to register, call 236-2239 or email info@merryspring.org.

Browntail Moth
Treatments
Now accepting NEW clients
organic & synthetic treatments
for all tree & landscape pests

Fully Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates - Break the Cycle
www.hawkestreeservice.com

FRESH NATIVE
PRODUCE
Open 7 Days a Week!

Also, visit...

Featuring Gifford’s Ice Cream

WESKEAG FARMS
Buttermilk Lane, Thomaston, 1/2 Mile from Rte. 1 • 594-7555
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ROCKLAND
ART

FOOD and
TRULY UNIQUE

1

Retail Experiences
welcome you to
Downtown Rockland!

Ferry

2

Lindsey St.
3

2

1

ANTIQUES ETCETERA

503 Main Street

607 MAIN ST.
207-466-9284

Main St.

Welcome to
Downtown
Rockland
Salty
Sophistication

Union St.

Summer St.

DOWNTOWN
WALKING
MAP
596.0276
LOCAL GROCERY GARDEN CAFÉ

www.FIOREoliveoils.com

4

GROCERIES - DELI
ICE CREAM 5
GRAB & GO
OPEN EVERYDAY
8

School St.

P

13
14

Come explore the store that makes shopping
a pleasurable & entertaining experience.

13

P

b

Museum St.

385 Main St.
Suite 7

18
If It Tastes 18
Good… It Is
594-2621
15 Tillson Ave.

Visit our website
for current schedule!

www.RocklandStrand.com

Winter St.

P

TRADE WINDS
INN

24

596-6661

Union St.

24
25

26

Main St.

26

28

Trade
Winds
Inn

22 ROCK CITY CAFÉ 23
“Where
everyone
meets”

Sandy Cox

Managing Broker

Employee owned

Mobile: 207-691-9204

316 Main Street

New Ownership! 25
Opening Soon

•

Stay Tuned

Watering Hole
Fun Bar ~ Grill

Located at the Tradewinds, Rockland
Corner of Main & Park Drive • 593-8629

27

Serving Lunch & Dinner
Monday - Saturday
Weekend Entertainment
Doors Open
at 11am
Air Conditioned

28
156 South Main Street
www.primroseframing.com

4 Union St., 594-7500

N

e
riv
D
k
Par

Mai

20

Artisan Bakery & Café
Breakfast, Lunch • Breads, Pastries
OPEN 7 DAYS 596-0505
351 Main Street

Each Office is Independantly Owned and Operated

tradewindsmaine.com

RESTAURANT & BAR

Orient St.

earthrockland.com

Email: SandyCox@masiello.com
www.SandyCox.masiello.com

22

Myrtle St.

17

19

318 Main Street
Rockland, ME 04841

266 MAIN ST
OPEN 7 DAYS 11:30-9

23

a

National Bank
63 Union Street, Rockland • 800.564.3195
www.TheFirst.com • Member FDIC

594-6666

21

30

Park St. (Route 1)

15

Voted Best Gift Shop in Maine 14
by Down East Magazine

17

Tillson Ave.

21

P

12

16

19

Oak St.

Fine Jewelry

376 Main St. • Downtown Rockland • 207-594-4552

GIFTS FROM THE SEA
Coastal Home Decor • 594-9830

20

Elm St.

www.TheArchipelago.net

16

12

Huston-Tuttle

9

George Holmes, Jeweler, Inc.

207-596-0701

Seagull Cottage

11

Main St. (R
oute 1 No
rth) one-w
ay

Union St.
(Route 1 S
outh) one
-way

10

FABRIC &
NOTIONS

Since 1981

9

15

11

7

8

6

clementine

594-5441 • 404 Main St.

10

P

27

594.5269
info@loyalbiscuit.com

415 Main Street • 207-593-9110

594-2660 • 464 Main Street

Art Supplies/Maine Gifts

408 Main St.

WINE | FOOD | FRIENDS

5

Limerock St.

b

In Good Company

4

Clothing • Gifts • T-Shirts
• Nautical Gifts

www.clementineme.com

7
6

3

Puffin’s Nest

use
tho
h
g
i
ne L

b

GALLERIES

Participating galleries open
late every Friday evening

the

JONATHAN FROST
GALLERY
279 Main Street, Rockland, corner of Park & Main
jonathanfrostgallery.com 207-596-0800

a

Muir
Garden
for

Contemporary
Sculpture
www.HarborSquareGallery.com
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Boothbay Maritime Mystery Tour
OPEN 7 DAYS • 363 DAYS A YEAR • SERVING YOU SINCE 1987

We Carry A Full Line Of Plywood & Lumber At The Best Price

STEEL ROOFING
MADE HERE ON SITE!

Galvanized – $2.10 l/f • Colors – $2.45 l/f 40 Year Paint Warranty – G-90, 10 Colors
BARGAIN WAREHOUSE BLOWOUT

“A” GRADE STEEL DOORS
6 PANEL
4 ⁄ Jamb
6 ⁄ Jamb
PINE
DOOR
F.J. Jamb, Any Size $129.99
9

Clear Jamb $150-$185

9

16

starting at $159.00

16

starting at $179.00

Call for Custom Steel Pricing
“We Cut Down Steel Entry Doors”

SPC Vinyl Flooring
UV Coating
Wear Layer
Decor Film
SPC Core/
Rigid Core Board
IXPE Underlay
WATERPROOF!

23.88sf / Box

7" x 48" 20mm w/Pad
Suggested Retail Price $3.49/sf

OURS $199sf
or $47.52 / Box
(sold by full box only)

4 Colors:
Dark Gray, Light Gray/White,
Barnboard & Pine

15 Year Factory Warranty
HTH Pool Clarifier
1 Qt. Reg. $12.99
20"x15-1/2" Large Serving Platter
s r

s r

s r

r

TM

r

TM

r

TM

Ours $4.99
Box of 6 $20.00
$.99

Open 7 Days A Week – 363 Days A Year
Monday-Saturday 6-5 • Sunday 9-3

LAKEVIEW DRIVE, CHINA • 968-2498

Scavenger hunt prizes
Boothbay Region Maritime Foundation,
Penobscot Marine Museum and Boothbay
Region Historical Society are holding a free
scavenger hunt through August 31, calling it
the Maritime Mystery Tour.
The tour highlights the Boothbay Region
Fisheries Collection, a community-sourced
assemblage of fishing-related photos. There
are 19 mystery locations on the tour, all representing historically important fishing-related
businesses or services in the Boothbay, Booth-

bay Harbor and Southport area. Three of them
are only accessible by boat.
Participants are invited to follow clues,
then verify they have solved the mysteries
with an online album of selfies taken at each
location. Prizes — tiny wooden pot buoys
represent the region’s fishing fleet — will
be awarded to the first 100 people who solve
seven of the mysteries on the tour.
Registration is required; to sign up, visit
boothbayregionmaritimefoundation.org.

In-Person Fall Opening for
Montessori School

Damariscotta Montessori School, located at 93 Center Street in Nobleboro, plans to
open for in-person instruction this fall.
Adaptations and new safety protocols
adopted during the school’s summer program
inform its reopening plans. Changes included smaller group sizes, screening at dropoff, new pick-up procedures, outdoor instruction and activities, and teaching the children
about social distancing and masks.
The school expanded its outdoor classroom spaces over the summer, adding more
picnic tables and canopies; a new, large deck
space is planned.

For more information, call 563-2168 or
visit damariscottamontessori.com.

Strand Theatre —

Youth Film Fest Deadline Is August 31

15 Payne Ave., Rockland, Maine

!
RICE
P
NEW

Quiet, country living will be yours in this
3 bedroom, 2 bath home on a 2 acre parcel.
There is new flooring and a new furnace and
a three car garage. Create memories in Hope!
$169,500

Outstanding waterfront compound situated
directly on the southern shore of Maple Juice
Cove. Main residence has year round potential,
two BR, full bath, den/office & waterfront
views from dining room, living room enclosed
porch. Wrap around deck leads to dock-float &
the detached oversized garage w/2nd floor loft
w/guest bedroom. Full foundation w/System
2000 heat system. Bonus guest cottage has
studio BR, ¾ bath, kitchenette & loft. Security
monitoring system & furnishings included.
Privacy, solitude inspiring views from a rare
find on the Maine Coast. Cushing $523,210

Perfect location for your new home! Quiet
neighborhood within walking distance to the
harbor, parks, downtown, marinas and the Y!
Open level lot with all public services. Rare
opportunity to be part of a growing neighborhood in the art capital of Maine!
Rockland $63,313

Modern, updated, one floor living with
expansive yard overlooking Owls Head.
Harbor. 3 BR, 2.5 BA, living room, dining
and great room for entertaining with fireplace
and patio. Waterfront deck, exceptional landscaping, new roof, siding, culinary center,
granite counters, hardwood flooring & direct
entry from vehicle storage. FHW oil heat,
multi-zoned, heated basement. Nearby public
access to beaches, lighthouse, kayaking, &
boat mooring, all within minutes of coastal
shopping & restarants. $883,300

The Strand Theatre is accepting submissions for the Strand Youth Film Fest, an
opportunity for young people living in the
midcoast and surrounding areas to create
their own short films, through August 31.
Awards and a public showing (virtual or inperson, if possible) will take place in the fall.
Filmmakers ages 9 to 18 will compete in
two divisions: the junior division includes
those entering grades five through eight (9
to 13 years old); the senior division is for
young people entering grades nine through
12 (14 to 18 years old).
Films must be one to five minutes in
length, adhere to the standards for a G or PG
rating, and be entered into one of the following categories: Narrative (fiction), Documentary, Music Video or Animation. Films must
be submitted in .mov or .mp4 format (most
iPhone and iPad videos follow these for-

mats). Prizes will be awarded in each film
category for both divisions, plus one “Best
of Fest” prize. Winners will be selected by
a panel of judges made up of Strand staff and
local film professionals. Only one film per
submitter is allowed.
The Strand has assembled digital resources
for young filmmakers and posted them to the
theater’s website, including a list of apps that
will help them make a film from their phone
or tablet. Maine Media Workshops has provided a video from director and cinematographer Michael Goi.
Participants must live in the counties of
Knox, Waldo, Lincoln, Hancock, Kennebec,
Penobscot or Sagadahoc.
For more details and submission instructions, visit rocklandstrand.com.
For more information, call 594-0070 or
email info@rocklandstrand.com.

INDOOR PRODUCERS MARKET, MAINE MADE PRODUCTS
OPEN EVERY SATURDAY 9AM-1PM
UP TO 70 CUSTOMERS
NEW OUTSIDE DINING
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Pickleball Invitational
at MRC in Rockport

O U T D O O R S

Midcoast Recreation Center, located at 535 West Street in
Rockport, will hold its first Parking Lot Pickleball Invitational on Saturday, August 15, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.; the rain date
is Saturday, August 22. All skill levels are welcome.
The event is not a tournament; it is organized to allow participants to play with a diverse group of players. Games will
be played to 11 points, winners will be determined in a best
two-out-of-three format, and no results will be recorded.
Participation will be limited to 24 players. Entry fees are
$25 per player; further donations are welcome.
A raffle will be held during the event, with prizes such as
pickleball court rentals, MRC sweatshirts, an MRC membership and more. All participants will receive five raffle tickets;
those interested in taking part can purchase tickets for $5 each.
Upcoming MRC fundraisers include a golf tournament
on August 21, a yard sale on August 29, and the annual benefit tennis tournament on September 9.
To participate in the Pickleball Invitational, call 236-9400
or visit midcoastrec.org.
For more information, email staff@midcoastrec.org.

Above, salamander
eggs in a laboratory
experiment are visibly colored green by
a symbiotic alga.
PHOTO: ERIN CHAPMAN,
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY

Right, salamander
with eggs PHOTO: RYAN
KERNEY

Salamander Eggs, Algal Symbiosis and
the Dark Ocean
or “fix,” carbon to excrete as the waste product urea. Ani-

Molecular biologist John Burns, the newest senior research
scientist at Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences in East
Boothbay, and two colleagues have revealed a surprise twist
in the symbiotic relationship between a type of salamander
and the alga that lives inside its eggs. A new paper in “Frontiers in Microbiology” reports that the eggs compete with
the algae to assimilate carbon from their surroundings — a
finding that could inform similar processes in the dark ocean.
Plants and animals sometimes partner in symbiotic relationships that benefit both, such as corals that provide a protective environment for algae that live inside them and
receive oxygen and nutrients from the algae in return. Originally, scientists believed that the salamander eggs and algae
might be helping one another by exchanging sugar molecules, but a series of laboratory experiments showed that
this was not the case.
Algae and other plants remove carbon dioxide from their
surroundings for use in key biochemical processes, such as
synthesizing essential molecules. Animals must assimilate,

mals also fix small amounts of carbon for use in other biochemical pathways — including, the researchers discovered, spotted salamander embryos. Burns believes this ability
could provide a “shortcut” that makes biochemical processes in the embryos more efficient.
Though algae and plants require light to fix carbon, the
salamander eggs do not. Burns believes that the processes
taking place in the eggs may be similar to those happening
in some ocean microbes and that they could serve as a useful parallel for an often-overlooked type of carbon fixation.
Previous research has shown that carbon fixation occurs
in the ocean even at night. It also happens in the deep ocean,
beyond the reach of the sun, but it has never been clear how
much of an impact these processes have on a global scale.
In a news release, Burns said, “This research into the
minute world inside a salamander egg can prompt us to
ask new questions about the effects of competition for
inorganic carbon, particularly during symbioses, on entire
food webs.”

Conservation Easement Added in the Upper
St. George Watershed

Fall Bird Migration
Presentation Online

Great blue heron
PHOTO: KARL GERSTENBERGER

Belfast Free Library and Friends of Sears Island will host
a free, online presentation by Seth Benz, titled “Dust Off
Your Binoculars, Fall Bird Migration Is Upon Us!,” on
Tuesday, August 25, at 6 p.m. The program will be offered
live via Zoom. To register, visit belfastlibrary.org/events.
Benz, the director of bird ecology at Schoodic Institute in
Acadia National Park, will discuss the basics of fall bird migration, including where, when and how to pay attention.
For more information, visit belfastlibrary.org. To learn more about Friends of
Sears Island, visit friendsofsearsisland.org.

Left to right, Ray Bartlett, Eileen ONeil
and Georges River Land Trust board member
Alvin Chase
Georges River Land Trust recently received an easement on frontage along the Dead River, headwater
stream of the St. George River, as well as the woodlands
that buffer it, from Eileen ONeil of Appleton.
ONeil started coming to the area in the 1970s and was
inspired to protect the land by the Sweetland family,
who owned it before her, and the Bartlett family, whom
she believes modeled good stewardship. Located
between two farms conserved by Maine Farmland Trust
in Appleton and Searsmont, the 73-acre woodland easement creates a span of nearly 200 acres of woodland
habitat along a mile and a half of the Dead River.
The easement will allow a trail to be developed in the
future. Within a quarter mile to the north and south are
the Gibson Preserve of Georges River Land Trust and
the Nature Conservancy’s Appleton Bog. Together,
these conserved parcels of woodland, marsh and river
frontage create 1,000 acres of conserved lands.
For more information about Georges River Land
Trust, visit georgesriver.org or email info@grlt.org.

Rockland Area Tides
August 11 to August 18

High AM High PM

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

4:50
5:44
6:44
7:44
8:41
9:32
10:19
11:04

Low AM

July 29
Tanja, a 606-foot bulk carrier, arrived in Searsport from
Vila do Conde, Brazil, via Portland, and delivered kaolin
clay slurry, a glossy paper coating. It sailed July 30 for Port
Hawkesbury, Nova Scotia.
August 7
Iver Prosperity, a 603-foot Irving Oil tanker, arrived in
Searsport and delivered fuel, type and volume unknown.
On August 8, it continued to Bucksport and delivered fuel,
type and volume unknown. It sailed August 9 for Saint John,
N.B., location of the Irving Oil Refinery.
Shipping news is compiled by Ethan Andrews using
automatic identification system (AIS) data from
marinetraffic.com, local sources and direct
observation at ports.

SEA SMOKE v Proud Sponsor
of Tides & Weather Forecast

Low PM

5:15 11:02 11:37
6:05 11:51 --6:59 12:33 12:43
7:54 1:30 1:37
8:46 2:25 2:31
9:36 3:17 3:22
10:24 4:05 4:11
11:11 4:52 4:59

•

American Glass • Papers • Vaporizers
• IV:XX Gear • Vintage Items

95 Main Street
(Rear Suite)
Damariscotta, ME

Mon - Sat, 11 - 5:30pm
Closed Sunday
www.seasmokeshop.com

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

FORECAST for
Knox County

Tuesday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 67. Southwest
wind around 5 mph.
Wednesday A 30 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms after 2pm. Mostly sunny, with a high near 82. Southwest wind 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday Night A chance of showers and thunderstorms before 8pm, then a chance of showers between 8pm and 2am. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 64. Chance of precipitation is 30%.
Thursday Mostly sunny, with a high near 82.
Thursday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 64.
Friday Mostly sunny, with a high near 80.
Friday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 61.
Saturday Mostly sunny, with a high near 75.
Saturday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 60.
Sunday Partly sunny, with a high near 74.
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HEALTH PAGES
Provider Profile

Joseph Noonan, MD

W

Orthopedic Surgery

hen Joseph
Orthopedics in Philadelphia. This gave me
beyond just taking care of what happens to
Noonan, MD,
the opportunity to work with the Philadelphia be wrong with them physically. This means
fractured
Eagles, the Philadelphia Flyers and the
I listen a lot. Of course, you are limited in
his femur during
Philadelphia Kixx soccer team. I was the
how much time you can spend with a patient
a college hockey
onsite physician at two Eagles training
so you learn how to figure out quickly what
game, little did he
camps, and I evaluated players at the NFL
motivates them, what you may have in
know that the road
combine for two years.
common with them.
to recovery would
What is it like when your exam room is the
What has inspired you to practice medicine in
lead him to a career
sideline
of
an
NFL
team?
Maine?
in medicine.
It
was
really
exciting
to
be
at
the
games,
In some ways it’s like returning home. My
Dr. Noonan
but that comes with a lot of responsibility.
family moved to Portland in the early 1960s
provides experienced
It changes the way you watch the game.
when my dad got a job here. We moved
specialized care in
You don’t enjoy the game as entertainment
around the East Coast following his work, and
sports medicine,
because your too busy watching for the
eventually moved out to St. Louis in 1971.
diseases of shoulder and elbow, as well
mechanism of injury. The Eagles had two
I was 15. I went to Deerfield Academy in
as general orthopedics as part of WCMP
doctors on the sidelines. If somebody was
Massachusetts and then, as I said, Williams
Orthopedics and Sports Medicine at Waldo
hurt, one of us would take the player into the College for a year and a half. With six kids in
County General Hospital.
locker room and do an exam and the other
the family, the cost was too much, so that’s
WCMP Orthopedics and Sports Medicine
would
stay
on
the
field.
The
main
question
when I transferred to St. Thomas. Out of
offers services from minimally invasive
was,
can
he
go
back
into
the
game?
And
medical school, I practiced in Connecticut
treatments to total joint replacements using
and Rhode Island. I moved back to Maine to
the latest technologies. The goal is to provide if not, when is he going to be able to play
again? And you better be right about it.
take a position at Franklin Memorial Hospital
pain relief, increase function and help
in 2016. I’ve been here ever since.
patients get back to doing what they
I really like the coast. People are
love most.
“There are 56 players on a [an NFL]
kind here and very accepting of dogs,
Dr. Noonan is accepting referrals.
which is important to me.
To learn more about Dr. Noonan, call
football team and 80 players in training
his office at 505-4398. To learn how
are your passions outside of the
a sports injury influenced his career
camp. To be able to evaluate them day in What
hospital?
choice, read on.
and
day
out,
I
had
to
develop
good
skills
My son is a college hockey player,
#
#
#
and I try to watch his games. He
and habits.”
Is there a person or a circumstance
plays at a Division III school in
— Dr. Joseph Noonan Providence, Rhode Island. I’ve
that inspired you to consider medical
school?
always liked going to my kids’
competitive events, regardless of the
Yes, I was a freshman hockey
Does anything from that experience help you
sport. Both of my kids were soccer players. I
player at Williams College and fractured my
provide better care for patients at WCGH?
never played soccer in my life, but you learn
femur in a game when I was 19 years old.
No doubt. When I was working with
about it so you can support them along the
Dr. Arthur Ellison took care of me, and he
professional sports teams, I was fortunate
way. That’s been important to me.
inspired me. He was an orthopedic surgeon
enough to work with and learn from one
in North Adams, Massachusetts. Then, going
I have a dog at home, and I like spending
of the best sports surgeons in the world.
through the rehab process to get back to
time with her. Her name is Lucy and she’s
There are 56 players on a football team and
playing strength led me down the road to
a Black Mouth Cur. They’re bred as hunting
80
players
in
training
camp.
To
be
able
to
medicine and to orthopedics specifically.
dogs, although I don’t hunt. I never knew
evaluate them day in and day out, I had to
For unrelated reasons, I transferred to a new
the term before, but she’s what is called a
develop good skills and habits. You learn
school after that and played three years of
treeing dog. The dog in the Disney movie
how to communicate, and you learn better
college hockey in Saint Paul, Minnesota at
“Old Yeller” was a Black Mouth Cur. Just like
diagnostic skills. You learn how to come
the University of St. Thomas. I was an allin the movie, they’re fearless. And yet Lucy
up with a plan and to implement it. Of
conference player when I was a senior.
doesn’t have a mean bone in her body. She
course, there is a big difference between
just loves people and other dogs.
Does that experience influence the way you
that population, which has youth on its side,
work with patients now?
compared to many of the elderly patients
Will you tell me something about yourself that I
I never tell patients about this experience but that I see at WCGH that have degenerative
might not otherwise know?
it does help me empathize with not just the
problems. To me, it’s just as rewarding to
My faith is very important to me and has
athletes but with all my patients. I can better help one of my patients be able to reach in
been since I was a kid. My family is Irish
relate to how important their care is to them. the cupboard and get a glass from above.
Catholic, two Irish Catholic parents and
I have a strong sense of what it would mean
Or to help them sleep better because they
six kids. We used to take up an entire pew
to them to lose physical function because of
don’t have shoulder pain at night. I find
in church. Faith is a struggle. So much
an injury.
satisfaction in improving the quality of their
stuff happens in the world and you wonder
lives.
I understand that you worked with several
why, but you keep fighting every day. I say
professional sports teams. Tell us more about
When patients come into your office for the first the rosary almost every day. I pray for the
that.
time, what will they experience?
patients that I take care of. I pray on my
I did a shoulder fellowship at the Carrell
I think it’s my job to treat not just whatever
way to work, when I have surgery, that I do
Clinic in Dallas, and the clinic took care
is physically ailing my patient but to try to
well that day for the sake of my patients. I
of many of the orthopedic needs of the
figure out who that person is, what makes
know it’s not popular these days to talk about
Dallas Cowboys, the Dallas Stars and the
that person tick, what kind of a sense of
your faith, which is why I’ve hesitated to
Southern Methodist University Mustangs
humor they may have, what kind of language
mention this. I’m not fanatical. I just try to
football teams. That experience helped me
they may respond to. To develop some type
do my best for my patients and hope there is
get a position as a sports fellow at Penn
of a trusting relationship with them goes
someone else above me who is on my side.
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E N T E RTA I N M E N T
At Shotwell Theater in Rockport —

Drive-In to Show ‘A Thousand Cuts’
Philippines President Rodrigo
Duterte, in a screen capture
from “A Thousand Cuts”
The Camden Conference and the
Camden International Film Festival will show the film “A Thousand
Cuts” at the Shotwell Drive-In Theater, located at 40 West Street in
Rockport, on Wednesday, August
19. Parking will begin at 6:45 p.m.;
no cars will be admitted after 7:30.
The film will start at 7:45. Tickets
are $20 per car.
In 2016, outsider candidate
Rodrigo Duterte upset the political
establishment in the Philippines by
winning the presidency and promising vengeance and violence. Within hours of taking office, bodies
piled up in the streets. Rappler, the
country’s top online news site, investigated the murders and
revealed a government-sanctioned drug war targeting poor
addicts instead of dealers. In an attempt to suppress independent reporting, Duterte unleashed a disinformation campaign that spread quickly through social media.

The mural on Oak Street on Rockland

Bay Chamber Concerts
Masterworks & Jazz

Filmmaker Ramona S. Diaz follows key players from two
sides of an increasingly dangerous war between press and
government. Representing the journalists is Rappler CEO
Maria Ressa, who, despite arrests and harassment, continues to publish articles holding the Duterte regime accountable. Ressa spoke at the 2020 Camden Conference.
To purchase tickets, visit tinyurl.com/y6bpylks.

Conversation with Musicians Forget,
Forget on Zoom — Portland, Maine–based

Allen_Financial_10.125x7.375_110419.qxp_Layout 1 12/4/19

indie synth-pop band Forget, Forget will join Rockland
Public Library Adult Program Coordinator Shane Billings
for a conversation about the band’s career and creative
process via the Zoom platform on Thursday, August 20, at
6:30 p.m. The group will share excerpts from a prerecorded
concert filmed for Rockland Public Library, and the
complete concert will be featured on the library’s Facebook
page and YouTube channel the following day. To request
the link to attend, email sbillings@rocklandmaine.gov by
4 p.m. on the day of the event. Shown here, principal
8:15 PM Page 1
songwriters Patia Maule (left) and Tyler DeVos.

Bay Chamber Concerts will present the final concert in its
Masterworks series Thursday, August 13, at 7:30 p.m. The
concert will feature archived, recorded performances streaming on the Bay Chamber Concerts YouTube channel.
Included will be the Brahms Violin Sonata No. 1 for Violin and Piano in G Major, Op. 78, from a performance at
the Rockport Opera House on August 16, 2018, featuring
Stefan Jackiw, violin, and Conrad Tao, piano, and Maurice
Ravel’s Introduction and Allegro, from a performance at
the Rockport Opera House on July 22, 2004, featuring the
St. Lawrence String Quartet (Geoff Nuttall and Barry Shiffman, violins; Leslie Robertson, viola; Christopher Costanza, cello) with Judith Loman, harp; Thomas Wolf, flute; and
Stephen Cohen, clarinet.
Images by artists Janice Anthony, Susan Williams, Betsy Eby and Dozier Bell will be shown during the concert.
Two live, free concerts, “Eclectic Jazz on the Green,” will
be held Saturday, August 15. Maine musicians Ryan Blotnick (guitar) and drummer and composer RJ Miller will
be joined by Pat Corrigan on timpani, vibes, amplified birdcage, toys and junk, and Ross Gallagher on bass. They’ll
perform at the Camden village green at 1 p.m. and in Rockland at 5 p.m. at the mural on Oak Street, located between
Main and Union streets.
Those planning to attend can visit baychamberconcerts.org
for more information and for potential weather cancellation
of the outdoor concerts.

Medicare is so complicated.
I want to talk to someone
I know & trust.
That’s where we come in.
Ask Allen.

Call Anna Moorman
Licensed Medicare Sales
Representative #PRR115378

(800) 439-4311 | AllenIF.com/Medicare
Offices in Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Southwest Harbor and Waterville.

Ask Allen.

Call Jo-Ann Neal
Licensed Medicare Sales
Representative #PRR225788
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ATTENTION, BUSINESS OWN
ERS &
PET PEOPLE - Can You Help
Sponsor a Pet?
Call Steve at 596-0055

THE FREE PRESS
PET ADOPTION PROGRAM

Call Pope Memorial Humane Society of Knox County
at 594-2200 about adopting these pets.

GRACIE. This tiny
tortoiseshell is actually 5
years old, and has been
putting up with mean cat
step-sisters her whole life.
She’s looking for a quiet,
adults-only home where she
can get all the doting she
richly deserves.

v

GREG.  Very handsome with a lush
coat of fur, this 4-year-old tabby is
mellow and affectionate. He loves
to sit in the window and watch the
birds. He has had a rather hard life
that cost him most of his teeth and
left him with one very manageable
medical issue. Need someone to talk
to? He would make a wonderful
companion in a quiet home.

Gracie is sponsored by:

Greg is sponsored by:

Salty Cat at

SOUFFLE.  All puffed
up and extra fluffy, this
pink/apricot boy is really
something to see. He is
a retired barn cat looking
for a quiet retirement
home. He’s all done
chasing mice for dinner
and prefers a nice bowl
of pate.

MISCHIEF.  Looking
for a handsome tuxedo
cat with an extremely
cute face? Mischief
might be for you! He is
a nice guy, curious and
soft, but a bit cautious
around new people. He
is looking for a home
without dogs, but adults
and older kids are
A-OK!

Kitty is sponsored by:

Scupper at

458 Main St., Damariscotta
563-8377

15 Main Street • 338-5411 •

KITTY. Beautiful,
sensitive calico with
a dramatic coat -- this
10-year-old came to us
when her owner passed
away. She’s longing
for a new home similar
to her original -- quiet,
indoor only, interesting
windows, people who
love her.

Souffle is sponsored by:

Mischief is sponsored by:

195 Park St., Rockland • 594-5443

No Membership Card Required

See Us On

LAMBIE. This 2-1/2 year old
Terrier mix is a nice medium
size at 45 lbs. She gets along
great with other dogs, adores
people and is always up for a
trip to Loyal Biscuit Company!
She has a lot of energy and
knows her basic commands.
She also loves to “work” for
treats so would probably excel
at agility, playing on the beach,
hiking, etc… Another talent:
quite skilled at removing the
squeaker from squeaker toys!  
Lambie is sponsored by:

LUMBER & HARDWARE
738 Main Street
Rockland, ME 04841

By the Bridge, Newcastle, ME
www.sproulsfurniture.net 563-3535

594-4750

John W. Sargent

E.L. SPEAR, INC.
SINCE 1900

WE ARE
PET
FRIENDLY
!

10 Payne Ave. (U.S. Rte. 1) – Rockland • Tel. 594-4331

Call P.A.W.S. Animal Adoption Center at 236-8702 about adopting these pets.
CUPID is 10.5 years old
amd is the sweetest and most
handsome older boy! His coat
is so soft and pretty, he gets
brushed daily because we
want it to stay that way! He
does have diabetes so he does
need someone familiar with
this and able to give him that
special care. He is extremely
affectionate and would love
to have a forever home of his
own!

B’EATER is just
over a year old and
super sweet! Loves
attention and she is
great with other cats.
B’Eater is sponsored by:

Lee Schneller
Fine Gardens
Japanese-inspired gardens
Perennial bed design
www.LeeSchneller.com
(207) 236-1010
Camden

Cupid is sponsored by:

Colburnshoe.com

Colburn Shoe Store OPEN EVERY DAY
DOWNTOWN BELFAST
338-1934
SPOCK is just over
9 years old. He is a
super friendly FIV+
guy waiting for his
forever home! He is
one of the friendliest
cats I know!

LURSA is just over
a year old and super
sweet! She loves
attention and is great
with other cats.
Lursa is
sponsored by:

Spock is
sponsored by:

KATNISS is 8.5 years old and is
her own cat! She has many sides of
her personality to show you. She is
mostly a sweetie and loves her head
and chin pet. She also shows her
true “cat-ness” sometimes. When
she wants a snack, nothing can
console her... except a snack! And
when she is finished receiving your
attention, she will let you know.
She gets a little bossy, maybe a
warning tap with her paw....that is
your clue to let her go on her way.
Katiss is sponsored by:

Adventure Advertising
29 Commercial Street
Rockport ME 04856
TINKERBELL: Just under 4
years old, she is the only cat
left that is from before the
pandemic! She is scared and
not a fan of people so would
do well as a barn cat but is
on a special urinary care diet
to prevent any UTI’s. She
is coming out of her shell
SLOWLY but will come to
her condo door and let me pet
her for a second.
Tinkerbell is sponsored by:

out on a whimsey toys
88 Main Street Belfast
207 338-3911

WEAVER’S ROADSIDE VARIETY Floral Creations & Gifts
BAKERY & CATERING

1386 Waterville Road, Waldo, ME
342-5697 ~ www.weaversroadsidevariety.com

207-338-2688

25 Searsport Ave., East Belfast
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O B I T U A R I E S

Judith Hatch-Orme
Kids & Families First

The Cup Half Empty

Q

: I have a 10-year-old daughter who reacts to many
typical daily situations with negativity (“cup half empty”). I’ve been trying to help her change her attitude
by telling her to look at the positives, just flipping
her view around, and asking her why she’s so negative. It’s
not working so I need help. Can you give me suggestions?
: The first consideration is temperament. If she has
always been a “cup half empty” child, that’s simply one
of the inherent characteristics (mood) with which she entered
your family. Understanding your child’s temperamental profile is essential for building her healthy self-esteem and helps
you to provide unconditional love and acceptance, regardless of the behavior. It’s easy for parents to identify with one
child’s temperament, while rejecting another child’s. Helping your daughter understand how temperament drives her
behavior, using descriptive words that are positive, is at
the heart of this. Perhaps her negative reaction to situations,
while unique to her, is opposite to your positive outlook. Be
mindful of your reaction, to avoid shaming her, especially
if this is part of her temperament. The “cup half empty” may
be her temperamental first reaction (serious and analytical);
allow her time to make a shift. When you’re thinking, “Why
is my daughter behaving this way?” Try reframing that to:
“This is who she is; how can I help her?” It’s so important
to have information about how she will react to different situations as well as to your expectations. To set expectations
for success, be sure to set them for who your child is, not
how you think (or wish) she should be. When you provide
positive descriptions of her temperament, she can feel good
about herself, learning ways to manage characteristics as
needed. As an example when she is “negative,” you might
say something like: “It’s disappointing that we ran out of
time to go swimming. I get that you think deeply about things
and it’s hard to let go sometimes,” or “Tell me what is going
well, then tell me what isn’t going well,” or “You have such
a keen sense of what needs to be fixed or isn’t working well.
It’s so helpful having your analytical view of what I may
have missed.” That way, your daughter doesn’t feel “something is wrong with me.” Temperament is an important part
of how we respond, what we like/dislike, and how we perceive our environment. Knowing each temperamental profile gives you, and your child, a great advantage in understanding what shapes her reactions.
The next consideration is that her behavior is your clue to
her emotional state. What could be affecting her mood? Is she
under significant stress? Think about all the prevailing changes
in her life that are out of her control. Getting to the root helps
you discover what’s causing the behavior. Are you focusing

A

Baked Bean Supper
‘To Go’ in Thomaston

Williams-Brazier American Legion Post 37, located at
37 Watts Lane in Thomaston, will host a “to go” baked bean
supper on Saturday, August 15, at 5 p.m. The cost is $8.
All coronavirus state guidelines will be followed. Patrons
— one at a time — may drive or walk to the front of the Legion
Hall, order a meal and pay for it. A Legion member will deliver orders — packed in boxes and bagged — directly to patrons.
The menu will include baked Maine soldier beans, natural-casing hot dogs, coleslaw, American chop suey, rolls,
sweet and sour pickles and
dessert.
An additional supper will
be held on August 29, when
the meal price will increase
to $10.
All proceeds will benefit the
activities and veteran services
provided by the WilliamsBrazier Auxiliary Unit 37.

ANTIQUES
ETCETERA
MUST WEAR
MASK
OPEN EVERY DAY
10:00-5:00

207-466-9284

AT 607 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

on what’s not working well, rather than on your child’s
strengths? Your job is to adapt the environment to support
your child’s success, helping her navigate through challenges
more easily. Every child wants to be successful and will do
well if she can. Collaboration redirects the focus from her
being the problem to her being part of the solution. Diffusing power struggles by valuing her opinion will increase her
self-esteem. Children are more invested in the outcome when
we include them in the process. No one wants to start the
day with battles or with feeling overwhelmed or disappointed. Using connective communication is about truly hearing
and accepting her feelings, without judgment or criticism,
while also ensuring your own needs aren’t being compromised. Children learn valuable lessons when their opinions
are respected and their participation is encouraged. Connecting to the root of her negativity, hearing her pain, helps to
respect her ability to work through difficult emotions. This
doesn’t mean it will always be resolved, as that may sometimes require more time and energy; however, it communicates to her that she has a right to her feelings, that you will
always listen to them, whether positive or negative. Stay away
from “why” questions. It’s unlikely she has any idea why she
views the “cup half empty,” and this will only encourage her
to give you the answer she thinks you’re looking for.
Children who feel understood, heard without judgment
or shaming, can successfully navigate through their emotions to reach their own acceptable resolution. When any
of us has a problem, we want to actively participate in shaping the outcome. Instead of trying to change her attitude,
by encouraging her to look at the positives, try offering in
fantasy what she can’t have in reality. The important lesson is connecting to the emotional root of her behavior, letting her know you understand her perspective. As long as
you empathize with her, hearing her resistance, things will
become easier, calmer. When you accept responsibility
for your assumption that her behavior is making your life
more difficult, you will be more successful in trying a different approach. Negative assumptions lead to angry, resentful feelings and reactions. Reframing those assumptions
brings compassion to you and your child, holding a space
where change can begin.

for your Trees
From Apple to Spruce
Fromplantings
Apple to Spruce
New
and
corrective
pruningpruning
New plantings
and corrective
Technical
cables
Technical support
support cables
ComplexComplex
& difficult
removals
removals
References
Available
References Available
Arborist Peter Brady
(207) 801-1642
Arborist Peter Brady (207) 801-1642

renewalarboriculture@gmail.com
Maine Licensed #FCL3285 & Insured

www.renewalarboriculture.com
Maine Licensed #FCL3285 & Insured

N O T I C E S
Doris Buffett

Captain Sullivan W. Reed

Ervin F. Wooster

Steven James Steeves

Barbara A. Butler

Barbara Michelena

Died Tues., Aug. 4, 2020
Remembrances celebrating
her life may be submitted at
dorisbuffettlegacy.com.
Died Sun., Aug. 2, 2020
Age 93; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.
Died Sat., Aug. 1, 2020
Age 86; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.

Died Tues., July 28, 2020
Age 88; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.
Died Mon., July 27, 2020
Age 54; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.
Died Thurs., July 16, 2020
Age 90; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.

Marion M. Keenan

Died Wed., July 29, 2020
Age 92; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.

Free to Worship
Shalom

Open Hearts, Open Minds, Open Doors
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

We welcome all to
Adas Yoshuron Synagogue
50 Willow St., Rockland

ALDERSGATE

United Methodist Church

Unaffiliated ~All-inclusive

Rte. 17 Across from Chickawaukie Lake

For schedule: Call 594-4523 or
visit www.AdasYoshuron.org

Sunday Services

Conscientious
CareTrees
Conscientious
Care for your

Paid print obituaries may be submitted to the
advertising department of The Free Press.
Contact admanager@freepressonline.com
for more information.

Judith Hatch-Orme, MSW, LCSW,
has an office at 69 Elm Street in
Camden. A parenting specialist,
counselor, consultant, and family
mediator, she provides workshops;
teacher trainings; parenting consulting; counseling for children, parents, couples and families; and
divorce mediation. She also works
part-time at the Knox County Health Clinic in Rockland as
the mental health & wellness coordinator. To schedule
appointments or customize a workshop/staff training, contact her at 603-801-6382 or email kidsandfamiliesfirst@
gmail.com.

The Episcopal Church welcomes you!

RENEWAL
RENEWALARBORICULTURE
ARBORICULTURE
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Holy Communion

7:30
am
7:30and
and10:00*
9:30* am
*Nursery and Sunday School available

3333Chestnut
ChestnutStreet
Street•●236-3680
236-3680 ●• www.stthomascamdenme.org
www.stthomascamdenme.org

Join us for worship and
fellowship Saturday,
Sabbath – 10:45 to Noon
followed by a
vegetarian meal.

All are welcome.
132 Camden Street, Rockport.

aldersgaterockland@gmail.com

John Street
United Methodist Church
98 John Street, Camden, ME 04843
(207)236-3829 jsumc@midcoast.com
Sunday Worship 11:00 – Childcare Available

We Welcome All Persons

First Congregational
Church of Camden
An open and affirming
congregation of the
United Church of Christ

Join Us for Worship Sunday at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School starts at 8:45 a.m. Nursery Care Available

55 Elm St., Camden 236-4821 camdenucc.org

WELCOME to the

ROCKLAND
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH

Sunday Worship 10 a.m.
Tues., 9 a.m. Kierkegaard discussion –
Works of Love. Tues., 6 p.m. Choir

Sunday Worship: See our
website for online worship.

find us at: rocklandcongregationalchurch.org

A weekly feature in The Free Press Contact Glenn Billington: glenn@freepressonline.com
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Submissions
to the Calendar of Events must be made
by noon Wednesday before the Tuesday
publication day. Send them, along with
your contact information, to calendar@
freepressonline.com or The Free Press,
P.O. Box 1076,

NOTEWORTHY

Limited tickets! Purchase online at:
www.camdenoperahouse.com
or call 236-3154!

?
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Butcher Shop and Specialty Food Market

BBQ TAKE-OUT
BREAD
THURSDAY–SUNDAY
9AM-3PM
BAKED
DAILY
OUTSIDE SEATING
www.MaineMeat.com
www.MaineMeat.com
Hours: Monday – Saturday: 10
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
207-236-MEAT (6328) • U.S. Route One • ROCKPORT, ME
(inside STATE OF ME CHEESE bldg.)

310 Commercial Street, Rockport
207-236-MEAT (6328)

WE ARE HERE
FOR YOU!!

Letting our customers
know that we are open
to safely serve you!

TUESDAY, AUGUST 11:
➤ “Coastal Erosion & Human Impacts
in Nearshore Environments,” in the
Summer Adult Community Learning Series
at Herring Gut Learning Center in Port
Clyde, which you can attend Tuesday or
Thursday at 10 a.m. In the final entry to
the series, learn how rising sea levels are
causing coastal erosion, how humans can
mitigate it, and why coastal remediation
is so critical. Ages 16+. Bring a face mask
and water bottle and plan to spend the
90-minute program outdoors. $25. Registration: herringgut.org, 372-8677.
➤ Round Two of Free Blueberry Picks
at Beech Hill Preserve in Rockport,
with morning and afternoon sessions this
Tuesday and Friday, and afternoon and
evening sessions on Wednesday and
Thursday. To sign up and learn the rules
and what to bring, head to coastalmountains.org.
➤ Walking Tours at Penobscot Marine
Museum, in Searsport, every half hour on
Tuesdays from 4 to 6 p.m. and Saturdays
from 9 to 11 a.m. The tour tells the story
of Searsport and Penobscot Bay. $20 per
household. Call or email the day before
your tour.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12:
➤ Moxie Wing of Matthews Museum of
Maine Heritage in Union, open Wednesday to Saturday, noon to 4 p.m., through
August 29. $5 for adults, $3 under 16 and
65+. Visitors must wear masks.

Library hosts encouragement coach
Kathrin-Gabriel Jones, who will discuss
the pandemic, social change, and economic uncertainty and how they are forcing
people to acknowledge the difference
between “I’m okay” and “I’m not okay.”
To request a link to attend, email sbillings@rocklandmaine.gov by 4 p.m. on
the day of the event.
➤ Henry Knox to Come Alive Virtually Before Livestream of Talk on “The
Field of Blood,” Knox Museum’s 2020
annual lecture. First, Arch O’Reilly takes
on the role of the Maine general and leads
an online tour of Montpelier, Knox’s
hilltop mansion in Thomaston. Then,
livestreamed from Yale University at 7
p.m., Joanne Freeman will talk about her
latest book, “The Field of Blood: Violence
in Congress and the Road to Civil War.”
She’ll introduce Jonathan Cilley, a congressman from Maine who was killed in a
duel with William Graves of Kentucky in
1839. Tickets are $20 at knoxmuseum.org.
Purchase by 10 a.m. that day.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 14:
➤ 2nd Annual Fore PAWS Golf Tournament & Ball Drop, at Goose River
Golf Club, with a view of Camden Hills
and a clubhouse offering food, bar and a
deck. With a hole-in-one contest to win
a new Chevy and a raffle-style golf ball
drop with a top prize of $1,000. Registration starts at noon. Play starts at 1 p.m.
Awards go out at 4:30 p.m. $100 per golfer, with all proceeds to benefit the animals
at PAWS Animal Adoption Center, based
in Camden. Sign up at pawsadoption.org.
➤ Historic Walking Tours in Downtown Camden, Fridays at 4 p.m., through
September 11. Tours start at the library
on Atlantic Avenue and end at the village
green. Masks required. Free; donations
taken. Call 236-3440 to book.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 15:
➤ Midcoast Recreation Center Parking
Lot Pickleball Invitational, Rockport,
THURSDAY, AUGUST 13:
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. (with a rain date of
➤ “An Insider’s Guide to Southern
August 22) on its five parking lot pickleMidcoast Maine,” at 6 p.m. on Zoom.
ball courts. $25 per player. It is not a tourCamden Public Library hosts Cory King
nament and all skill levels are welcome.
for the second program in its Maine travel A raffle for pickleball court rentals, MRC
series, which explores destinations within sweatshirts, a membership to MRC, and
a two-hour drive from Camden. This one
other items. Participants will receive five
takes a look at what there is to do in Bath, raffle tickets upon entry, and more tickets
Topsham, and Harpswell, and also the
can be purchased at $5 apiece by anyone
area’s smaller communities, like Phippsinterested. Other fundraisers for the nonburg and Richmond. Email jpierce@
profit rec center include a golf tournament
librarycamden.org for a link to attend.
August 21, the 6th Annual Benefit Tennis
➤ “What Does It Mean to Be ‘OK’?”
tournament on September 9, and a charity
yard sale on August 29. To participate in
on Zoom at 6:30 p.m. Rockland Public
the Parking Lot
Pickleball Invitational, visit midcoastrec.org or call
236-9400.
➤ Camden
Shakespeare
Festival Continues in Camden
Come See What We Have Growing!
Amphitheatre,
Mums • Asters • Grasses
this Saturday and
Ornamental Peppers & Kale • Pumpkins
Sunday and also
OPEN DAILY
9 AM - 5 PM
August 29 and 30.
Corn Stalks • Fall Blooming Perennials
Thurs. to 7 PM
Performances of
310 Commercial St., Rockport, ME
the kid-friendly
(207) 877-5874 guiniridge@gmail.com www.guiniridge.com

show, FAFALO!, start at 5 p.m. Balinese
masks and huge puppets bring to life
the comic fantasy about what happens
when a buffoon is made into a king.
Rain cancels, but tickets can be used at
a future performance. Details: CamdenShakespeare.org or 464-0008. Tickets:
BrownPaperTickets.com.
COMING UP:
➤ John Bird to Present Rockland’s
“Rise and Renewal,” Wednesday,
August 19, at 6:30 p.m. on Zoom. Cushing Public Library hosts Bird, whose
book documents the history of the city
that anchors the state’s midcoast. Bird,
a fifth-generation Rockland native, is a
graduate of Rockland High School and
Bowdoin College and a retired educator.
For a link to attend: 691-0833 or
wrobertsmaine63@gmail.com.
➤ 14th Annual Central Lincoln County
YMCA Sanford Tennis Open will be
held at Lincoln Academy’s four outdoor
courts on August 21 and 22. The traditional social tennis tournament will kick
off the weekend on Friday, August 21,
from noon to 5 p.m. The Triples Tournament will be held Saturday afternoon from
4 to 6 p.m. Triples will be followed by
a live auction and social under the tent and
in the field back at the Y, in Damariscotta,
at 6:30 p.m. All CDC Maine guidelines
will be followed. Members of the community are invited to attend. Ticket prices
(per person) are as follows: Friday Doubles Tournament, $75; Saturday Triples
Tournament and Social, $75; Social alone,
$50. Register at the Y front desk, by
calling 563-9622.
➤ Belfast Maskers Present “Five
Socially Distanced Comedies” Outside
Basil Burwell Community Theate,
in downtown Belfast, on August 22, 28,
and 29 at 7 p.m., and on August 23 and 30
at 2 p.m. Performances will take place on
the front lawn of the theater at 17 Court
Street. The street in front of the theater
will be closed to traffic during performances so that audience members can
be seated six feet apart. Family members
and patrons that arrive together may sit
together. Masks are required for entry,
but may be removed when seated. Audience members are encouraged to bring a
picnic lunch, dinner, or snacks and nonalcoholic beverages to enjoy during and
in between the plays. Bathroom facilities
inside the building, available before and
after the plays, will be sanitized after
each use, and hand sanitizer will be available. Only 40 tickets will be sold per
show and must be purchased at BelfastMaskers.com. No tickets will be available
at the “door.” Tickets are $10 for adults
and $8 for children under 18. Some of
the plays contain adult language and may
not be appropriate for young children. Performances will be canceled if there is rain.

MUSIC
THURSDAY, AUGUST 13:
➤ Recordings of “Transcendent”
Rockport Opera Hall Performances,
7:30 p.m. on Bay Chamber Concerts’ You-

We’ve moved outside!
Union ∙ maine

Fresh Air
Fresh Food
People You Know

Waterfall Arts
256 High St
9am - 1pm
Every Friday

We’re OPEN
Enjoy a glass or flight in
a beautiful outdoor setting

Fri, Sat & Sun | 11am to 4pm

For our COVID-19 protocols visit
www.BelfastFarmersMarket.org
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Salt Bay Trading: Rugs & Music

Fine Area Rugs, Ukes & Guitars
586 Rte. 1, Newcastle
Saltbaytrading.com • 207.563.6611
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Tube channel. Featuring Brahms’ Violin
Sonata No. 1 for Violin and Piano in G Major,
Op. 78 by Stefan Jackiw, violin, and Conrad
Tao, piano, from August 2018 and Ravel’s
Introduction and Allegro by the St. Lawrence
String Quartet – Geoff Nuttall and Barry
Shiffman, violins; Leslie Robertson, viola;
and Christopher Costanza, cello – from July
2004. This is the final mini-concert in BCC’s
virtual Masterworks series.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 14:
➤ Zoom Happy Hour with DaPonte String
Quartet, at 5 p.m. in its Friday Happy Hour
series. Head to daponte.org for a link.
COMING UP:
➤ MaineMadeMusic: Luke & Will Mallett,
coming to Camden Opera House on Wednesday,
September 9, at 7:30 p.m. Leaders of the Mallett
Brothers Band offer a safely distanced acoustic

show. Face masks required. Advance tickets are
$25 via camdenoperahouse.com and 236-3154
only, $35 day-of-show.

FILM
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MLS 1459410 | $939,000
Donte Calarco: 949.533.2361

VINALHAVEN - 3 BR | 2.5 BA - Beautiful,
spacious home on 7 acres just outside of
town, close to quarry and beaches.

MLS 1452646 | $525,000
Ashley Davis-Oakes: 207.213.3788

CALENDAR continues page 27

BELFAST
338-4220

Local experts, globally connected

CAMDEN - 4 BR | 2.5BA - Beautiful intown, turn-key Farmhouse above
Laite Beach.

COMING UP:
➤ “Burning Candles: The Life of Edna St.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 13:
➤ Drive-In Movies at Owls Head Transportation Museum, shown in conjunction with Rock-

www.jaretcohn.com

ROCKLAND - 4 BR | 1.5 BA - Spacious,
sun filled home close to all of Rockland’s
amenities. MLS 1462037 | $250,000
Pam Gushee: 207.542.3737

land’s Strand Theatre, this Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday. Gates open at 7 p.m. and the show starts
at 8 p.m. This week, “Get Out.” And coming next
week, “1917.” You must buy tickets online at RocklandStrand.com. $20 per car includes popcorn.



CAMDEN
236-9626

WALDOBORO
832-5219



 ROCKLAND
596-0352

ISLAND GROUP
863-2554
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ROCKPORT - 2BR | 1BA - Over 2 private
acres with lovely water views. Renovate or
build new.

$439,900
Dawn Harlor: 207.542.4724
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ROCKLAND - 4 BR | 1.5 BA - Tastefully
updated Victorian only a short distance
from downtown Rockland.

MLS 1442513 | $395,000
Marlene Cohn: 207.593.3282

ST. GEORGE - 3 BR | 2 BA - Exceptional
oceanfront home located on prestigious
Rackliff Island.
MLS 1456327 | $725,000
Gregg Imus: 207.230.9264

CAMDEN - 2 BR | 1 BA - Light filled
home within walking distance to Camden
Village.
MLS 1456831 | $335,000
Beverly Doherty: 207.691.1029

VINALHAVEN - 5 BR | 3 BA Summer
compound on 20 acres with deep water
dock, guesthouse and large “hanger”
garage. MLS 1373724 | $1,995,000
Wes Reed: 207.863.2554
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THOMASTON - 7 BR | 5.5 BA - Stately
historic home near downtown Thomaston
includes two apartments.

MLS 1418850 | $489,000
Eileen Kaatz: 207.701.1445

WASHINGTON - 2 BR | 2 BA - Gorgeous
Italianate Contemporary home on 12.73
acres of countryside.

MLS 1416604 | $350,000
Jessica Pooley: 207.504.6173
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ST. GEORGE - 3 BR | 2.5 BA - This
property features a fabulous secluded
location, with leisure options at your
fingertips. MLS 1452366 | $349,000

ST. GEORGE - 3 BR | 5 BA - Light
filled Rackliff Island home with privacy &
seclusion on 1.72 acres.

Janice Samson: 207.596.4452

MLS 1446002 | $850,000
Gregg Imus: 207.230-9264

MLS 1456434 | $187,500
Keirsten Wyman: 207.249.8385

TROY - 3 BR | 2 BA - Lovingly renovated
Post & Beam Cape on 2.5 acres.

ST. GEORGE - 2 BR | 2 BA - Brand new
cottage with bonus loft and panoramic
ocean views.

ROCKPORT - 3 BR | 3.5 BA - Beautifully
renovated condo perched on the shores
of Penobscot Bay.

MLS 1450775 | $214,000
Erin Merrifield: 207.613.6060

LD

SO

MLS 1441576 | $329,000
Tabitha Benner: 207.975.6449

LD

SO

LINCOLNVILLE - 2 BR | 1 BA - Small
home with BIG potential, perfectly placed
for work or play!

MLS 1425956 | $389,000
Eileen Kaatz: 207.701.1445

LD

SO

WALDOBORO - 8.7 acres of multi-use,
waterfront property.

WARREN - 3 BR | 1 BA - Lovely Salt Box home on a
quiet, dead end street.

WALDOBORO - 3 BR | 2 BA - Impeccable Ranch
with full basement and sauna, situated on 3 acres.

FRIENDSHIP - 3 BR | 2 BA - Sequestered coastal
Cape located just a short drive to the harbor.

MLS 1462516 | $375,000
Stephen Merriam: 207.701.8397

MLS 1453468 | $154,500
54 Montgomery Ave, Warren

MLS 1450188 | $199,000
11 Simon Rd, Waldoboro

MLS 1453944 | $269,000
33 Salt Pond Rd, Friendship
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New on DVD & Blu-ray
Released August 11 —

HOW TO BUILD A GIRL R/Comedy/Dir: Coky
Giedroyc (Beanie Feldstein, Chris O’Dowd, Emma
Thompson) Based on the best-selling novel by Caitlin
Moran. Johana Morrigan is a bright, quirky 16-year-old
who uses her colorful imagination to escape her humdrum
life. She clamors to the top of the ’90s rock music scene by
reinventing herself as Dolly Wilde — an exacting music
critic with an insatiable lust for fame, fortune and men. Is
this the type of girl she wants to become?

Strand Streams ‘Martin Margiela:
In His Own Words’ — The Strand Theatre

continues to offer a weekly schedule of films that patrons
can watch through online streaming platforms. Those
who buy virtual tickets will have several days to watch
the films. Virtual tickets are $12. Upcoming is “Martin
Margiela: In His Own Words,” (not rated) a documentary
directed by Reiner Holtzemer, which will screen Friday,
August 14, through Thursday, August 20. The radical
Belgian fashion designer was an elusive figure during his
decades-long career. He never showed his face publicly
and avoided interviews. In this film, the “Banksy of
fashion” reveals his drawings, notes and personal items
for the first time. Tickets, as well as links to theater and
opera performances, can be found at rocklandstrand.com.
For more information, call 594-0070 or email info@rocklandstrand.com. Shown here, a still image from the film.

Maine Outdoor Film Festival —

MOFF Selects to Offer
Two Local Screenings

The Portland-based Maine Outdoor Film Festival will
host two showings of curated outdoors- and conservationthemed films locally in the coming weeks as part of its
MOFF Selects Film Tour. Both showings will adhere to prevailing state safety guidelines, including social distancing,
crowd limits and face mask recommendations. Audience
members are asked to bring their own chairs.
A selection of films will be shown at Camden Public Library
Amphitheatre on Thursday, August 20; the rain date is August
27. Attendees may begin arriving at 7 p.m., the films will start
at 7:45. The planned nine-film program will last about two
hours, including a 10-minute intermission. Due to state-mandated crowd limits, preregistration, $15, is required; a link can
be found by visiting maineoutdoorfilmfestival.com.
The Owls Head Transportation Museum, located at
117 Museum Street, will host a showing Saturday, September 19. Attendees may begin arriving at 7 p.m.; the films will
start at 7:45. The suggested donation is $10 to $15, with preregistration online. For tickets, visit maineoutdoorfilmfestival.com.

Portland Museum of
Art Streaming Films

Recent Releases —

A BEAUTIFUL DAY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
PG/Biography, Drama/Dir: Marielle Heller (Tom Hanks,
Matthew Rhys, Chris Cooper) Tom Hanks portrays Mister
Rogers in a tale of kindness triumphing over cynicism.
After a jaded magazine writer is assigned to write a profile
of Fred Rogers, he overcomes his skepticism.

EMMA PG/Comedy/Dir: Autumn de Wilde (Anya TaylorJoy, Johnny Flynn, Bill Nighy) Filmmakers love Jane
Austen! A highly stylized, color-saturated portrayal of
handsome, clever and rich Emma, a “queen bee” who must
navigate the challenges of growing up, misguided matches
and romantic missteps to recognize the love that has been
in front of her all along.

THE ETRUSCAN SMILE R/Drama/Dir: Oded Binnun,
Mihal Brezis (Thora Birch, Brian Cox, Tim Matheson)
A rugged old Scotsman reluctantly leaves his beloved,
isolated Hebridean island and travels to San Francisco
to seek medical treatment. When he moves in with his
estranged son, his life is transformed through love for his
baby grandson.

EXTRA ORDINARY R/Comedy/Dir: Mike Ahern, Enda
Loughman (Maeve Higgins, Barry Ward, Will Forte) Rose,
a sweet, lonely driving instructor in rural Ireland, has
supernatural abilities. She tries to ignore constant requests
from locals to exorcise possessed trash cans or haunted
gravel. But when a washed-up one-hit-wonder rock star
makes a pact with the devil for a return to greatness and
causes a teenager to levitate, her terrified father asks Rose
to help save his daughter.

LITTLE WOMEN PG/Drama, Romance/Dir: Greta
Gerwig (Saoirse Ronan, Timothée Chalamet, Meryl Streep)
Drawing on Louisa May Alcott’s classic novel, this tale of
four sisters in New England during the Civil War feels
fresh. Alcott’s alter ego, Jo March, reflects on her life in
a series of flashbacks.
MARRIAGE STORY R/Drama/Dir: Noah Baumbach
(Adam Driver, Scarlett Johansson, Julia Greer) A stage
director and his actor wife struggle through a coast-to-coast
divorce that pushes them to their personal and creative
extremes.
THE MESSENGER Not Rated/Drama/Dir: Wladyslaw
Pasikowski (Philippe Tlokinski, Julie Engelbrecht, Bradley
James) Based on the true story of Jan Nowak, “the messenger from Warsaw.” As an emissary between the commanders of Poland’s resistance movement and the Polish government in exile in London at the height of the Second
World War, he is smuggled out of Poland on a mission.

PALM SPRINGS R/Comedy/Dir: Max Barbakow (Andy
Samberg, Cristin Milioti, J.K. Simmons) When carefree
Nyles and reluctant maid of honor Sarah have a chance
encounter at a Palm Springs wedding, things get complicated when they find themselves unable to escape the venue,
themselves or each other.

Still image from “Out Stealing Horses”

The Portland Museum of Art’s PMA Films at Home has
added several films to its roster. Partnering with exhibitors
and distributors, they are renting first-run content to the public; a portion of proceeds benefits the museum. Some selections are paired with bonus content such as live question-andanswer sessions or filmmaker interviews. Newly available are:
“Out Stealing Horses,” directed by Hans Petter Moland.
In Norwegian, with English subtitles. Based on the bestselling novel by Norwegian author Per Petterson. Trond
(Stellan Skarsgård) retires to solitary life in the Norwegian
woods after the death of his wife, but the past resurfaces.
“A Thousand Cuts,” directed by Ramona S. Diaz. The
worldwide erosion of democracy, fueled by social media disinformation campaigns, is starkly evident in the authoritarian regime of Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte. Journalist Maria Ressa places the tools of the free press — and her
freedom — on the line in defense of truth and democracy.
For a full list, or to subscribe to a monthly film series
email, visit portlandmuseum.org/films.

THINK LIKE A DOG PG/Family/Dir: Gil Junger (Megan
Fox, Josh Duhamel, Gabriel Bateman) A 12-year-old tech
prodigy’s science experiment goes awry and he forges a
telepathic connection with his best friend, his dog. The two
join forces to comically overcome complications of family
and school.
TROLLS WORLD TOUR PG/Animation/Dir: Walt
Dohrn, David P. Smith (Anna Kendrick, Justin Timberlake,
James Corden) In a sequel to the 2014 “Trolls,” Poppy and
Branch discover that they belong to one of six different
Troll tribes living in six different lands.

WILDLIFE PG-13/Drama/Dir: Paul Dano (Jake
Gyllenhaal, Carey Mulligan, Ed Oxenbould) Fourteenyear-old Joe is the only child of Jeanette and Jerry in 1960s
Montana. Jerry loses his job and decides to join firefighters
battling a wildfire, leaving his wife and son to fend for
themselves. Suddenly forced into the role of an adult, Joe
witnesses his mother’s struggle as she tries to keep her
head above water.

New Movies
Week of August 12 – August 19
Short descriptions of new movies

16 BARS Not Rated/Documentary/Dir: Sam Bathrick
In a Virginia jail’s makeshift recording studio, four
men collaborate on an album with Grammy-winning
recording artist Todd “Speech” Thomas of the hip-hop
group Arrested Development. A rare testimony to the raw
and messy truth behind the criminal justice system’s
revolving door.
DA 5 BLOODS R/Drama/Dir: Spike Lee (Chadwick
Boseman, Jean Reno, Paul Walter Hauser) Four African
American veterans return to Vietnam decades after the
war to find their squad leader’s remains — and a stash of
buried gold.

THE FIGHT PG-13/Documentary/Dir: Eli B. Despres,
Josh Kriegman, Elyse Steinberg (Brigitte Amiri, Joshua
Block, Lee Gelernt) Days after the Trump inauguration,
furious Americans gathered at airports across the country
to protest the Muslim ban. “The Fight” follows a team of
American Civil Liberties Union lawyers as they pursue
that constitutional case and three others.This is the first
time the ACLU has allowed filmmakers access to its
offices.

GORDON LIGHTFOOT: IF YOU COULD READ MY
MIND Not Rated/Documentary/Dir: Martha Kehoe, Joan
Tosoni (Gordon Lightfoot, Geddy Lee, Sarah McLachlan)
An exploration into the career, music and influence of
the singer-songwriter that details his evolution from
choirboy in rural Canada to troubled troubadour to international star, with hits including “If You Could Read My
Mind,” “Sundown,” “Carefree Highway,” and “Rainy Day
People.”
HAMILTON PG-13/Drama/Dir: Thomas Kail
(Lin-Manuel Miranda, Phillipa Soo, Leslie Odom Jr.)
Filmed at The Richard Rodgers Theatre on Broadway in
June 2016, “Hamilton” is now accessible to the masses.
Based on the story of American founding father Alexander
Hamilton, the musical features a score that blends hip-hop,
jazz, R&B and Broadway.
JOHN LEWIS: GOOD TROUBLE PG/Documentary/
Dir: Dawn Porter (Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, John Lewis,
Martin Luther King) Chronicles the life of the legendary
civil rights activist and Democratic Representative from
Georgia. Using interviews and rare archival footage, the
film reviews Lewis’s 60-plus years of social activism and
legislative action on civil rights, voting rights, gun control,
health care reform and immigration.

THE KING OF STATEN ISLAND R/Dramedy/Dir:
Judd Apatow (Pete Davidson, Bel Powley, Ricky Velez)
Scott has had a case of arrested development ever since
his firefighter father died when he was 7. He’s now reached
his mid-20s having achieved little, chasing a dream of
becoming a tattoo artist and still living with his mother.
When she starts dating a loudmouth firefighter, it sets off
a chain of events that will force Scott to grapple with his
grief and take his first tentative steps toward moving
forward in life.
MARTIN MARGIELA: IN HIS OWN WORDS
Not Rated/Documentary/Dir: Reiner Holzemer (Martin
Margiela, Jean-Paul Gaultier, Carine Roitfeld) A profile
of Belgian fashion designer Martin Margiela, who
never showed his face publicly but reinvented fashion
with his radical style for over 20 years. For the first
time, the “Banksy of fashion” reveals his drawings,
notes and personal items, giving a glimpse into his
vision and career.

MY DOG STUPID Not Rated/Comedy/Dir: Yvan Attal
(Yvan Attal, Charlotte Gainsbourg, Eric Ruf) A middleaged writer in crisis, feeling misunderstood by his family,
dreams of running away to start over again. When he discovers an unattractive, bad-mannered dog in his garden, he
decides to adopt him and they develop an unexpected
friendship. In French.
THE OLD GUARD R/Action/Dir: Gina PrinceBythewood (Charlize Theron, KiKi Layne, Matthias
Schoenaerts) Four undying warriors who have
secretly protected humanity for centuries are targeted
for their mysterious powers just as they discover a
new immortal. Adapted from a graphic novel series
by Greg Rucka.

A THOUSAND CUTS Not Rated/Documentary/Dir:
Ramona S. Diaz (Rodrigo R. Duterte, Pia Ranada, Maria
Ressa) The worldwide erosion of democracy, fueled by
social media disinformation campaigns, is starkly evident
in the authoritarian regime of Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte. Journalist Maria Ressa places the tools of the
free press — and her freedom — on the line in defense of
truth and democracy.
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Vincent Millay,” sponsored by Rockland
Historical Society and Millay House Rockland,
and broadcast on Maine Coast TV on Wednesday, August 19, at 7 p.m. Find it on Spectrum
Channel 7 and Channel 1301, on Roku at Maine
Coast TV, or on your computer at mainecoast.tv.
➤ “A Thousand Cuts,” at the Shotwell
Drive-In Theater, in Rockport, on Wednesday, August 19. Camden Conference and CIFF
present the film about journalist Maria Ressa,
co-founder of Philippine news site Rappler and a
speaker at the 2020 Camden Conference. Doors
open at 6:45 p.m. and no cars will be admitted
after 7:30 p.m. The film will start at 7:45 p.m.
Tickets are $20 per car. To order tickets and for
more information: shotwelldrivein.eventive.org.
➤ KineticMaine Outdoor Film Festival in
Camden in Camden Amphitheatre, on Thursday, August 20. Entry begins at 7 p.m. and films
roll at 7:45 p.m. The program will last about
two hours, including a 10-minute intermission.
Bring your own chair. $15 tickets are at maineoutdoorfilmfestival.com.

ARTS
➤ Zillman Art Museum, downtown Bangor,
opened three new exhibitis this month. ZAM
is open Tuesday to Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and admission is free. “Maine Inspired: Art
Luminaries at the Bicentennial” includes works
by Winslow Homer, Andrew Wyeth, Berenice
Abbott and Alex Katz. Also now open, “Being
Here: Marcie Jan Bronstein” and “Wood
Nymphs: Joanne Carson.” All three shows
run to December 23.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 11:
➤ Kinetic Creatives in Downtown Belfast,
Park on Main, from 10:15 to 11:45 a.m. Each
$15 session includes artmaking and a short
walk. This Tuesday, blind contour drawings and
guerrilla art (leaving a piece for someone else
to find), with Amy Tingle and Maya Stein. For
details, including items you might need to bring,
and to register: waterfallarts.org.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12:
➤ “Small Books, Three Ways” with Amy
Tingle and Maya Stein, under tents outside
Waterfall Arts in Belfast, on Wednesdays,
August 12, 19 and 26, from 10 a.m. to noon.
Make three small books and begin generating
content inside their pages. $85 ($77 members).
Age 15+. Rain days will be the next day.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 13:
➤ Virtual Event with Author Kate Hotchkiss,
at 5 p.m. on Zoom, in the North Haven Library
Readership Series. Hotchkiss will discuss her
recently released debut novel, “On Harbor’s
Edge, Book One: 1912–1913,” the first story in
a series of dramatic, generationally layered plots
from the early 1900s to the present, against the
backdrop of Maine’s coast. For a link, email
author@katehotchkiss.com.
➤ Socially Engaged Art at Waterfall Arts,
outside the building at 256 High Street, Belfast,
7 to 8:30 p.m. Thursdays. All ages, free, no need
to register. A space for conversations about how
to use the arts to catalyze social action, investigate reality, and instigate change. Gatherings
canceled in the event of heavy rain.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 14:
➤ Online Poetry Group with Skidompha
Library, Damariscotta, 10 to 11 a.m. Fridays.
Share a favorite poem or one of your own, or
listen to the words of others. To register, email
jeaton@skidompha.org.
➤ Explorations: Read-Aloud Group for
Adults, 11 a.m. to noon on Camden Public
Library’s Facebook page. Hear a wide range of
books read by library staff. Recordings are available afterward in the Video section.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 15:
➤ Figure Drawing: Long Pose at Waterfall
Arts, outside the building at 256 High Street,
Belfast, Saturdays from 9:30 a.m. to noon. $60
for six sessions (register on the website) or $15

drop-in. Ages 15+. Ongoing, noninstructional
group. Bring your own materials, including – if
possible – easels and seats, as well as sun protection (umbrellas, hats, sunscreen, etc). Rain
cancels that day’s session.
➤ Cushing Arts in the Barn Open Air Pop
Up Art Show, Saturdays, August 15 and 22,
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., at Good Neighbors Park,
14 River Road, Cushing. Tables will be positioned at 20-foot intervals along a mowed path
in the town field; masks will be required and
hand sanitizer will be available. A Port a Potty
will also be available. This event is weather
permitting.
SUNDAY, AUGUST 16:
➤ 10 x 10 Tea at Port Clyde Art Gallery’s
6th Annual Juried 10 x 10 Exhibition, from
2 to 4 p.m. The rain date for the outdoor event
is August 17. The works of artists from Maine
and beyond are featured in this exhibition where
$500 in cash awards and ribbons will be presented to the winning artists at 2:30 p.m. All
works are available for sale. Guests are required
to wear masks and socially distance. Individually wrapped snacks will be provided.
MONDAY, AUGUST 17:
➤ Coffee Hour for Creatives in Belfast, Mondays from 8:30 to 10:30 a.m. outside Downshift
Coffee, 39 Main Street. Anyone can join the
ongoing outdoor coffee hour whose members
seek creative accountability, connections with
other innovators and dreamers, and a network
in which to share ideas. A Zoom Coffee Hour
for Creatives is held by Waterfall Arts of Belfast
on third Thursdays on Zoom. Contact laura@
waterfallarts.org for a link.
➤ Maine Mondays Live, on Camden Public
Library’s Facebook page from 11 a.m. to noon
every Monday. Julia will read from books about
Maine’s history. Recordings are available afterward on Facebook.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18:
➤ “The Slow Art of Peggy Clark Lumpkins,”
an online talk with Camden Library’s August
Artist-of-the-Month at 6 p.m. on Zoom. She’ll
talk about her “slow” painting technique, of
thinning down a classic oil medium and then
building up a multitude of transparent layers.
You can see her work on the library’s website
now. Lumpkins is giving 20 percent of August
sales at peggyclarklumpkins.com and colorafootpress.com to the library. Email jpierce@
librarycamden.org for a link to her talk.

HOME & GARDEN
TUESDAY, AUGUST 11:
➤ UMaine Extension Offering Fruit and
Vegetable Preservation Webinars in August,
with four new live classes every Tuesday, from
2 to 2:45 p.m. Topics this month include steam
canning, freezing tomatoes and corn, and canning salsa and tomatoes. Registration required;
$5 donation per session optional. Register on
the program webpage to receive the link and
resources. Webinars are recorded. For more
information or to request a reasonable accommodation: 781-6099, kate.mccarty@maine.edu.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 14:
➤ Belfast Garden Club Continues Open
Garden Days Series, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Fridays,
rain or shine. This week, see the gardens at
16 Church Street, Belfast, which stood out to
Anne-Marie Nolin and Bob Adler as they were
house hunting in 2014 because of the perennial
gardens created by the previous owner, Martha
Block, a Belfast Garden Club member and one
of the originators of the Open Garden Days tour.
The couple have maintained the original garden
structure, enlarged some beds and installed
stone borders, paths,
and a patio.
Brothers
Willy and
Clayton
th
Clemetson
&

will perform on fiddle and accordion from
10 a.m. to noon. Masks are requested. Entry is
by donation; $5 suggested.
MONDAY, AUGUST 17:
➤ Improving Garden Soil Health Topic of
Online Workshop with UMaine Extension,
from noon to 1 p.m. Caragh Fitzgerald will
discuss “Cover Crops and Soil Management in
the Garden,” with the emphasis on cover crops.
Fitzgerald will talk about what cover crops to
plant, when to plant them, and how to manage
them to get the most benefit. Registration is
required; a $5 donation is optional. Register on
the event webpage to attend the webinar live
or receive a link to the recording. This is the
second in a six-part summer gardening webinar series offered every other Monday through
September. For more information or to request
a reasonable accommodation, contact Pamela
Hargest, 781-6099; pamela.hargest@maine.edu.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18:
➤ Tour of Herb Garden at Merryspring
Nature Center, in Camden, at noon. Gardener
and herbalist Denise DeSpirito leads the tour
of the herb garden to see what’s blooming,
check out recent additions, and speak about
how to harvest different plants and their seeds
at this point in the growing season. Guests
are welcome to ask questions about the plants
on display as well as their home gardens. $5,
with free admission for Merryspring members.
Guests are encouraged to bring exact change to
minimize cash transactions.

WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
ALL MAJOR E-COMMERCE PLATFORMS

MONDAY, AUGUST 17:
➤ Long Cove Farmers Market at East
Forty Farm in Waldoboro, 3 to 6 p.m. Mondays through October 12.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 11:
➤ Searsmont Garden Growth, local gardeners
with extra produce can drop it off Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 7 a.m. to noon in the Ames
School foyer. Those who want to partake of the
free, fresh food may stop by Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. More info:
searsmont.com/searsmontgardengrowth.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12:
➤ Jefferson Area Community Food Pantry
is open from 4 to 5:30 p.m. second and fourth
Wednesdays. It’s at St. Giles’ Episcopal Church,
72 Gardiner Road (Route 126), Jefferson, for
people from Jefferson and Somerville in need
of food. Bring shopping bags. For more info or
to volunteer, call 315-1134.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 14:
➤ Belfast Farmers Market outside Waterfall
Arts, 9 a.m to 1 p.m. Fridays.
➤ Union Farmers Market on Union Common,
3 to 6 p.m. Fridays through October 9.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 15:
➤ MisFit Farm Country Store, 581 Rockland
Road, Somerville, open noon to 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
➤ Take-Out Baked Bean Supper in Thomaston, at Williams-Brazier Post 37, American
Legion, 37 Watts Lane. Doors open at 5 p.m.
Meals will be neatly packed and patrons can
drive or walk up to the hall to
order a meal, $8. Coming on
August 29, a spaghetti supper.
➤ Lobster to Go in Searsmont, at Searsmont United
Methodist Church, in the
village. $20 includes a 1- to
1.25-pound lobster and drawn
butter, an ear of corn picked
that morning, coleslaw made
by Angler’s Restaurant, and a
slice of homemade blueberry
cake. Extra lobsters or lobsters only are $10. Lobsters
and dinners may be picked up

COMING UP:
➤ “A Tribute to the Union Fair” Take-Out
Supper, Friday, August 28, with drive-through
pickup from 5 to 6 p.m. People’s United Methodist Church in Union offers the third in its
series of monthly take-out suppers. This one
features one of its favorites from past Union
Fairs: pulled pork on a bun, homemade coleslaw, potato chips and a slice of homemade
Maine wild blueberry pie. Tickets are $15 per
meal and must be purchased by Wednesday,
August 19, by calling 785-2651. A limited
number of frozen blueberry pies, with baking
instructions, will also be available for $18.
Meals can be picked up at the improvised drivethrough at the church on August 28 between
5 and 6 p.m. The church is at 21 Depot Street,
behind the Union Post Office.

KIDS & PARENTS
➤ UMaine Offering Early College Fall
Courses for High School Students, with more
than 100 remote courses available, starting
August 31. Tuition is waived for qualified public high school students and offered at a reduced
rate of $138.25 per credit for students in Maine
private high schools. The application deadline is
August 24. Register at explorec.maine.edu. To
learn more about the application process, contact Allison Small at 581-8004, allison.small@
maine.edu, or visit umaine.edu/earlycollege.
➤ The Game Loft’s Food Service Program
has ramped up to seven days a week and will
continue through summer. Lunch can be picked

Rummage Sale
Friday, August 14

Saturday, August 15 th

Books, Puzzles, Glassware, Linens,
Furniture, Tools, Baked Goods,
Winter Sports Gear
Proceeds to benefit building fund.

207-706-6339 - INFO@MAINEDESIGN.CO - WWW.MAINEDESIGN.CO

SUNDAY, AUGUST 16:
➤ Pumpkin Vine Family Farmers Market in
Somerville, 217 Hewett Road, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Sundays.

FOOD & DRINK

8am - 1pm
Masks Required
GRAPHIC DESIGN - PHOTOGRAPHY - VIDEO EDITING

from 5 to 6 p.m. Reservations must be made by
Thursday, August 13, at 8 p.m.: call 589-3059
and leave a name and phone number.
➤ Curbside to Go Public Lobster Supper,
at Mt. Olivet Lodge, in Washington, from 5 to
6:30 p.m. $15 for a whole steamed lobster with
butter, corn on the cob, coleslaw, a roll, chips,
dessert, and a drink. Adults $15 single-lobster
meal, $25 twin-lobster meal (per person). To
minimize contact, payment by check is preferred. Make it out to Mount Olivet Lodge. This
is a “curbside – to-go” supper only. The lodge is
a quarter mile north of Washington village, on
Route 220.
➤ Union Masons Chicken BBQ, at Union
Masonic Lodge 31, from noon to 3 p.m. The
dinner will consist of a chicken leg quarter or
chicken breast, corn on the cob, potato salad,
cole slaw, roll and drink. The meal is free to the
public, however donations will be accepted. All
proceeds from the dinner will be used for Lodge
improvements. Meals will be served drivethrough style, and served rain or shine.

ROCKPORT

PETER DEMBSKI
solo jazz piano

Friday, August 28th
Safe Seating
Advance tickets only
camdenoperahouse.com

236-3154
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up daily from noon to 2 p.m. at The Game
Loft, 78A Main Street in downtown Belfast
(through the green door next to All About
Games). Game Loft membership is not
required for youth to receive a free lunch.
Call 338-6447 to place an order.
➤ Strand Theatre of Rockland’s Strand
Youth Film Fest, for youngsters living in
the midcoast and surrounding areas. Short
films will be accepted through August 31.
Winners will be selected by Strand staff
and local film professionals.
➤ 4-H Summer Fun Online and Off,
with dozens of activities in August for
kids ages 5 to 18 in science and engineering, cooking, art and photography, and
animal and natural sciences. Participants
do not need to be enrolled in 4-H. Workshops are free; some suggest donations for
materials: extension.umaine.edu/4h/20204-h-summer-programming/.

2 Gould St., Camden

www.megunticookmarket.com

CURBSIDE
PICKUP

TUESDAY, AUGUST 11:
➤ Take-Home Tuesdays in Belfast Free
Library’s Summer Reading Program,
for kids pre-K to grade five, with projects
and activities available for pickup. Visit
the website for details.
➤ Chat with Miss Amy of Camden
Public Library on Zoom, 10 to 11 a.m.
Tuesdays. For a link, email alhand@
librarycamden.org.
➤ Facebook Live Story Time with
Skidompha Library, Damariscotta, from
10 to 10:30 a.m. Tuesdays. Librarian
Jessie will read books and sing songs on
the library’s Facebook page.
➤ Rockin’ Storytime with Miss Katie
of Rockland Public Library, on its
YouTube channel, Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.
Toddlers and early elementary school kids
are invited to the themed storytimes with
songs, rhymes, books.
➤ Sears Island Bingo Scavenger Hunt
for Kids, a self-guided nature scavenger hunt for families, now through the
end of August. To take part, download a
printable PDF at friendsofsearsisland.org/
bingo2020/. There will also be copies at
the kiosk by the island entrance. While
exploring the island, find five in a row on
the bingo card. Snap a photo of each item
and email to outreach@friendsofsearsisland.org to be entered into a raffle for a
prize that includes a nature activity book,
pocket microscope, and bug net. The
whole family can participate in the hunt,

but the prize winner must be between
the ages of 5 and 12. The winner will be
announced at the end of August. Sears
Island is located on Sears Island off
Route 1 just east of Searsport. To learn
more about Friends of Sears Island, check
out www.friendsofsearsisland.org or
facebook.com/friendsofsearsisland.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12:
➤ Free Explorer Kits at Merryspring
Nature Center, in Camden, Wednesdays
through August 19. A new Explorer Kit
will be available every week, with instructions, materials, and ideas for kids ages 4
to 9. Kits are put out at 9 a.m., first-come,
first-served.
➤ Art @ City Park, with Waterfall Arts
at Belfast City Park, near the entrance, on
Wednesdays, 10 a.m. to noon. Artists of
any age and experience level can pick up
materials to work with in the park. Free.
➤ Read-Alouds with Miss Katie of
Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m. on
the library’s YouTube channel.
➤ 40 Days of Summer at Thomaston
Public Library, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Free
take-home projects and takeout meals
available for pickup for any child in Thomaston or surrounding towns. No income
requirements or restrictions. This is the
final week of the program. Visit thomaston.lib.me.us, call 354-2453, or email
programs@thomaston.lib.me.us for more
information or to be added to an email list.
➤ Ashwood Waldorf School Virtual
Open House, from 6:30 to 7:45 p.m.,
for adults interested in learning about
the school’s kindergarten through eighth
grade programs. For a link, call 2368021 or email Laura Purdom at info@
ashwoodwaldorf.org.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 13:
➤ Baby Time with Katie of Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m. on the
library’s YouTube channel.
Need groceries today?
➤ Outdoor Family Fun at Barrett Park
in Booothbay, led by Healthy Kids, from
• Call in your order. We shop & it’s ready in minutes
10 a.m. to noon. Free games, fun for all
• Delivered to your car, a safe alternative to
ages, and a healthy snack. Register at
in-store shopping.
healthykidsmaine.org or call 563-1818.
Meanwhile, Healthy Kids offers free
classes and private sessions for parents of
Open Daily: Mon. – Sat. 7–8 & Sun. 8–6 • Tel. 207 .236.3537
kids from newborn to age 5 on everything
follow us on facebook and instagram
from discipline and encouraging positive
behavior to getting kids ready for school.
To take part,
call Mindy at
563-1818.
➤ Virtual Postpartum Support
★
Group, held by
★
WITH ANANUR
Waldo County
General Hospital
on Thursdays,
August 13 and
AUGUST 12 TO AUGUST 18
27, 11 a.m. to
Wednesday, August 12 — The Moon is in calm Tau- timing is off. You’ll be glad when this day is over.
12:30 p.m. It
rus until it enters Gemini at 9:45 a.m., when there will be
Sunday, August 16 — The Sun and Mercury will
offers a place for
increased gossip, curiosity and restlessness. Mars is in a remain in a positive aspect to Mars until Monday at
new and pregnant mothers and
challenging aspect with Pluto until tomorrow at 7 a.m. This 4 p.m. Be active and playful. The Sun and Mercury are in
families to talk,
aspect has been with us since Monday, instigating conflict. an awkward aspect with Pluto and Saturn; this will end

★ASTROlogically★
★

The Sun in Leo is in an awkward aspect with Neptune.
Thursday, August 13 — Mars and Pluto end their
phase of agitation and conflict by 7 a.m. The Sun and Mercury are conjunct in Leo and are in a challenging aspect
with Neptune in Pisces and with Jupiter in Capricorn. Be
careful whom you trust and do not take any risks that
might harm your reputation.
Friday, August 14 — The Sun and Mercury end their
aspect with Jupiter at noon. However, the Sun and Mercury are still in an awkward aspect with Neptune. Try
to get more rest and don’t try to do so much. Be careful with your money. The most disappointing phase of
today will be from 11:45 a.m. until 1:45 p.m., when the
Moon in Gemini is forming a challenging aspect to Saturn.
The Moon will enter Cancer at 7:35 p.m. until Monday at
1:38 a.m. While the Moon is in Cancer you may be more
emotional.
Saturday, August 15 — You might be able to see the
Moon and Venus in Cancer rising at 3:40 a.m. as they move
closer to each other. The Sun and Mercury complete the
challenging aspect with Neptune by 7 a.m. It’s a romantic
time from 7:30 until 9:30 a.m. while the Moon is exactly
conjunct Venus in Cancer. The Sun and Mercury in Leo are
in a positive aspect with Mars in Aries, offering energy and
excitement. The Sun and Mercury are also in an awkward
aspect with Pluto and Saturn, causing obstacles and blocking forward momentum. Thus we have a day of extreme
frustration. Venus is awkwardly aspecting the large asteroid
Chiron. You’re in the mood for love and affection but your

on Tuesday. Hang in there. The good news is that Venus
is in a favorable aspect with Uranus; the aspect is known
to bring different types of people into your orbit. Anyone
who was born between June 29 and July 2 of any year
could meet someone they’re attracted to romantically. The
possibility is active until August 19.
Monday, August 17 — The Sun and Mercury are still
awkwardly aspecting Pluto and Saturn until tomorrow.
Take good care of your health and clean up old relationships. Venus remains in a pleasant aspect with Uranus,
nudging you to try new things and to meet people who
are different from you. From 6 until 8 p.m. the Moon
will be in a testy aspect with Uranus. Your mood could
suddenly shift.
Tuesday, August 18 — The Sun and Mercury end their
aspect with Pluto and Saturn by midnight. Now is the
time to make amends to someone. Your physical energy
is lower from 10 a.m. until noon while the Moon is awkwardly aspecting Neptune. The Moon will be activating
the intensity of the awkward aspect among the Sun, Mercury, Pluto and Saturn from 2:40 until 10:50 p.m. The
Moon is conjunct Mercury in Cancer from 11:30 p.m.
until 1:30 a.m. You’re uplifted by realizations that come
to you during this two-hour phase.
NOTE: Due to space constraints, this column has been
edited. Read the full version at freepressonline.com.
Ananur Forma lives in Rockland and can be reached for
a personal astrological reading in person or by phone at
207-594-2565. Visit www.AstrologyWithAnanur.com.

listen, get support and gain education on
postpartum experiences. Free. Visit journeytohealth.coursestorm.com or call 3013950 to register. After you are registered
and shortly before the class starts you will
receive an email with information on how
to participate in the class.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 14:
➤ Free “Nature’s Tea Party” Program
at Merryspring Nature Center, Camden,
10 a.m. in the Free Family Fridays series.
This program will take families around
Merryspring and show how to identify
plants that can be safely harvested and
made into refreshing summer drinks.
Guests will be able to sample a variety of
different teas and take home cuttings of
plants to create mixes of their own. Families must wear masks and sign up ahead of
time: info@merryspring.org or 236-2239.
The series runs to August 21.
➤ Facebook Live Storytime with
Carver Memorial Library, of Searsport,
Fridays at 10:30 a.m. Stories, song, movement and activities for young learners up
to age 5 and their families.
➤ Art Time with Bridget Matros from
Waterfall Arts, of Belfast, on Facebook
Live, Fridays at 12:30 p.m. Bridget reads
a book and leads a hands-on art project
using simple materials; ideal for ages
7 and older. The sessions are available
to view afterward, too. Go to Facebook/
waterfallbridge.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 15:
➤ Pirates Hour with The Theater
Project, 10 a.m. Saturdays through
August 15. A guest teacher leads a session
with a story and craft. $5 per session.
Learn more at theaterproject.com.
➤ Art Together Mornings on Zoom
with Waterfall Arts, 10 a.m. to noon.
Families can join up for an art project in
a lively online workshop. Best for ages
6 and up. Materials kits can be picked
up at Waterfall Arts the day prior. $15 or
pay what you can. Registration required:
waterfallarts.org.
➤ Night Hike for Families and Children at Merryspring Nature Center,
in Camden, at 8 p.m. This program will
lead guests on a walk at dusk to listen
for nighttime birds and owls, watch for
crepuscular and nocturnal mammals, and
look for and detect bats. Guests must register by emailing info@merryspring.org
or calling 236-2239. Bring a flashlight and
be ready to spend an hour outdoors.
MONDAY, AUGUST 17:
➤ Online Theater Camp with The
Theater Project, this Monday to Friday,
teens 13+ can take part in “Write Your
Own Skit, Sketch, or Monologue.”
Details are at theaterproject.com.

MISCELLANEOUS
➤ UMA Rockland Reopening for Fall
Semester, and offering online and inperson learning options. In-person courses

!
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will include entry-level courses and those that
require hands-on instruction, as in the sciences.
Students and guests are encouraged to call ahead
to schedule appointments during August. The
fall term opens August 31.
➤ Registration for Fall 2020 Classes Now
Open at the Hutchinson Center, of Belfast,
for over 300 undergraduate and graduate courses this fall 2020. All will be offered remotely.
Offerings include a new course, History of
Pandemics in America, taught by lecturer
and UMaine alumnus Patrick Callaway, Ph.D.
The deadline for scholarship applications is
August 20. More information is online.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 11:
➤ Free “Understanding your Health Insurance Options” Webinars, offered by Consumers for Affordable Health Care, this Tuesday
at 10 a.m. and again on September 3 at 1 p.m.,
October 20 at 10 a.m., November 18 at 1 p.m.
and December 8 at 10 a.m. The hour-long
program covers types of coverage available
to Mainers, including MaineCare and private
Marketplace insurance; subsidies and other
help; important deadlines and rules; and how to
apply. Learn more at mainecahc.org.
➤ Free Virtual Class: “Take a Break with
Guided Meditation,” from noon to 12:30 p.m.
Find a quiet spot and sign in for as much of this
quick meditation break as you can. The class
will begin with a 20-minute guided meditation,
followed by five minutes of silent meditation.
Register at journeytohealth.coursestorm.com or
call 301-3950.
➤ Leer y Charlar on Zoom, 1 to 3 p.m. Camden Public Library’s Spanish language reading
and conversation group. For more information
or to request a link to attend, email Lynne Taylor
at leerycharlar@gmail.com.
➤ “Wellness 2.0,” Tuesdays, August 11 to 25,

Travel Agency

Village Travel
Ruth Etheridge

Full Service Travel Agency

Damariscotta

3:30 to 4:30 p.m. The three-week virtual class
will give you the opportunity to pause, reflect
and focus on yourself. You will bring your own
agenda and work on whatever wellness goals
you choose. Health & Wellness Coach Vikki
Swan will provide tools, structure and guidance
as participants support each other in achieving
their goals. $19.50 registration fee is required.
Visit journeytohealth.coursestorm.com or
call 301-3950 to register.
➤ Islesboro Crossing for LifeFlight
Fund-raiser Now Virtual, with swimmers
and paddlers invited to take part now through
this Sunday, August 16. Instead of hundreds of
swimmers, paddlers and volunteers gathering
in Northport and Islesboro, this year LifeFlight
is asking people to create their own crossing
for iX2020. Historically the “I” in IX stood for
Islesboro, but this year it’s about individuals and
small groups swimming and paddling across
bodies of water everywhere in Maine to support
LifeFlight, Maine’s emergency medical helicopter service. Details: lifeflightmaine.org.
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12:
➤ Introduction to Sea Kayaking, 6:30 to
8:30 p.m., Maine Sport kiosk, Camden Harbor,
16 Bayview Street, Camden. Take a tour with
Maine Sport Outfitters’ Registered Maine
Guides. Basic paddling and safety instructions
will be provided. Children ages 10 and older are
welcome but must be accompanied by an adult.
Weather permitting. $25 fee includes kayaks and
gear. Visit journeytohealth.coursestorm.com or
call 301-3950 to register.
THURSDAY, AUGUST 13:
➤ Camden Public Library Tech Help Hour
on Zoom, 1 to 2 p.m. Staff are ready to help
people with new devices. Visit librarycamden.
org/learn-research/techhelphour to make an
appointment.

➤ Free Diabetes and Nutrition Program on
Zoom, offered by Spectrum Generations and
Healthy Living for ME, this Thursday through
September 17. Workshops will meet weekly
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Topics will include
testing blood sugar, menu planning, stress management, increasing activity level, treating low
blood sugar, caring for your feet, and healthy
eating. Call 620-1642 or email jpaquet@
healthylivingforme.org to register. Technical
support is available.
FRIDAY, AUGUST 14:
➤ Chess Club of Camden Public Library
holds online matches every Friday while the
library is closed. Members may also challenge
other members at any time. Join at lichess.org/
team/camden-chess-club. For help registering
or to learn more, contact Evan Annis at
camdenchessclub@gmail.com.
➤ Rummage Sale at Simonton Hall, Rockport, this Friday and Saturday from 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Books, puzzles, glassware, linens,
furniture, tools, baked goods, winter sports
gear for sale to benefit the building fund.
Masks required.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 15:
➤ Useful Clothing Sale at Broad Cove
Church, Cushing, from 8 to 10 a.m. Saturdays
through the end of September. Wear a mask.
More info: 354-6679.
➤ “Race Day” for Belfast Rotary Bug Run,
in the Virtual RunBelfast 2020 series. The series
lets participants run and walk anywhere they
choose, almost anytime they want, in the
week leading up to “race day.” Learn more at
RunBelfast.org.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 18:
➤ Free Virtual Class: “Simple Strategies for
Fall Prevention,” this Tuesday, August 18, from
2 to 2:45 p.m. Building balance and strength
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COMING UP:
➤ Restorative Practices Certificate Program
in Belfast and Bath, six sessions, on August 20
and 21, September 25, October 29 and 30, and
November 19, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at UMaine
Hutchinson Center in Belfast and at Union + Co.
in Bath. $650; scholarships available. Details:
hutchinsoncenter.umaine.edu.
➤ “Teaching from the Heart” Program,
offered online by the Hutchinson Center,
Belfast, August 24 to 26, from 9 to 11:30 a.m.,
for educators, teachers and those working with
children in preschool to third grade. The cost is
$125 (need-based scholarships available). More
information is available on the Hutchinson
Center website.
➤ Free Online Class: “How to Support
Someone with Quitting Tobacco,” Tuesday,
August 25, from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Learn
how you can help support friends or loved ones
and help connect them to free resources through
the Maine QuitLink. Registration: 301-3950,
journeytohealth.coursestorm.com.
➤ Drive-By Resource Fair for Caregivers of
Veterans, and any veteran who identifies as a
caregiver, Wednesday, August 26, from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at four locations: VAMC Togus in
Augusta, VA Clinic Saco, VA Clinic Lewiston,
and VA Clinic Bangor. Learn about resources
available to those caring for veterans. Goody
bags with info and promo items from VA programs and community groups will be available
and VA Caregiver Support staff will answer
questions.

BUSINESS SERVICE DIRECTORY

563-TRIP (8747)

AllenIF.com

are essential to preventing falls and maintaining
independence. Join personal trainer Rachael
McCormick and certified A Matter
of Balance facilitator Megan Day to learn
exercises and changes you can make at home
to decrease your chances of falling. Register at
journeytohealth.coursestorm.com or 301-3950.

Route 90, Rockport

207-236-4673

Mon.-Fri. 9am- 5pm • Sat. 9am-noon

Medical Dispensaries

New World
Organics

147 Waldo Ave.
Belfast, ME
207-272-8336
Check Us Out on Weedmaps

Free Estimates
Reasonable Prices
Landscaping
Licensed Arborist
Tree Removal
Fully Insured
Aerial Lift Service
Friendly, Reliable Service

Home
Cell
763-2988 Sterling Waterman 592-5504

Miscellaneous
Preserve your memories,
movies, and music!

WE TRANSFER
TO DVD OR CD:

Videotapes, Home Movie Reels,
Slides & Photos, LP Records,
Blu-ray & Cassettes

freepressonline.com

AFFORDABLE COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION &
EVENT VIDEOGRAPHY

Visit Us Online

MATHIESON DIGITAL
Call Craig at 226-7419

Visit: freepressonline.com
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Carpentry & Painting

Auto

Home Improvements
& Renovations

J.H. KILTON

POWER WASH
YOUR
UNDERCOATING
!

INC.

FLUID
F
ILM
&
RUST FREE

CARPENTRY
& PAINTING
JAMIE KILTON
jhkilton@hotmail.com

SIMONE CAUTELA

INSURED /
FREE ESTIMATES

What’s Your Reason to Call All Season?
Vinyl Siding & Windows
Standing Seam Metal Roofing
Garages & Additions – And Much More!

ROCKPORT, ME
701-8824

1-800-464-3039

www.all-season.com

• Duct Work Cleaning • Pressure Washing
• Emergency Services: water extraction, structure
drying, and securing of property
• Floor Scrubbing, Waxing & Buffing
• Upholstery & Fine Fabrics • Carpet Shampooing
• Mold Treatment Disinfection

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
1-800-870-4181 • 207-236-8888

207-596-0423
Rockland, ME
51 Glen St.

Dave Landry, Owner - info@superiorrestoration.net
– 4 Colorado Ave., Camden

Our 29th Year In Business!

HONEYDEW
HANDYMAN SERVICE

Painting

SUTHERLAND
PAINTING

Serving the Mid Coast
Over 36 Years

Power Wash Siding

SHAWN BECKETT - OWNER

INTERIORS • EXTERIORS
Skim Coating • Crack & Plaster Repair

1181 River Rd.
Saint George, ME 04860
(207) 372-0560

Flooring

CARPET • CERAMIC
WOOD • VINYL
Sales & Installation

Antique & Modern
Clock Repair
Thomas R. John, Sr.

By Appointment Only
“House Calls”

207-594-9341 or Cell 207-882-4144
P.O. Box 35, South Thomaston, ME 04858

The Flooring Network

Power Equip. Sales/Service

Wood Splitters
“Providing Quality Care for Your Property”

Clean-up • Caretaking

Landscaping ~ Miscellaneous Jobs
Insured ~ 832-5845 / 542-9094

WHILE THEY LAST!

594-7013

“A New Era in Customer Satisfaction”

11 Bay View Square, Rockland
Hours: M-F 8-4 / Sat 8-12

Storage

including #2#2Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
HeatingHeating
FuelsFuels
including
Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
Propane,
K-1,
and
Diesel.
Propane, K-1, and Diesel.
Equipment including heating systems, hot water

COMPUTER SERVICES

Troubleshoot Issues & Training
Computers, Cellphones & Tablets
Backup/Manage Pictures & Music
Consult on Purchase - Setup

Equipment including heating systems, hot water
systems, LP stoves, Rinnais and more.
systems, LP stoves, Rinnais and more.
Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts

Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts
www.MaritimeEnergy.com

www. Ma ritimeEnergy.com

594-4487 • 234 Park St. Rockland

594-4487 • 234 Park St. Rockland

tomford21@gmail.com

542-9120

York
Raking

Free
Estimates
Jon Faria
207.975.5850

BUSINESS

• We Buy Old & Unwanted Gold - Also Silver Coins
• Watch Batteries Installed While You Wait

TOM FORD

Field Mowing

BERT’S MACHINE SHOP

All Repairs Done On Site
OVER A DECADE OF QUALITY SERVICE

Computers

X LAWN MOWING

100 OFF

ON TIME CLOCK REPAIRLOCALLOCAL
FAMILY
& OPERATED
FAMILYOWNED
OWNED & OPERATED
Charlie Swift,
110 Union Street, Rockland
593-7765

HARLEY
COMPANY INC.
THE

$

Heating

Clock & Watch Repair

Lawn & Garden

X BRUSH/TREE WORK X LANDSCAPING X RAKING X MOWING
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU? 594-2471

207-594-2413
Member

Providing home inspection services to midcoast Maine
956-0323 • JLH@BreakwaterInspections.biz
www.BreakwaterInspections.biz

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

210 Park Street, Rockland, ME

A Family Trade for Over 100 Years
Established in the Midcoast 1970

Call Arthur at 320-0450

Fully Insured • Call 338-2682 / Cell 907-9296

Cayouette
Flooring Inc.

Specializing in the repair of
weight & spring driven clocks

Renovation Specialist

All Aspects of Home Repair & Light Construction
Care Taking Services
Guaranteed Services or Job is FREE • Call 596-3563

Beckett’s Auto
Service, Inc.

Clock Repair

VETERANS
CONSTRUCTION

For all your “Honey-Do” Projects

Roofing

Auto Repair Service

Basement
Waterproofing

358 Turnpike Drive • Camden, Maine • 04843

CALL US WHEN YOU NEED
DISASTER RESTORATION SPECIALISTS

Auto Body Repair

236-0541 • 542-7327

SITE WORK • SEPTIC
LANDSCAPING • EXCAVATION
DRAINAGE PROBLEMS

Cleaning Services

UNDERCOATING
21 Merrill Drive, Rockland • 594-2442
www.bestratestowing.com

- WE DO IT ALL -

Security Cameras
Key Pad Easy Access

S ER V I C E
D IR E C T O R Y
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
FREE PRESS HELP WANTED ADS WORK

SEE ALL OUR LISTINGS AT WWW.FREEPRESSONLINE.COM (CLICK ON THE CLASSIFIEDS LINK)
FREE ONLINE ADS AVAILABLE. MORE THAN JUST HELP WANTED TOO!
CALL STEVE DAVIS AT 207-596-0055 FOR MORE INFO.

YARD SALE
BIG YARD SALE
Saturday, August 15
8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
176 Vinal Street, Rockport
We’re moving!
Furniture, housewares, tools,
boat stuff, books, LPs.
Rain Date, Sunday, August 16


EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
U N I O N FA R M E Q U I P MENT RENTALS: Tractor/
loader/back-hoe, excavator,
wood splitter, wood chipper.
Delivery available, reasonable
rates.
1-800-935-7999. (kr)


(8/11)

FARM & HOME

COMPOST

NOW OPEN, 7-Tree Farm
& Home, the former Union
Agway, Heald Highway, Route
17,
 in Union. 785-4385. (kr)




100% ORGANIC COMPOST
— aged, screened and delivered,
MOFGA approved. Also garden
soil mix for raised beds, etc. Call
anytime,
207-832-4204. (kr)


VEHICLES
UTILITY TRAILER —
enclosed area 4'x8'x6', some
interior staining, heavy-duty
roof racks, $1,350. Friendship,
354-0425.
(8/25)

2004 PASSAT WAGON —
dark blue, standard, in Searsmont. Four Motion 212,000
miles. Good set of tires, both
summer and winter, $1,500,
OBO.
802-380-0821. (8/18)


FOR SALE
AIR CONDITIONER ION
GENERATOR SHARP — In
free-standing 33 inches tall,
20"x17", $50. Dehumidifier
fridge air, $20. Table Saw Delta,
$20.
785-5310. (8/11)

JOHN DEERE EZ TRACK
MOWER — z445 48c. Serviced yearly, one owner,
reduced, $2,500. MOJACK ez
mower lift, used twice, reduced
$150.
207-354-8971. (8/25)


FIREWOOD
FIREWOOD — Cut and split
and
 delivered. 691-6758. (kr)

Operations Manager

LUCKY LADY — I want to
buy your junk cars and trucks,
pay up to $300. Roll my dice
because I pay the best price.
993-2629
or 441-7929. (kr)


The Camden Yacht Club is seeking an
Operations Manager. A description
of the full-time position along with a
list of duties and desired skills can be
downloaded from the club’s website:

LUCKY LADY — wants your
woodlot. Turn those trees into
cash. Roll those dice and give
me a call, 441-7929 or 9932629.
(kr)




Forward letter of interest and copy of
resume to the club’s e-mail address
cyc@camdenyachtclub.org

WANTED

HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

camdenyachtclub.org.

HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

APPLIANCE
Service Technician
Seeking an experienced, career minded Appliance Service
Technician. Pay will be based on experience. We will
consider someone with no experience in the Appliance
Repair field, but with the right type of education and
aptitude. This is a great opportunity to join a company that
values your skills, respects your personal life and provides
a great work atmosphere.We provide take home company
van, ipad, paid cell phone, paid holidays, uniforms and
five day work week. If you are currently employed in the
field and would like a confidential interview please email
Joseph Berkenbile, owner. Requires high school diploma
or equivalent. Trade school certification, manufaturer’s
training, LP gas certification, EPA refrigeration are a
definite plus. Must pass criminal background, drug and
security checks. Excellent physical condition required as
lifting, crouching and bending required.

FREE PRESS ADS WORK!

Email Resume/Work History to:
kelseysappliance@roadrunner.com

Five Town CSD/MSAD #28

SCHOOL NURSE SUBSTITUTES
($175.00 per diem)

Five Town CSD and MSAD #28 are seeking Occasional
School Nurse Substitutes for our schools. Qualified
candidates will hold a current license to practice professional
nursing in Maine. Knowledge of child and adolescent growth
and development along with the knowledge of nursing care
for children and adolescents recommended. Competency
in emergency care a must. Experience working in a school
setting and/or with children and adolescents highly desired.
Selected candidates will need to be fingerprinted and will
undergo a background check
For a paper application – please contact
Human Resources at 236-3358, ext 4306.
You may also apply on-line at
www.applitrack.com/fivetowns/onlineapp
Along with the application, please submit a cover letter &
resume, copies of transcripts & Maine RN license, three
current letters of recommendation and fingerprinting
documentation, if available.
Send paper application packet to:
Superintendent of Schools
Five Town CSD/MSAD #28
7 Lions Lane
Camden, ME 04843
Fax: (207)236-7810
EOE

APPLIANCE and BEDDING
Sales Associate
Kelsey’s Appliance and Sleep Center has an
immediate, full time, year round opening for an
individual to sell Major Appliances and Bedding
products. Some previous sales experience is a
plus, but will consider training an impressive
candidate. Duties include waiting on customers
in the store and on the phone. Good telephone,
people, and computer skills are a must. Great
earning potential of $30-35K in first year
with hourly pay, monthly commissions and
manufacturers incentives.

Email Resume/Work History to:
kelseysappliance@roadrunner.com

HELP WANTED
Administrative Assistant

HELP WANTED
BC ELECTRIC
IS LOOKING FOR:

MASTER/
JOURNEYMEN
ELECTRICIAN
FULL TIME
STARTING PAY $26 - $30

PER HOUR

WORKING WITH GENERATORS
A PLUS BUT WE WILL TRAIN
MUST HAVE DRIVERS LICENSE

OFFICE 594-2955

EMAIL bcelec@hotmail.com

Circulation/Subscription
Manager

The Free Press and Courier Publications are
looking for someone to manage the distribution
and circulation of their publications.
Position would cover mailings,
compiling postal reports and sales reports,
managing delivery drivers and their routes,
handling collection of revenue from sales points
and assisting with subscriptions.
Knowledge of Excel, Word and Google Drive
helpful. Will train successful candidate
on in-house software.
Send resume to:
The Free Press/Courier Publications,
P.O Box 1076 Camden, ME 04843
or via e-mail: freepress@freepressonline.com.

Small vibrant synagogue in Rockland seeks highly
organized and self-motivated Administrative
Assistant for non-exempt 20-hour/week position
to provide administrative support to the rabbi and
coordinate office operations. Responsibilities
include: processing and recording revenue and
expenses; maintaining and updating member and
donor lists; preparing weekly email announcements;
typing letters and other documents; using word
processing, spreadsheet, and presentation software;
answering phone and responding to voice messages;
maintaining supplies and files; keeping records and
compiling reports; providing administrative support
to Hebrew School teacher; and working with rabbi,
board of directors, and lay leadership on programs.
Qualifications: at least high school diploma, some
college preferred; experience using MacBook,
Google Suite and Microsoft Office; basic accounting/
bookkeeping knowledge; and ability to work with
a variety of people with patience, confidentiality,
tact, and showing a willing attitude of service and
professionalism. Knowledge or background in
Judaism not required; must be open and willing to
learn.
EEO employer.

Send resume and letter of interest to
info@adasyoshuron.org; or mail to Adas Yoshuron,
Attn: President, P.O. Box 1250, Rockland, ME 04841.
Applications accepted until August 21, 2020.

Cook - Full Time - Days/Evenings
At Country Manor, our goals involve providing excellent service to our residents
while promoting an environment where our employees are treated with
the respect they deserve.
We have an excellent career opportunity for committed professionals
to join our dietary team!
Supervisor & leadership skills required. Minimum 2 years institutional
cooking experience preferred, flexibility a must.

END HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

Call to see what we have to offer!
Please contact:
Carol Cooley, Business Office Manager
Country Manor Nursing Home
PO Box 209
132 Main Street
Coopers Mills, ME 04341
Phone: (207) 549-7471 Fax: (207) 549-3617
country@ncaltc.com E.O.E
www.northcountryassociates.com
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BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED
CREATE EXTRA INCOME Looking for a young person to
help with vacuuming/laundry,
Have you wished you
9 a.m.–noon on Fridays.
could tailor an income that
Minimum wage if experiwould fit your needs and
enced. If not, will train.
not someone else’s?
From the region of Port Clyde/
Visit or call to learn more.
Tenants Harbor unless you
OwnitBuilditGrowit.com
can drive.
207-613-5517
Call Joline at 207-975-7466.
(8/25)

(8/18)

HELP WANTED SEASONAL EMPLOYEE
LANDSCAPER — Estab- NEEDED — September to
lished midcoast company early November. We have a
dedicated to quality tree care great team of employees and
seeks person to assist arborists/ need one more hard-working
climbers with tree preserva- apple enthusiast to join it. This
tion, pruning, planting. Must opening involves retail/custombe conscientious, responsible, er service, kitchen value-added
committed to quality and safety. production, and apple harvest/
Work is physically demanding, processing. Weekends a must.
environmentally rewarding. Inquire with Emily: emily@
(8/11)
Clean driver’s license, reliable hopeorchards.com.

transportation. Prefer experience, but will train. Smoke-free TREE SERVICES
workplace. Equal opportunity
employer. TREEKEEPERS GREEN’S TREE SERVICE
• Tree, brush removal
LLC at 207-236-6855. (kr)
• Pruning
HIRING CARING PEOPLE
• Aerial truck or climber
— Do you have a loving heart? • Chipping, stump-grinding
Cared for elderly? Raised chil• Lots Cleared
dren? Volunteer? Train to be a
Free Estimates
home care worker and make Licensed & Insured Arborist
a valuable contribution to the
Matt Green, 322-0320.
senior population. Call 354— Reasonable Rates —
7077. Full and part time, flex(kr)

ible hours. Stop by for free
coffee at 641 St. George Road,
SERVICES
South Thomaston, Monday
through Thursday from 8 a.m. SOULE’S CARPENTRY
to 4 p.m. Or … email recepSiding, roofing, garages,
tion@askforhomecare for conwindow replacement,
sideration. A rewarding oppordecks and more.
tunity.
(kr)
Free estimates.

Fully insured.
SPROUL’S FURNITURE
Call 691-6758.
HELP WANTED
Ask for David.
IMMEDIATE OPENING
(kr)

Looking for a full or part time
JR’S
PAINTING
year round delivery person.
Fine Interiors/Exteriors
Flexible hours if needed.
Painting & Staining,
Must be honest, reliable, able Sheetrocking, Pressure Washing,
to lift furniture, and provide a
Plaster Repair.
clean driver’s license.
Free estimates. References.
Please stop in for an applicaFully Insured.
tion, pay based on experience.
273-6116.
(kr)
76 Main St., Newcastle

563-3535
BCB PROPERTY
www.sproulsfurniture.net
SERVICES
(8/25)

- Small Lot Clearing, Chipping ARBORIST/TREE CLIMB- - Tree Removal & Pruning ER — Established midcoast - Bush Hogging, Field Mowing - Tractor Services company dedicated to quality
tree care and preservation seeks • MAINTAINING ALL YOUR
experienced tree climber skilled
OUTDOOR SPACES •
in aesthetic pruning, cabling,
BETTER CALL BEN
bracing, removals to join our
207-542-3299
talented team. Must be consci(kr)
entious, responsible, committed 
to quality and safety. Current
Maine arborist license, clean
driver’s license. Smoke-free
FREE PRESS
workplace, Equal opportunity
ADS WORK!
employer. TREEKEEPERS
LLC
at 207-236-6855. (kr)


Run your ad one week for only $6.65/week for 20 words – 20¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for two weeks for only $6.13/week for 20 words – 15¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for three or more weeks for only $5.55/week for 20 words – 10¢ each additional word.
(Please print clearly & include your phone number!)
DEADLINE IS NOON ON WEDNESDAY FOR THE FOLLOWING TUESDAY ISSUE
I would like my ad to read

Please run my classified ad ___ times and list it under:
___ Vehicles ___ Boating ___ For Rent ___ For Sale
___ Help Wanted ___ Real Estate ___ Services ___ Wanted
___ Yard Sale ___ Other
Name
Adress
Town
Phone
RENTAL
ROCKLAND — 2-bedroom
house for rent, intown Rockland, 750 square feet. Quiet
neighborhood, deck, large clean
basement, nicely landscaped,
private backyard, no pets or
smoking. $1,200 a month plus
utilities. Lawn mowing included. Call 542-7247 or 975-2146.
(kr)

FOR SALE
Designer Head Board with
Frame, king size, painted
antique white, $90. Moving
other
items. Cell 305-790-9670.

Life Magazine with Johnny
Cash on Cover, November
21, 1969, $50. Diamond plate
chrome toolbox, full size pickup, $50. 230-1195.

192 Main St. Thomaston

One bedroom apartments that are conveniently
located right downtown, rent is 30% of income and
includes: wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,
community living room, parking and professional
Service Coordination on site.

If Paying by Credit Card Just Call in Your Ad
Copy at 596-6696 Or, enclose payment and:
Mail to: P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076
or Bring to: 6 Virginia Avenue, 2nd floor, Camden

MAINELY
ANTIQUES
&B PAPER
I L
T
,
s

ooking to

uy

oys

Photographs, Signs,
Magazines & More

596-0077

or email: metprant@yahoo.com

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

Deadline is WEDNESDAY at NOON for the following
TUESDAY issue.
Flat Stones for Walkway, large
size,
10 for $100. 845-2617.

Toro Recycler GTS Lawn
Mower, red, 6.0 HP, Model
VLV126, good condition, $100.
593-8770.

Two Anchors, 1 mushroom,
1 claw types 15 lbs. each, $20
each or both for $30. 390-0720,
leave
message.

Electric Hair Dryer, professional hard bonnet style (table
top), $5. 11/2 dozen large adult
diapers,
$4. 594-4704.

Wooden Chair with upholstered
cushion, $15. Open back chair,
$10. Can email photos, 563-7100.
Small Wooden Bench with
Back, 36"x36"x12", good condition, $20. 975-6017.
Pull-up Bar, black and silver,
excellent condition like new.
$15. TrueTemper wheelbarrow,
needs a little work, old parts
need tightening, $20. 596-6344.
Atlantic Woodstove, 28" firebox, burns 24" log, extra stove
bricks, utensils, 6 pc. protective
gate with door, $100. 596-6896.

KNOX HOTEL APARTMENTS


SENIOR HOUSING — The
Maximum Income Limits are
Homesteads in Cushing and
$28,680 for 1 Person
Owls Head have vacancies
$32,760 for 2 Persons
for seniors who wish to live
in a home-like environment
If interested, please call
but need homemaking and/or
Sherry at 594-2743
personal/nursing services. The
TDD/TTY 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 702
Homesteads provide a small,
intimate setting where frail
elderly can age in place and
pay for services as needed at
SELF HELP
STORAGE
significantly lower rates than
AND
SUPPORT
traditional medical facilities.
WATERMAN BEACH
We have enjoyed a reputation
STORAGE
AL-ANON HOTLINE
for high-quality meals and ser10 x 15 unit, $80
For meeting information
vices for more than 25 years.
10 x 20 unit, $100
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Information and pictures of
10 x 25 unit, $120.
1-800-498-1844
available rooms/suites can be South Thomaston, 975-1326. 
accessed by calling 354-7077 or
NA HOTLINE
(kr)

at
For meeting information
 www.homeshareinc.com. (kr)
1-800-974-0062
SELF HELP
www.namaine.org
STORAGE

AND SUPPORT
MIDCOAST DEPRESSION
EVERGREEN SELF STORAA HOTLINE
AND BIPOLAR SUPPORT
AGE — 6x10 to 10x40 sizes,
For meeting information
ALLIANCE
all paved, Rte. 17, Washington, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Peer Run Support Groups Open
785-4464, or Exit 132, W. Fair1-800-737-6237
to Anyone Living with Mental
field, 453-7131, 50% off 1st
AAmaine.org
Issues, Diagnoses or Mood Dismonth with 3-month minimum. 
CELEBRATE RECOVERY orders.
(kr)

Freedom Fellowship Church, Meets Thursdays, 7-8:30 p.m. at the
INDIVIDUAL 8’ X 12’ UNITS 721 Bath Rd., Wiscasset. Fri., 6 First Universalist Church in Rock— are secure, clean, dry and p.m. Free meal following meet- land; corner of 345 Broadway and
private. Only $40 monthly. Call ing. Christ-centered recovery Court Street. Parking and entrance
anytime, 832-4204, Friendship. and support program for all. are at the back of the church.
FMI:
230-4684 and 505-2663.
(kr)
FMI:
Matt, 344-8660.




MARKET BASKET
Please read: As long as the total
price of all your items is $100 or
less, it’s FREE (ads must include
prices for all items or we cannot
run the ad).
Market Basket ads run for two
weeks. Only one per household
per week will be printed. We
can only accept ads that are 20
words or less. We cannot accept
ads over the phone — we do
accept faxes (596-6698). Market Basket ads must be received
by noon Wednesday for inclusion in the next week’s issue.
NO BUSINESS, SERVICE or
YARD SALE ADS qualify for
the Market Basket. Ads that
do not follow these guidelines
cannot be printed.

Applications are now being taken for the

Cost for 1st 20/words/week = $
Additional words
=$
Subtotal = $
Times # of weeks ad to run
x
TOTAL Due = $

Lobster Festival Poster Collection, dates 2000-2015 and rolled
up,
 $20 each. 354-0345.
Sewing Machine, cabinet dressmaker, needs cleaning, book
included,
$75. 722-6033.

20" WeeRider Co-Pilot Bike,
easy connect to adult bike, $70.
593-2080.

Tw o P a i r B i f o l d D o o rs ,
24"x80", brand new in wrappings,
$50 a pair. 596-7742. ■

TrueTemper Wheelbarrow,
needs a little work, old parts
need
tightening, $30. 596-6344.

Yakima Roof Racks. Lots of
components from numerous
rack assemblies I no longer use.
A real bargain. All or nothing,
$100. 322-7070, Camden.
Kitchen Tile Table, 62"x35",
$40. TV stand, fits 32" flat
screen TV with cubby and shelf,
$50. Interested? Have pics, 5424476.

Canning Jars, quarts, pints, $5
per dozen. About 10 dozen? Veggie dehydrator, extra trays, used
twice, $40. 218-4061, Belfast.

SELF HELP AND SUPPORT
ROCKLAND PEER
SUPPORT CENTER
Living with mental health or
substance use challenge? Peers at
RPSC have challenges, too, so we
“Get It.” A safe place to land, to
just hangout, or to check out our
groups, we’re here! Lunch and
snacks available for a modest fee.
Rockland:
12 Union Street
FMI: 207-701-4417
apierce@mainebehavioralhealthcare.org or www.face book.com/MBHRocklandPeer.





PROSTATE CANCER
SUPPORT GROUP
New Prostate Cancer Networking/
Support Group, second Monday monthly, 5:30-7:30 p.m.,
Rockland Room, Knox Center,
6 White Street, Rockland. FMI:
charhuschle@gmail.com or 617756-4703.

CO-DEPENDENTS
ANONYMOUS (CODA)
Tues., 10-11:30 a.m., Library,
St. Andrew’s Episcopal
Church, Glidden St.,
Newcastle.
FMI:
563-6209.




MARKET BASKET RULES
Maximum number of Words per Ad = 20 2 Total of all items added together must be $100 or less!
Ads must be priced or they cannot be run. 4 Wanted ads seeking items costing over $100 cannot be run.
5 Only one ad per week per person/phone number. 6 No business, service or yard sale ads accepted.
Use the regular classified ad form for these and all other ads which don’t fit the above guidelines —
Ads that don’t follow these guidelines cannot be printed!
1
3

7 Market Basket Ads Automatically Run For Two Weeks. 8 Mail To: The Free Press MB, P.O. Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076. 9 Sorry, we cannot take Market Basket ads by phone or e-mail, but you can fax
your ad to 596-6698. 10 Do NOT copy this form and then fax it — copies from newsprint don’t fax well, and we
can’t read them — write your ad on a white sheet of paper and fax that — remember to include your phone number. 11 And about the handwriting: If we can’t read it, we can’t run it.

Market Basket Ad deadline WEDNESDAY at NOON
for the following TUESDAY issue.
Bicycles, almost-new Roadmasters girls, 26-inch blue,
24-inch pink/purple, $40 each.
594-9780

Wii Sports, 2 controls, plus
Wiifit, almost new condition,
great home family entertainment, $75. Cell 786-229-9348,
Rockland.


Rollator, as new, blue, 500 lb.
cap, seat, basket, cash only,
$100.
785-3222.

USMC Jerry Can, $20. (1)
215-70-16, Yokohama tire,
even, good tread, $20. Diamondplate toolbox, full size
$60. 230-1195.
pickup,



T-Square, acrylic edge, 36",
$10. (Blick @26)H. 563-5663,
between
10 a.m. and 8 p.m.

Animal Cages, different prices.
Lots of new earrings, 50¢ each.
342-5360.

Large SUV Cover, new, about
100"x77”x60”, $25. 864-2549759, Warren.

FREE
Free: Four Window Boxes,
nearly new, store-bought, 32"
width, identical, clean, unpainted.
 322-7070, Camden. ■

FREE PRESS
ADS WORK!

Not all channels available in all parts of The Free Press circulation area.

For the latest on
TV – either live or
streaming – go to:
https://ontvtoday.com/

CHANNEL LINE-UP
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Knox County

CKSH – French
UPN – WPME
FOX – WFPO
CBS – WABI
NBC – WCSH
PEG – Public
ABC – WMTW

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

TWCTV
MPBS – WCBB
PEG – Education
WB – WPXT
CBS – WGME
QVC
HSN
CHLT
Shop NBC
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Blue Bloods “Trust” Blue Bloods “By Hook
Blue Bloods “Mind
Blue Bloods “Black- Blue Bloods (In
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Å (DVS)
or by Crook”
Games” (In Stereo) out” Å (DVS)
MasterChef The contestants must replicate a FOX23 News at Ten DailySeinfeld Two and Two and
(N) (Live) Å
Å
cake. (In Stereo) Å (DVS)
MailTV
Half Men Half Men
Late Show-Colbert
James
Big Brother (N) (In
Tough as Nails
SEAL Team “Fog of News
Corden
Stereo) Å
“Trash Day” (N)
War” Å (DVS)
America’s Got Talent World of Dance “The Chicago P.D. “I Was NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
(N) Å
World Final”
Here”
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
United We Goldbergs Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. The agents WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
Fall
work to beat the Chronicoms. (N)
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
Nature “Undercover NOVA The Egyptian Forces of Nature “Mo- PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
in the Jungle”
pyramids.
tion” Å
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
The 100 “Etherea”
Coroner Jenny inves- WMTW Mike &
Last Man Last Man 2 Broke 2 Broke
Bellamy is missing. tigates a death.
News 8 Molly
Standing Standing Girls
Girls
CBS 13 Ent.
Big Brother (N) (In
Tough as Nails
SEAL Team “Fog of CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Stereo) Å
“Trash Day” (N)
War” Å (DVS)
News
Corden
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Ninja Warrior
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
World Poker Tour
NBA Basketball: Raptors vs 76ers
NBA Basketball: Clippers vs Nuggets
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
Johnsonville ACL Cornhole
Johnsonville ACL Cornhole
NFL Live Å
UFC Main Event
Red Sox MLB Baseball: Tampa Bay Rays at Boston Red Sox. (N) (Live)
Extra
Red Sox NESN After Hours
Baseball
Married- Married- Married at First Sight The couples wake up Marrying Millions
Married at First
Married at First
Sight
Sight
on their honeymoon. (N) Å
(N) Å
Sight Å
Sight Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Anderson Cooper
CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Deal or No Deal
Deal or No Deal
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Hot Ones Jokers
Jokers
(6:00) ››› “Bach- Movie: ›››‡ “Peyton Place” (1957) Lana Turner. Grace Met- Movie: ››› “Madame X” (1966, Drama)
elor in Paradise”
alious’ steamy tale of life in a New England town. Å
Lana Turner, John Forsythe. Å
(5:30) Movie: “Mad All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite (N) (Live) Å Movie: ››‡ “Riddick” (2013, Science Fiction) Vin
“Book of
Max: Fury Road”
Diesel, Karl Urban, Jordi Mollà. Å (DVS)
El”
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk Corpo
Daily
Corpo
South Pk South Pk
Movie: ›› “xXx: Return of Xander Cage” Movie: ››› “Straight Outta Compton” (2015) O’Shea Jackson
(5:30) Movie: ›‡
“Baywatch” (2017) (2017) Vin Diesel. (In Stereo) Å
Jr. N.W.A revolutionizes music and pop culture in 1988. Å
NCIS Å (DVS)
WWE NXT (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Movie: ››› “Rush Hour” (1998, Action) Mod Fam Mod Fam
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Full
Conan Å Full
New Girl Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
Frontal
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
First 48-Haunts
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(6:00) “Rambo: First Movie: ››‡ “The Lost World: Jurassic Park” (1997, Adventure) Movie: ››‡ “Jurassic Park III” (2001)
Blood Part II”
Jeff Goldblum, Julianne Moore. Å
Sam Neill, William H. Macy. Å
Real Housewives
Real Housewives
Real Housewives/Beverly
Real Housewives
Cash
Cash
Botched
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
(6:00) “Chance at
Movie: “The Secret Ingredient” (2020) Erin Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Romance” (2013)
Cahill, Brendan Penny. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
David
Gaither Stage
Acres
Gospel
Elevation S. Fur
Steven
Prince
Access
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire (N)
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire
My 600-Lb. Life
My 600-Lb. Life (In Stereo) (Part 2 of 2)
My 600-Lb. Life “The Assanti Brothers”
My 600-Lb. Life
Jaws Awakens
Monster Under
Shark Lair
Great White
Expedition Un.
Monster Under
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Love-Raymond
Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King of Queens
Simpson Simpson Simpson Simpson Movie: ›‡ “The Waterboy” (1998) Å
The 700 Club Å
“Wedding Sing.”
Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Big City Big City Amphibia The Owl Gabby
Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Big City Amphibia Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
Greens Greens Å
House
Duran
Greens Å
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law: Uncuffed (N) (In Stereo)
North Wo. Law
North Woods Law
Lone Star Law
(6:30) Movie: ›‡ “Gone in Sixty Seconds” Movie: ››› “Beetlejuice” (1988, Com- Movie: › “Anaconda” (1997, Suspense)
(2000, Action) Nicolas Cage. Å
edy) Michael Keaton, Alec Baldwin. Å
Jennifer Lopez, Ice Cube. Å
Blue Bloods “Meet
the New Boss”
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207
Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune (N)
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å
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Chicago P.D. (In
Chicago P.D. “Fagin” Chicago P.D. “Army Chicago P.D. “Fork in Chicago P.D. “ReChicago P.D. (In
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Å (DVS)
of One” (In Stereo) the Road”
form” Å (DVS)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
MLB Baseball: Milwaukee Brewers at Chicago Cubs. Wrigley Field. FOX23 News at Ten DailySeinfeld Two and Two and
(N) (In Stereo Live)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Å
Half Men Half Men
Big Bang Discover Big Brother (N) (In
Young
The
Bull “The Flying
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Bangor
Stereo Live) Å
Sheldon Unicorn Carpet” Å
Corden
207
Inside
Coronavirus & the
Ellen’s Game of
Law & Order: Special NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Classroom (N) Å
Games Å
Victims Unit
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Holey Moley (N) (In Don’t “Don’t Quit Your To Tell the Truth (N) WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
Fortune (N)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Day Job” (N)
Å (DVS)
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
PBS NewsHour (In Outside: Family
Speedway Maine
PBS NewsHour (In TBA
AmanStereo) Å
Beyond of Us
Stereo) Å
pour-Co
Mom Å Mom Å Killer Camp “A Killer Penn & Teller: Fool WMTW Mike &
Last Man Last Man 2 Broke 2 Broke
Finale” (N)
Us (In Stereo) Å
News 8 Molly
Standing Standing Girls
Girls
CBS 13 Ent.
Big Brother (N) (In
Young
The
Bull “The Flying
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Stereo Live) Å
Sheldon Unicorn Carpet” Å
News
Corden
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Early Edition Å
NBA Basketball: Wizards vs Celtics
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
World Poker Tour
NFL Live Å
To Be Announced
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
WNBA Basketball: Sparks vs Mystics
WNBA Basketball: Lynx vs Aces
NFL Live Å
UFC Unleashed
Baseball Extra
Red Sox My Story Behind B Bruins
NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
MLB Baseball
Married at First
Married at First Sight Married at First Sight Married at First Sight Married at First
Married at First
Sight Å
(N) Å
(N) Å
(N) Å
Sight Å
Sight Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Coronavirus: Facts Anderson Cooper
CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Coronavirus: Facts
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Tacoma Tacoma Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
(5:45) Movie: ››› Movie: ›››› “Grand Hotel” (1932)
Movie: ›››› “Dinner at Eight” (1933) Movie: ››‡ “Night
Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford. Å (DVS)
Marie Dressler, Jean Harlow. Å (DVS)
Club Scandal”
“Maytime” (1937)
(6:30) NBA Basketball (N) (In Stereo Live) NBA Basketball (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Inside the NBA
Basketball
Å
(N) Å
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Daily
Office
South Pk South Pk
Movie: ›››‡ “The Martian” (2015) Matt Damon, Kristen Wiig. A Movie: ›››‡ “The Martian” (2015) Matt Damon, Kristen Wiig. A
stranded astronaut tries to survive on Mars. (In Stereo) Å
stranded astronaut tries to survive on Mars. (In Stereo) Å
“Harry Potter”
Cannonball (N)
Chrisley Chrisley Cannonball (N)
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Lost Resort (N) Å Conan Å Lost Resort Å
Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Killer Couples Å
Killer Couples (N)
Killer Couples Å
License to Kill Å
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered “The Trap”
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 (N)
Court
Court
Court
Court
The First 48 Å
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›››‡ “Ghostbusters” (1984, Comedy) Bill Movie: ››‡ “Ghostbusters II” (1989, Comedy) Bill
Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Sigourney Weaver. Å
“Jurassic Park III” Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Harold Ramis. Å
Housewives/NYC
Housewives/NYC
Housewives/NYC
Watch
Movie: ››› “A League of Their Own” (1992) Å
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Restaurant: Impossible (N)
Beat
Beat
Beat
Restaurant: Im.
(6:00) Movie: “Sun, Movie: “The Perfect Bride” (2017) Pascale Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Sand & Romance” Hutton, Kavan Smith. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Praise Å
Watch
End/
P. Stone Drive
Praise Å
Prince
Osteen
Mountain Men
Mountain Men
Mountain Men (N)
Alone “Pins and Needles” (N)
Mnt. Men Mountain Men
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Popper
Dr. Pimple Pop
Feet-Killing Me
Dr. Pimple Popper
Extinct
Air Jaws 2020 (N)
Sharkadelic
Mako Nation (N)
Expedition Un.
Air Jaws 2020 Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King of Queens
(6:30) Movie: “The Waterboy” Movie: ››‡ “Jumanji” (1995) Robin Williams. Å
The 700 Club Å
“Greek Wedding”
Sponge. Sponge. “The Karate Kid”
Movie: ››‡ “The Karate Kid” (2010)
Friends Friends Friends Friends
Movie: “Zombies” (2018) Milo Movie: “Zombies 2” (2020) Meg Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Raven’s Raven’s Jessie Å
Manheim. (In Stereo) Å
Donnelly. (In Stereo) Å
Home
Home
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch “Battle Lines” Å
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Movie: ››› “Beetlejuice” (1988, Com- Movie: ››› “Twister” (1996, Action) Helen Hunt, Bill Movie: ››‡ “Trick ’r Treat”
edy) Michael Keaton, Alec Baldwin. Å
Paxton, Cary Elwes. Å
(2007) Anna Paquin. Å

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

TV Guide
C-SPAN
C-SPAN2
ION
PEG – Government
GAC
Comcast Sports Net
ESPN
ESPN2
NESN
MTV
VH-1
Lifetime
Spike TV
CMT
Weather Channel
NECN
FOX News
CNN

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56

TVListings
Headline News
TOON
CNBC
MSNBC
truTV
TCM
INSP
TNT
Comedy
FX
USA
TBS
Oxygen
A&E
AMC
Bravo
E!
HGTV
Food Network

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
85

Travel Channel
EWTN
Hallmark Channel
TBN
History Channel
TLC
Discovery
TV Land
BET
ABC Family
Nickelodeon
Disney Channel
Animal Planet
SCI-FI
TV5
ONTV4
Local Access

Seaside
Casual
Made in the USA • 20 Year Warranty

Rte. 90, Rockland

Tues.-Sat.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Visit us through
princesfurniture.com

Like Us
On Facebook

We make homes beautiful
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Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207
Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune (N)
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

594-3000
1-800-281-3796

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
WWE Friday Night SmackDown (N) (In
FOX23 News at Ten DailySeinfeld Two and Two and
Stereo)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Å
Half Men Half Men
The Greatest AtHome Magnum P.I. “A
Blue Bloods “Glass News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Videos (N)
World of Trouble”
Houses” (In Stereo)
Corden
The Wall “Holly and Dateline NBC (N) (In Stereo) Å
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Michael” Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Shark Tank (In
20/20 (N) (In Stereo) Å
WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
Stereo) Å (DVS)
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
PBS NewsHour (In AmanWashing- FiringThe War On D-Day, Allied troops invade France. (In
Stereo) Å
ton Wk
Hoover
Stereo) Å (DVS)
pour-Co
Masters- Masters- Being
Being
WMTW Mike &
Last Man Last Man 2 Broke 2 Broke
Illusion
Illusion
Reuben Reuben News 8 Molly
Standing Standing Girls
Girls
CBS 13 Ent.
The Greatest AtHome Magnum P.I. “A
Blue Bloods “Glass CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Videos (N)
World of Trouble”
Houses” (In Stereo) News
Corden
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Ninja Warrior
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
World Poker Tour
(6:30) NBA Basketball (In Stereo)
NBA Basketball (In Stereo)
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
UFC Live eSports
The Walk UFC 241: Cormier vs. Miocic 2 From Aug. 17, 2019.
UFC Live
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at New York Yankees. (N)
Extra
Red Sox NESN After Hours
MLB Baseball
King of
King of
Movie: ›› “Madea’s Witness Protection” (2012) Tyler Perry.
Movie: ›‡ “Traffik” (2018, Suspense)
Queens Queens Madea uses tough love on a Wall Street banker and his family.
Paula Patton, Omar Epps. Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Anderson Cooper
CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
American
American
American
American
American
American
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Movie: “Austin Powers in Goldmember” Impractical Jokers
(6:15) Movie: “The Movie: ››› “The Thomas Crown Affair” Movie: ›››› “The Great Escape” (1963) Steve McQueen.
Cincinnati Kid”
(1968) Steve McQueen, Paul Burke. Å
Allied POWs stage a daring escape from a Nazi prison camp.
Bones (In Stereo) Å Movie: ››‡ “Tag” (2018, Comedy) Ed Helms, Jon Hamm, Jeremy Renner. Premiere.
Movie: ›‡ “The
Five competitive friends play a no-holds-barred game of tag. Å (DVS)
House” (2017) Å
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk Chap
Chap
Chap
Chap
Chap
Chap
(5:30) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›› “Pitch Perfect 3” (2017) Anna Movie: ››› “Girls Trip” (2017, Comedy) Regina
“Girls
Kendrick, Rebel Wilson. (In Stereo) Å
Hall, Queen Latifah. (In Stereo) Å
Trip”
“Pitch Perfect 2”
NHL Hockey Å
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Movie: ›› “Suicide Squad” (2016) Will Smith. Armed Movie: ››‡ “Justice League” (2017, Action) Ben
ELEAGUE From
supervillains unite to battle a powerful entity.
Affleck, Henry Cavill, Gal Gadot. Å (DVS)
Paris, Feb. 21-23.
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Disappearance of Susan Cox Powell
Disappearance of Susan Cox Powell
(6:00) Live Rescue Live Rescue “Live Rescue -- 02.17.20”
Live Rescue “Live Rescue -- 02.24.20”
Live Rescue Å
(5:30) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ››‡ “Demolition Man” (1993, Science FicMovie: ››› “True Lies” (1994, Action) Arnold
“Ghostbusters II” tion) Sylvester Stallone, Wesley Snipes. Å
Schwarzenegger, Jamie Lee Curtis. Å
(6:02) Movie: “Catch Me if You Can”
Movie: ››› “Catch Me if You Can” (2002) Leonardo DiCaprio. Å
“E.T.”
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners, Drive
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners, Drive
(6:00) Movie: “Love Movie: “The Nine Lives of Christmas”
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
to the Rescue”
(2014, Children’s) Brandon Routh. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Staying Sane
Staying Sane
Staying Sane
Staying Sane
Increas End/
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens Å
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens Extraterrestrials; Egypt.
Ancient Aliens Å
90 Day: Other
90 Day Fiancé: Happily Ever After? (N)
90 Day
Doubling Down
90 Day
90 Day Fiancé
Abandoned Waters Alien Sharks
Great White
Tiger Shark King
I Was Prey
Alien Sharks
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King of Queens
Movie: “The Emperor’s New Groove”
Movie: ›››‡ “Bolt” (2008) (In Stereo)
The 700 Club Å
“My Little Pony”
Movie: ››‡ “Shrek Forever After” Å
Danger Unfi
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Sydney- Sydney- Coop & Bunk’d Å Raven’s Bunk’d Å Gabby
Sydney- Coop & Bunk’d Å Jessie Å
Home
Max
Max
Cami
Home
Duran
Max
Cami
River Monsters
River Monsters: Deadliest Man-Eaters
River Monsters
River Monsters
River Monsters
(6:30) Movie: ››› “Twister” (1996, Ac- Movie: ››› “Rush Hour” (1998, Action) Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama
tion) Helen Hunt, Bill Paxton. Å
Jackie Chan, Chris Tucker. Å (DVS)
Å
Å
Å
Å
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Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at New York Yankees. Yankee
FOX23
The Nite Ultimate Tag “Every Two and Two and
Stadium. (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
News
Show
Second Counts”
Half Men Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang NCIS: Los Angeles SEAL Team “Time to 48 Hours (N) (In
WABI TV5 Nite Show 2 Broke 2 Broke
Theory
Theory
“Provenance”
Shine” Å
Stereo) Å
We
Girls
Girls
Maine Life Cheers
NHL Hockey: Conference Quarterfinal: Teams TBA. (N) (In Stereo NEWS- Saturday Night Live Harry Styles
Fro
Live)
CENTER hosts and performs.
Wheel of Jeopardy! America’s Funniest Shark Tank (In
The Good Doctor
WMTW Castle Investigating a Entertain“Hurt” Å
Fortune
Home Videos
Stereo) Å (DVS)
News 8 friend of Castle’s.
ers
As Time W1A Å Mister
Are You Father Brown Bunty Doc Martin “All My
Austin City Limits (In UnderA Chef’s
Goes By
Winner
Served? is tried for murder.
Trials” Å
Stereo) Å
ground
Life Å
TOTAL
Simpsons Mike &
Mike &
2 Broke 2 Broke WMTW Last Man Last Man Paid
Easy
Emeril
MAINE
Molly
Molly
Girls
Girls
News 8 Standing Standing Program Workout!
America Judge
NCIS: Los Angeles SEAL Team “Time to 48 Hours (N) (In
CBS 13 Ring of Honor Wres- Outdoors
This
Judy
“Provenance”
Shine” Å
Stereo) Å
News
tling Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
The ’86 Celtics
Anything Is Possible:
Ninja Warrior
United Fight
Alpha 8 Å
(6:00) UFC 252: Miocic vs. Cormier 3 - Prelims (N) (Live)
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter Å
To Be Announced
E60
E60
E60
E60
Super Rugby
Cruisin’ Cruisin’ Baseball
NESN
NESN
NESN
Dirty
Baseball
(6:00) Movie: “The Movie: “Beware of Mom” (2020) Crystal
Movie: “Birthmother’s Betrayal” (2020)
Movie: “Beware of
Twisted Son” Å
Allen, René Ashton. Premiere. Å
Monica Rose Betz, Tanya Clarke. Å
Mom” (2020) Å
Life, Liberty
Watters’ World (N)
Justice Judge
Greg Gutfeld
Watters’ World
Justice Judge
Situation Room
Situation Room
Situation Room
Special Report
United Shades
Newsroom
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
MSNBC Live (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Tacoma Jokes
Jokes
(6:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ›››› “An American in Paris” Movie: ›››‡ “My Name Is
Movie: ››‡ “Illegal” (1955)
“Executive Suite” (1951, Musical) Gene Kelly. Å (DVS)
Julia Ross” (1945) Nina Foch. Edward G. Robinson. Å
(5:45) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›› “We’re the Millers” (2013, Comedy) Jen- Movie: ›› “Couples Retreat” (2009, Comedy) Vince
nifer Aniston, Jason Sudeikis. Å (DVS)
Vaughn, Jason Bateman. Å (DVS)
“Tag” (2018)
South Pk South Pk Movie: ››› “Megamind” (2010) Å
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk
(5:00) “The Amazing Movie: ››› “Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle”
Movie: ››› “Jumanji: Welcome to the Jungle”
Spider-Man”
(2017, Adventure) Dwayne Johnson. (In Stereo) Å
(2017, Adventure) Dwayne Johnson. (In Stereo) Å
“Avengers: Age”
Movie: ››› “Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2” (2017)
Movie: ››› “Avengers: Age of Ultron”
(5:00) Movie: ››› Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Full
Movie: ››‡ “Central Intelligence” (2016) Å (DVS)
“Wonder Woman” Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Mark of a Ser
Mark of a Ser
Mark of a Ser
(5:00) Live Rescue Live Rescue “Live Rescue -- 12.16.19”
Live Rescue “Live Rescue -- 03.02.20”
Live Rescue Å
(5:00) Movie: ›››› “The Godfather”
Movie: ›››› “The Godfather, Part II” (1974, Crime Drama) Al Pacino, Robert Duvall.
(1972) Marlon Brando, Al Pacino. Å
Michael Corleone moves his father’s crime family to Las Vegas. Å
“Harry Potter”
Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1” (2010) Å
“Harry Potter and Deathly”
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Movie: “The Last Bridesmaid” (2019)
Movie: “Wedding Every Weekend” (2020) Movie: “Nature of Love” (2020) Emilie
Rachel Boston, Paul Campbell. Å
Kimberley Sustad. Premiere. Å
Ullerup, Christopher Russell. Å
In Touch
Huckabee (N) Å
Some
Hour of Power
Youseff Huckabee Å
Some
Fontaine
The UnXplained
The UnXplained
The UnXplained (N) Unidentified
The UnXplained
The UnXplained
Say Yes, Dress
Say Yes, Dress
Say Yes, Dress
Gypsy Wedding
Gypsy Wedding
Say Yes, Dress
Sharkadelic
Sharks-Ghost
Wicked Sharks (N) Sharks Gone Wild
I Was Prey: Terrors Sharks-Ghost
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two and Half Men
“Panda Movie: ››› “Despicable Me” (2010)
Movie: ››› “Despicable Me 2” (2013) (In Stereo)
“Puss in Boots”
Loud
Danger Unfi
All That Sponge. Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Big City Big City Big City Amphibia The Owl Amphibia Big City Big City Big City Amphibia Jessie Å Jessie Å
Greens Greens Greens (N) Å
House
Å
Greens Greens Greens Å
Pit Bulls-Parole
Pit Bulls & Parolees Pit Bulls-Parole
Secret Life-Zoo
Pit Bulls-Parole
Pit Bulls-Parole
Movie: ›› “Rush Hour 2” (2001, Action) Movie: ›‡ “Rush Hour 3” (2007, Action) Futurama Futurama Dallas & Futurama
Å
Å
Jackie Chan, Chris Tucker. Å (DVS)
Jackie Chan, Chris Tucker. Å
Robo (N) Å
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NCIS: Los Angeles
“Fighting Shadows”
Last Man DuncanStanding ville
60 Minutes (N) (In
Stereo) Å
The Titan Games Å
(DVS)
America’s Funniest
Home Videos
Last Tango in Halifax
(In Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

NCIS: Los Angeles Chicago P.D. “Snitch” Chicago P.D. “Home” Chicago P.D. “Fallen” Chicago P.D. “Care
“Blaze of Glory”
(In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
Under Fire”
Simpsons Bless the Bob’s
Family
FOX23 News at Ten Ring of Honor Wres- Seinfeld Seinfeld
Harts
Burgers Guy
(N) (Live) Å
tling Å
Å
Å
Big Brother (N) (In
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: New Orleans News
Van
Bensinger Castle
Stereo) Å
“Murder of Crows”
“Spies & Lies”
Susteren
“Setup”
The Titan Games Å America’s Got Talent “Live Show 1” Eleven NEWS- American Ninja War- Inside
(DVS)
performers compete live. Å
CENTER rior Å
Edition
Celebrity Family Feud Press Your Luck “The Match Game (In
WMTW Soledad Major Crimes “Dead
Å (DVS)
Legend”
Stereo) Å (DVS)
News 8 O’Brien Zone” Å
Lucy Worsley’s Royal Endeavour on Masterpiece “Raga” Racial
Professor T. Profes- Lucy Worsley’s Royal
Photo Album
tensions escalate in Oxford. (N)
sor T’s rough patch. Photo Album
Fridge Wars (N) (In Supernatural “Raising WMTW Soledad Simpsons Simpsons Bob’s
Bob’s
Stereo)
Hell” Å
News 8 O’Brien
Burgers Burgers
60 Minutes (N) (In
Big Brother (N) (In
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: New Orleans CBS 13 America This Week Bensinger
Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
“Murder of Crows”
“Spies & Lies”
News
(N) (In Stereo) Å
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Angling Golf
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
Immor
Short
World Poker Tour
World Poker Tour
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at New York Yankees. (N)
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
SportCtr
MLB Baseball (N) (Live)
SportsCenter
SportsCenter
World of X Games
WNBA Basketball
Behind B Bruins
Dining
Red Sox NESN
NESN
NESN
Dirty
WNBA Basketball
(6:00) Movie: “BeMovie: “Psycho Sister-in-Law” (2020,
Movie: “Her Deadly Groom” (2020) Kate Movie: “Psycho
ware of Mom” Å
Suspense) Andrea Bowen. Premiere. Å
Watson, Michael DeVorzon. Å
Sister-in-Law” Å
Fox News Sunday
Life, Liberty
Revolution
Watters’ World
Life, Liberty
Revolution
Situation Room
Anderson Cooper
Anderson Cooper
United Shades
State of the Union
Newsroom
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Kasie DC (N) (Live) Å
MSNBC Special
MSNBC Special
Dateline Extra (N) Å
Jokes
Tacoma Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
(6:00) ››› “Room Movie: ›››‡ “To Catch a Thief” (1955) Movie: ›››‡ “Charade” (1963, SusMovie: ››‡ “Dream
for One More” Å Cary Grant, Grace Kelly. Å
pense) Cary Grant, Audrey Hepburn. Å
Wife” Å
(5:00) “Rogue One: Movie: ››‡ “Solo: A Star Wars Story” (2018, Science Fiction) Movie: ›››‡ “Star Wars: The Force
A Star Wars Story” Alden Ehrenreich, Emilia Clarke, Donald Glover. Å (DVS)
Awakens” (2015) Harrison Ford.
(6:00) “Megamind” Movie: ›››‡ “Shrek” (2001) Å
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk
Movie: ››› “Spider-Man: Homecoming” (2017) Tom Holland. Movie: ››› “Spider-Man: Homecoming” (2017) Tom Holland.
Peter Parker harnesses his new powers to battle the Vulture.
Peter Parker harnesses his new powers to battle the Vulture.
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam
The Mis- The Mis- Movie: ››‡ “Central Intelligence” (2016) Movie: ››‡ “Uncle Drew” (2018) Kyrie
Movie: ›› “Fist
ery Index ery Index Dwayne Johnson. Å (DVS)
Irving, Lil Rel Howery. Å (DVS)
Fight” (2017)
License to Kill Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
Movie: ›››› “GoodFellas” (1990) Robert De Niro, Ray Liotta. NOS4A2 Vic and
NOS4A2 Vic and
Movie: ››››
An Irish-Italian hood joins the 1950s New York Mafia. Å
Maggie take a trip.
Maggie take a trip.
“GoodFellas” Å
Housewives
Housewives
Housewives
Watch
Housewives
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Chopped (N) Å
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Chopped Å
Movie: “Wedding Every Weekend” (2020, Movie: “From Friend to Fiancé” (2019)
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Romance) Kimberley Sustad. Å
Jocelyn Hudon, Ryan Paevey. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Jewish
Robert
Osteen
David
Huckabee Å
Metaxas World
Praise Å
Praise Å
American Pickers
American Pickers
Apocalypse Earth (N) (In Stereo) Å
American Pickers
Apocalypse Earth
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé: Happily Ever After? (N)
Darcey & Stacey
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé
Tyson vs. Jaws
Naked and Afraid (N) (In Stereo) Å
Shark Week (N)
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two and Half Men
“Despic Movie: ››› “Despicable Me 2” (2013) (In Stereo)
Movie: ››‡ “Hotel Transylvania” (2012) Movie: “Matilda”
Avatar
Avatar
Avatar
Avatar
Movie: ››‡ “Rio 2” (2014) (In Stereo)
Friends Friends Friends Friends
Jessie Å Jessie Å Bunk’d Å Raven’s Sydney- Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Gabby
Gabby
Raven’s Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
Max
Duran
Duran
Home
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law (N)
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law
“Rush
Movie: ››‡ “Men in Black 3” (2012, Action) Will
Wynonna Earp
Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama
Å
Å
Å
Å
Hour 3” Smith, Tommy Lee Jones, Josh Brolin. Å
“Afraid” (N)
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CSI: Miami Horatio’s
ex resurfaces.
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207
Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

CSI: Miami (In
CSI: Miami “Ambush” CSI: Miami “All In” (In
Å
Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
9-1-1 The 118 fights 9-1-1: Lone Star
FOX23 News at Ten
an apartment blaze. “Bum Steer”
(N) (Live) Å
Neighbor- BobAll Rise (In Stereo) Bull “Imminent
hood
Abishola Å
Danger” Å
American Ninja Warrior (In Stereo) Å (DVS) 2020 Democratic
Convention (N)
To Be Announced

Single Wide

Double Wide

CSI: Miami Vigilante CSI: Miami “Tunnel
targets predators.
Vision” Å
DailySeinfeld Two and Two and
MailTV
Å
Half Men Half Men
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Corden
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
PBS NewsHour Convention Coverage “Democratic National Con- PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
vention” Coverage of the Democratic convention. (N) Å
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Whose
Whose
Penn & Teller: Fool WMTW Mike &
Last Man Last Man 2 Broke 2 Broke
Line
Line
Us (N) Å
News 8 Molly
Standing Standing Girls
Girls
CBS 13 Ent.
Neighbor- BobAll Rise (In Stereo) Bull “Imminent
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight hood
Abishola Å
Danger” Å
News
Corden
CSI: Miami Å
CSI: Miami Å
CSI: Miami Å
CSI: Miami “All In”
CSI: Miami Å
CSI: Miami Å
Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Ninja Warrior
Boston Tonight
Baseball Baseball Boston Tonight
NBA Basketball
NBA Basketball: First Round: Teams TBA. (N) (Live)
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
SportsCenter Special (N) (Live)
NFL Live Å
MLB Baseball: Boston Red Sox at New York Yankees. (N)
Extra
Red Sox NESN After Hours
MLB Baseball
Grey’s Anatomy
Movie: ››› “Hitch” (2005) Will Smith, Eva Mendes. A smooth- Movie: ›‡ “What Happens in Vegas”
“Freedom” Å
talker helps a shy accountant woo an heiress. Å
(2008) Cameron Diaz, Rob Corddry. Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Democratic National Convention Å
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Convention
2020: Democratic National Convention
Convention
Convention
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
American Greed (N) American Greed
American Greed
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Tacoma Tacoma Movie: ››‡ “Hot Tub Time Machine”
“Hot Tub Mach.”
(6:00) Movie: “The Movie: ›››‡ “The Hunchback of Notre Movie: ›››› “Miracle on 34th Street” Movie: ››› “This
Wings of Eagles”
Dame” (1939, Drama) Charles Laughton.
(1947, Fantasy) Maureen O’Hara. Å
Land Is Mine” Å
“Rogue Movie: ››‡ “Solo: A Star Wars Story” (2018, Science Fiction) Movie: ››› “Edge of Tomorrow” (2014, Science
One”
Alden Ehrenreich, Emilia Clarke, Donald Glover. Å (DVS)
Fiction) Tom Cruise, Emily Blunt. Å (DVS)
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Daily
Office
South Pk South Pk
(5:30) Movie: ››› Movie: ››‡ “Hotel Transylvania 3: Sum- Movie: ››‡ “Hotel Transylvania 3: Sum- Movie: ››‡ “Peter
“Ferdinand” (2017) mer Vacation” (2018) (In Stereo) Å
mer Vacation” (2018) (In Stereo) Å
Rabbit” (2018) Å
Chicago P.D.
WWE Monday Night RAW (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
American American Conan Å Seinfeld Seinfeld Conan Å
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Dad (N) Dad
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS Å (DVS)
NCIS Å (DVS)
(6:00) Hoarders
Hoarders “Dennis” (N) (In Stereo) Å
Intervention (N)
Hoarders Å
Hoarders “Dennis”
(5:30) Movie: ››› Movie: ››‡ “The Fast and the Furious” (2001, Ac- Movie: ›› “2 Fast 2 Furious” (2003, Action) Paul
“Total Recall” Å
tion) Vin Diesel, Paul Walker. Å
Walker, Tyrese, Eva Mendes. Å
Below Deck
Below Deck
Below Deck
Below Deck Mediterranean
Movie: “Sex and the City”
Diners, Drive
Diners, Drive
Best Thing-Ate
Amy Schumer
Guy’s Games
Best Thing-Ate
(6:00) “Marrying Mr. Movie: “You’re Bacon Me Crazy” (2020) Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Darcy” (2018) Å
Natalie Hall, Michael Rady. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Praise Å
Pain
Blessed The Lion In the
Praise Å
Prince
P. Stone
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
Pawn Stars (N)
Pawn Stars
American Pickers
Darcey & Stacey
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day: Other
90 Day: Other
Find Love LIVE (N) 90 Day Fiancé
Street-Memphis
Street Outlaws: Memphis (N) Å
Bad Chad Customs Fast N’ Loud Å
Street-Memphis
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
Movie: ››‡ “Hotel Transylvania” (2012) Movie: ››› “Matilda” (1996) (In Stereo) The 700 Club Å
“Can’t Hardly Wait”
Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Unfi
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Bunk’d Å Big City Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Gabby
Raven’s Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
Home
Home
Greens
Duran
Home
The Last Alaskans
The Last Alaskans: Arctic Refuge (N)
Homestead Rescue (N) (In Stereo)
The Last Alaskans
Futurama Futurama
Men In
Movie: ›› “Underworld: Blood Wars”
Movie: ›› “G.I. Joe: Retaliation” (2013, Action)
Å
Å
Black 3 (2016) Kate Beckinsale, Theo James.
Dwayne Johnson, Bruce Willis. Å (DVS)

Modular

FREE
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NCIS: Los Angeles
Å (DVS)
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Discover
Theory
Bangor
207
Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
“Blame It on Rio”
“Unspoken”
Å (DVS)
Å (DVS)
“Defectors”
Hell’s Kitchen “Five Is Prodigal Son “The
FOX23 News at Ten DailySeinfeld Two and Two and
the New Black”
Job” Å (DVS)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Å
Half Men Half Men
NCIS A Navy officer FBI Armor-piercing FBI: Most Wanted
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
is murdered.
rifles are stolen.
“Silkworm” Å
Corden
America’s Got Talent “Live Show 2” Eleven 2020 Democratic
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
performers compete live. (N) Å
Convention (N)
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Modern Modern black-ish mixed-ish What Would You
WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
Family
Family
Do? Å
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
PBS NewsHour Convention Coverage “Democratic National Con- PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
vention” (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Dead
Dead
Tell Me a Story
WMTW Mike &
Last Man Last Man 2 Broke 2 Broke
Pixels
Pixels
“Chapter 4: Rage”
News 8 Molly
Standing Standing Girls
Girls
CBS 13 Ent.
NCIS A Navy officer FBI Armor-piercing FBI: Most Wanted
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight is murdered.
rifles are stolen.
“Silkworm” Å
News
Corden
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Ninja Warrior
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
World Poker Tour
MLB Baseball
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter Å
NFL Live Å
Documentaries
WNBA Basketball: Liberty vs Storm
NFL Live Å
UFC Archival
Red Sox MLB Baseball: Philadelphia Phillies at Boston Red Sox. (N)
Extra
Red Sox NESN After Hours
Baseball
Rizzoli & Isles “Dirty Rizzoli & Isles Å
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Rizzoli & Isles
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Little Secret”
“Money Maker”
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Democratic National Convention Å
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Convention
2020: Democratic National Convention
Convention
Convention
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
The Profit Å
The Profit Å
The Profit Å
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Hot Ones Hot Ones Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
(6:00) Movie: “Bon- Movie: ›››‡ “Reds” (1981, Drama) Warren Beatty, Diane Keaton. Oscar- Movie: ›››‡ “Bugsy” (1991,
nie and Clyde”
winning account of the life of journalist John Reed. Å
Biography) Warren Beatty.
(6:30) NBA Basketball: First Round, Game NBA Basketball: First Round, Game 1: Teams TBA.
NBA on TNT (N)
Basketball
1: Teams TBA. First Round action.
First Round action. (N) (Live) Å
(Live) Å
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Daily
South Pk South Pk South Pk
(5:30) Movie: ››
Movie: ›‡ “Truth or Dare” (2018) Lucy
Movie: ›‡ “Truth or Dare” (2018) Lucy
Movie: ››› “Mis“The Mummy” Å Hale, Tyler Posey. (In Stereo) Å
Hale, Tyler Posey. (In Stereo) Å
sion: Impossible 2”
NHL Hockey Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Celebrity Show-Off Conan Å Celebrity Show-Off Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
“Best in Show-Off”
“Best in Show-Off”
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Worth?
Worth?
Worth?
Worth?
Worth?
Worth?
Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Worth?
Worth?
(5:30) Movie: ›› “2 Movie: ››‡ “The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift” Movie: ›› “Fast & Furious” (2009, Action) Vin
Fast 2 Furious”
(2006) Lucas Black, Zachery Ty Bryan. Å
Diesel, Paul Walker, Michelle Rodriguez. Å
Million Dollar LA
Million Dollar LA
Million Dollar LA
Backyard Envy (N) Million Dollar LA
Below Deck
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped (N) Å
Chopped Sweets
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
(6:00) “Love Under Movie: “Wedding Every Weekend” (2020, Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
the Olive Tree”
Romance) Kimberley Sustad. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Behind
Potters
Praise Å
Joyce M. Livg
Together Christine Praise Å
Prince
Youseff
America’s Book of Secrets: Special
America’s Book of Secrets: Special
America’s Book of Secrets: Special
Doubling Down
Counting On (N)
Counting On (N)
Doubling Down
Outdaughtered
Counting On
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch (N) Undercover Billion. I Quit (N) Å
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
(6:00) “Edward Scissorhands” Movie: ››› “Wonder” (2017) Julia Roberts. Å
The 700 Club Å
“Kung Fu Panda”
Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Sydney- Sydney- Coop & Coop & Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Gabby
Sydney- Coop & Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
Max
Max
Cami
Cami
Duran
Max
Cami
Finding Bigfoot
Finding Bigfoot “Amazon Squatchin”’
Finding Bigfoot
Finding Bigfoot
Finding Bigfoot
(6:00) Movie: ›› “G.I. Joe:
Movie: ›‡ “Gods of Egypt” (2016, Fantasy) Nikolaj Movie: › “Anaconda” (1997, Suspense)
Retaliation” (2013) Å (DVS)
Coster-Waldau, Brenton Thwaites. Å
Jennifer Lopez, Ice Cube. Å
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This Truck’s a Lemon

DEAR CAR TALK: Your recent article on used pickup
truck reliability ratings (in which you steered a reader
toward a Toyota Tundra) really made me chuckle. Since
getting out of the Army in 1972 I’ve owned 15 Fords (cars,
trucks, vans) for my ever-changing and growing family.
Currently I have a 2011 hybrid Ford Fusion that has
never been in the shop, and we enjoy its great mileage.
I also have a 2018 Ford Edge with all the bells and whistles we love. Also amongst our family vehicles is a 2008
Toyota Tundra Limited, 5.7, V8 that had very high ratings
from Consumer Reports for reliability and was labeled a
“best buy.”
Maybe there was a full moon the night before my
Tundra purchase. There it was on the dealership floor,
sparkling clean, almost winking at me to give it a test
drive. I did and I liked it. I knew it would pull my 21-foot
Chaparral boat, no problem. With a high rating, what could
go wrong?
Here’s the list:
1. Loud piston slap when cold — piston slap is due to
excessive piston-to-cylinder wall clearance. Toyota said
this is normal.
2. Rear axle bearings were noisy and had to be replaced.
Service writer said that’s not uncommon.
3. Power mirrors were replaced and one is bad again.
4. Water pump leaked and had to be replaced at about
50K miles. Service writer, once again, said that’s not
uncommon.
5. Clear coat peeling. For over half of its life, this truck
has been in covered parking at work and parked in my
garage at home. The peeling is quite embarrassing. It’s so
extreme it flaps and looks like it could challenge a bird for
take-off.
6. The gas pedal practically gives my wife whiplash. It
has been replaced, but still is very jerky when accelerating,
much too sensitive.
Without mentioning any yellow fruit, maybe we just got
a bad truck. But keep in mind the service writer said three
of these items were normal and not uncommon. All this
with less than 87K miles on it.
I don’t know if I want to laugh or cry. None of my Fords
ever came this close to disappointing me. I do know for sure
that I won’t rely on so-called “ratings” from now on. How
could anyone have given this Tundra such high ratings?
Bewildered and frustrated. — Ken
RAY: Oh, you got a flapper, Ken. Who could ask for anything more! To be fair to us, we were asked about ratings
for used pickup trucks 2014 and newer. We didn’t look at
ratings for the 2008 Tundra. If we do that now, we see that
ACROSS
1 Caution
6 Like most vests
11 Tight-knit team
16 Hostel visitor
21 One who governs
22 Overjoy
23 Ell
24 Singing cowpoke
25 Rajah’s land
26 Reno alternative
27 Hide away
28 Used a crowbar
29 Bureaus
31 Derisive remarks
33 Regulations
35 Part of a train
36 Maintain
37 Artist Neiman
38 Nimbus
39 Green Hornet’s aide
40 Nautical dir.
41 Spock’s father
42 Old pro
44 Fibbing
47 Cleared the dishes
48 Title
49 Soft leathers
53 Expel
54 Skirt vents
55 Marshy areas
56 Universal
57 Gives the nod
58 Prunes
59 Light snack
60 Isn’t capable
61 Tempe inst.
62 Handling
64 Kitchen utensils
65 Tennessee team
66 Landing place
67 Expressed disdain
68 Short skirt
69 Made the scene
70 Separates violently
71 French article
72 Receiving clerk’s gadget (2 wds.)
74 Nov. follower
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it gets — oops! — 4 out of 5 for reliability.
I think we’d ding them on the piston slap. That is a common complaint about Tundras from this era, and I’d be
teed off, too, if my truck did that. And we know Toyota
had problems with its Pearl White paint peeling off. They
should have taken care of that for you with a sincere apology. Same with the water pump.
What’s important to keep in mind is that ratings are just
averages. It’s like using Yelp. If 15 diners have a great meal
at a place and one guy gets food poisoning and throws up
on the cheese plate at his kid’s bar mitzvah, the restaurant
is still going to have a 4.7 rating overall. That’s better than
the 4 out of 5 your Tundra got for reliability.
And any particular survey can suffer from built-in bias.
For instance, if everybody who reads Consumer Reports
has been reading for 40 years how great Toyota reliability
is, that might subconsciously affect how, or whether, they
report their experience in that survey.
There’s also the possibility that you got a lousy individual truck, Ken. One of those “Friday built” jobs. Our own
experience in the garage lines up pretty well with what we
reported. The Toyotas we see tend to be better than the
Fords in terms of how often they need repair. But not every
Toyota, nor every Ford.
So surveys, done by credible organizations with the
largest possible sample size, while not perfect, are the best
information we’ve got to go on.
***
Got a question about cars? Write to Car Talk in care of The
Free Press, P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076 or
via email by visiting www.cartalk.com.

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every
3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9 with no repeats. That
means that no number is repeated in any row, column or box.
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Sudoku solution on page 28.

Shepard
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Pre-owned SAABs – Authorized Service
(Part of Shepard Chrysler • Dodge • Ram • Jeep)

US Route 1 • Thomaston • 594-2154
www.shepardcars.com

WRFR FM,

Rockland

Your local community radio station welcomes you! We’re
volunteer-powered, so tune in to hear your friends on the air at
93.3 FM (99.3 Camden) or stream online at wrfr.com. Remember,
WRFR is your community radio station. See how you can become
involved. Call WRFR at 594-0721, email wrfr93.3@gmail.com or visit wrfr.org for more information.

75 Moisten with dripDOWN
pings
1 Diva’s numbers
78 Puppy noises
2 Fencer’s move
79 Jalopy
3 Chief’s adviser
80 Queens’ houses
4 Be original, but not
84 The rudiments
first
85 Some little piggies
5 Hunting down
86 Well, to Yves
6 Flood barrier
87 Steep, in cooking
7 Henri’s aits
88 Hawaii’s Mauna -8 Remind too often
89 Tailed amphibian
9 Knickknack stands
90 Barnyard females
10 Wanted badly
91 Gem surface
11 DJ -- Kasem
92 Frost victim
12 Kitchen pests
93 Roman’s clock
13 Genetic material
95 Whining noise
14 Fix the roof
96 Mall events
15 Breathe out
97 Fresca or Pepsi
16 Puppy cries
98 Storage places
17 Not just my
99 Sunflower product
18 City in New York
100 Fragrant wood
19 Small gift
101 Consumed
20 Water, in combos
102 Gray-barked trees
30 Kind of cube
104 Comfortable
32 -- choy
105 Dik-dik cousin
34 Goes downhill
106 Units of resistance
37 Holds up
109 Feels sorry over
38 Completes a dress
110 Old Norse poems
39 Patch locale
111 Shreds
41 Taking to court
115 Tiny legume
42 Barn topper
116 This, in Tijuana
43 Cousin’s mother
117 Obligations
44 Plunders
118 Like knights
45 Canada territory
119 Do well
46 Part of GI
121 Hone a razor
47 Like some alleys
123 Chloroform kin
48 Brooklyn cagers
125 Wooden container
50 Sink necessity
126 Emulates a bronco
51 Moved gingerly
127 Trailer rental (hyph.) 52 Disparaging remarks
128 Draws close
54 Jerks away
129 Came to a conclu55 Wrapping up
sion
56 Big blow
130 Love madly
58 Low dice roll
131 Skating champion
59 Bete noire
Fleming
60 Free pass
132 Take the wheel
63 Druids
133 Exploits
64 Fruit stones
65 Seductive woman
66 Nut-bearing tree

68 Travel guides
69 “Misery” costar
70 Set afire again
72 Lose some
73 Unisex wear
74 Is bold
75 Very light wood
76 Roughly
77 Meager
78 Cry of dismay
80 Harness-racing horse
81 Henry -- Lodge

82 Debussy music
83 Auto type
85 Promos
86 Curve
87 Borneo’s archipelago
89 Genial
90 Gets a move on
91 Loses color
94 Claims
95 Razzle-dazzle has 4
96 Course length

97 White wine
99 Put away a sword
100 Argue
101 Lured
103 Attacks with scissors
(2 wds.)
104 Wheel part
105 Go aimlessly
106 “Lohengrin,” e.g.
107 Put the whammy on
108 Neighbor of Hong

Kong
110 Email option
111 Brief
112 Circumvent
113 Appraised
114 Iditarod racers
116 Failing that
117 QB -- Flutie
118 Mr. Griffin of TV
120 Make mistakes
122 Cleaning cloth
124 Osaka yes

@
Crossword
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pg 28.
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WOOD PELLETS

• Pre-Order, Prepay with
Cash or Check Only
• $245 / Ton Order by August 20

7 TREE FARM & HOME
FINAL DAYS ADDITIONAL MARK-DOWNS HAVE BEEN TAKEN

Former Union Agway
Rte 17, Union

785-4385

M.-F. 9-5
Sat. 9-4

Original Tinman and
Maine Sport Triathlons

40

th

Year

MEGUNTICOOK
RACE FESTIVAL
Olympic Triathlon,
Olympic Relay Triathlon, Sprint Triathlon

Nothing is going to prevent the
40th year of this triathlon!
In keeping with the Governor's phases, etc.,
this year the triathlon will be a
Social Distancing Race.
Participants will have from August 1 - 30 to complete
the course on their own and then they will need to
submit their times on RaceWire by September 2nd.
This is based on an honor system.
Remember we are having this event to raise money for a
local charity and to keep the streak alive. With people being
impacted by the pandemic and the race being altered there
is a new registration fee.

Pulled Pork Sandwich
Takeout Dinner

Friday, August 28 • Pickup 5-6pm
Dinner includes a Pulled Pork Sandwich,
Chips, Homemade Coleslaw & Slice of
Homemade Blueberry Pie

Tickets are $1500 each & must be purchased in
advance by Wednesday, August 19.
Call Joyce Grotton at 785-2651
A limited number of frozen blueberry pies
available for $18.00, order today

The Megunticook Race Festival builds on the history of the
original Tinman and Maine Sport Triathlons – one of the
oldest triathlons in the world and 2020 marks the 40th year
of the Triathlon. Repeatedly, participants have called it one
of their favorite races and we do not want to let them down.
Especially Parker Johnson, who has raced in all 39 previous
years – we will not let him lose his streak.

Price - $20 for registration person/team

Includes a finishing award. Shirts will be on sale for $15.

Register - racewire.com/register.php?id=11556

Stay tuned by following the event
on Facebook @megunticookracefestival
All profits this year support
One Community Many Voices

PEOPLE’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Depot St. (Behind Union Post Office)

Presenting Sponsor

